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Rogers-Knowi-ton. A pretty home
wedding occurred Wednesday, evening,

December 20th, at 46 Union
street, the
home of the bride's mother, Mrs. James W.

Victor Grange, Searsmont, conferred the
3d and 4th degrees upon two candidates
Wednesday evening.
\

Knowlton, when her youngest daughter,
Gladys H„ was married to Mr. William A.
Rogers of Pittsfield. Rev. Eugeue S. Phil-

..

Comet Grange, Swanville, had a harvest
feast last Saturday night, and
although the
night was somewhat stormy there was a
large attendance. A bountiful supper was
served, followed by an interesting program,
and the patrons say it was one of the

brook of the Baptist church officiated and
used the ring service. Miss Ada Cunningham was bridesmaid and Mr. George E.
Coombs was best man.
Little Misses

sonal.
The State

Grange..Old Fashioned Peo
pie...Literary News and Notes. Light
Houses for Maine...First Execution in
Maine..Why Farmers are Popular,
odd Things in Argentina..A Freshman
;tl the U. of M ..Letter from the South-

Levaughn Knowlton aud Madeline Coombs
west in the Land ot Dixie..A Football acted as flower girls.
The parlor was very
Cow.
prettily decorated for the occasion with
\ oluine 77.. A gainst the Country Newsevergreen and holly aud an arch ornamentpapers.. More Light Needed..bit okton
springs..Northport News..The Duck ed by a floral bell, under which the wedtrap Bridge...Farm t rops of 1905... ding
party stood. After the ceremony an
Mneriean Shipping Co...lhe Monroe
Fair..The Intemperance of Nations.
informal reception was held, when the
The News of Belfast—The News of guests, who included
only the families and
Brooks...Secret societies...Wreck of
intimate friends of the contracting parties,
the Susquehanna.Longevity and
Liquor.. Every Man in the Rigging.. about thirty in all, took the opportunity of
W ill ( ut ice this Winter.
extending their congratulations. Among
About Maine Books.. Rev. Hugh G. CarThree Songs of Christmas, The the many pretty and valuable gifts received
ley..
Pennies in the Box (poem), Homesickwas a check for $2,ri from the bride's
uncle,
ness tpoetic, The Cow and the Poet.
II. K. Dawson. After a short wedding trip,
Is Courtesv Dead?..A Maine NobleThe Law Court..
which included a visit to friends in Monroe,
man..State Poems
Pencilings in Newfoundland.Many Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers went to Pittsfield,
Masted .■schooners.
Searsport Loeals Ship News..Market. where they will make their home. Mrs.
.Binds
Marriages.. Deaths..Steam- Rogers attended the public schools here
er \Y'estover Ashore.

|

pleasantest evenings of the year.
A. J. Webb of Thorndike has been

At the annual meeting of South Montville
Grange the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Arthur Martin, M.;
Charles Howes, 0.; Mrs. Frank Howes, L.;
William Prescott, S.; Ed. Moore, A. S.; E.
A. Dinslow, Chap.; C. F. Conner, Treas.;
Mrs. L. F. Sukeforth, Sec.; Chester Gray,
G. R.; Mrs. Cassie Martin, Ceres; Edna
Prescott, Pomona; Geneva Pinkham, Flora;
Ethel Howes, L. A. S.

and had lived in Belfast until she went to
Middletown, Conn., a few years ago. The
family later returned to Belfast, where
Mrs. Rogers has many friends who will regret her leaving. Mr. Rogers has a blacksmith shop m Pittsfield, where he is very
successful.

C APT. t. r. pillsbury dead.
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In one
I Time successful Skipper.
Made
he Covered 75,000 Miles.
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Thomas li. Pillsbury, who died in
:!.<], Dec. 21st, aged 86, was one ol the
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Piiisbury sold the ship Charles
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ills bury
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most

notable

acnieve-

in the ship Martha
inch lie sailed out of Rockland on
den voyage in 1863. In 20 months
time of sailing lie remitted to the
-5s,<)00, a sum sufficient to pay the
.t ire cost of building.
^stances conspired to so favorable
Proceeding from Rockland to
apt. Pillsbury took a general cargo
Francisco, chartering for §26,000.
-dug there he proceeded in ballast
and Lima, chartered to load
r Antwerp.
Guano freights were
y high, commanding §20 a ton gold,
^nig at Antwerp, he got his freight
Gold
•>! rate of exchange premium.
he time rapidly mounting, and the
in
doubled
his remittance in gold
before it reached Rockland.
-ailed three voyages in the bark
from Poston and New York tc
rleans and Mobile, and the three
trips did net him the value of a barflour.
Owing to severe drouths
aden with freight lay stranded on
sissippi flats and the levees of Moi New Orleans for long months were
merchandise.
Pillsbury was married Jan. 9, 1845
Hrowrn of Newport, who survives
r with one daughter, Mrs. Leonorjt
and one son, Edgar T. Pillsbur\ ol
;»ville.
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regarding the question of resubmission, which will be the next great question
that will come before the convention, and I
had a prominent Republican of Belfast say
to me that if 1 was not for resubmission
were
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neither myself nor any other man with the
views could receive the nomination
for the high office of State senator, and I
think that, for the benefit of all concerned, a
man who is a candidate for representative
his views* before
or senator should pjace
the
whose votes he asks. I am for
same

people
prohibition first and last and all the time,

and under no circumstances whatever
would I vote for resubmission, nor would 1
accept the nomination under any other conditions. I hope I have made myposition plain
the couso that the delegates who come to
I
vention can make no mistake as to w here
stand. 1 do not now, and never did* believe
! in a candidate running around the count! y
the
asking votes for himself, but believe

-.——
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DISTRICT OF CAST1NE.

Tbe game

the Belfast Band
from the stage
team and a team made up
1
Ktiiel.
resulted in a
I ; hands of the Opera House
Madge Ruth.
The score was
Reliance.
victory for the band boys.
to 21.
d4; I 26
05 High school
Tuesday evening the
Y. M. C. A. The
team played the Rockport
Broke Through the Ice.
A M.
score was, B. II. 8., ’05, 47; Rockport
is made up of
c. A., 6. The winning team
*’■ Willey of Clinton lost a valuabli
4 horses last Friday afternoon wliili
pair of brothers and the line-up was
Holmes,
i:g across the ice on the river at tlia
as follows: Gay Holmes, rf.; Clyde
The horses broke in and as then
r b.;
If.; Will Black, c.; Hugh llayford,
riite a current they quickly went uu
substiHarold llayford, 1 b.; Rice Black,
ice and Mr. Willey had all that In
in to save himself. The horses weri
tute.
the Belfast
A man, name no
at about #300.
To-morrow, Friday, evening
is reported to have lost a horse ii
will play the Opera liouseteam.
team
Band
same
afternoon.
pond the
ary

-^B-"'l
H

prejudice,

DEATH OF LEWIS ELLIOTT.
A

Promising Young Life

Goes

Suddenly

Out.

The sad intelligence of the death of
Lewis Elliott, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
was received with much regret bj
the many friends of the family in this com-

Elliott,

THE CHURCHES.

Florence Mae (Kelley) Ridley died at her
home on Spring street, Belfast, Dec. 19,
1905, after an illness of five weeks, ller
age was 16 years and 6 months. She was
married last spring to Alton E. Ridley, who
survives her. Mrs. Ridley was a member
of the Baptist church of Belfast.
Her
Christian faith shone brightly at the last,
and was a great source of com fort. Her
gratitude for attentions and her thoughtfulness for others were beautiful and touching. Funeral services were conducted at
her late home December 21st by her pastor,
Rev. E. S. Fhilbrook. The floral tributes
consisted of a bouquet of roses and chrysanthemums from Thompson’s shop, chrysanthemums and ferns from the cutting
room of the shoe factory, bouquet of pinks
from Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gross, sixteen
pinks from Mrs. McAuliffe and son, roses
from brothers and sisters, and also from
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Ryan, and a bouquet of pinks from Mrs. Fletcher and Mrs.
McKinnon.
Besides her husband Mrs.
Ridley leaves to mourn their loss a mother,
Mrs. il. L. Curtis, a father, Mr. Ansel S.
Kelley, six sisters, Mrs. Walter E. Aldus of
Belfast, Charlotte and Evelyn Kelley of
Redlands, Calif., Mertie Kelley of Frankfort, Rose Kelley of Unity and Annie Kelley of Belfast; and two brothers, James
and Ansel, ,lr., of Belfast.

There will be the usual services at the
North church this afternoon and
evening
and next Sunday.

Early Thursday morning, Dec. 14th, William Newcomb of Wiuterport was stricken
by a shock while dressing and lingered for
eight hours without reg lining consciousness.
Mr. Newcomb had been a resident of
Wiuterport for nearly thirty years, moving
there from Newburg, where he was born
March 1, 1826, almost eighty years ago. He
was the last survivor of the thirteen children of Solomon Newcomb and his wife,
Sarah Doane Newcomb, pioneer settlers of
Newburg village. Mr. Newcomb had made
his home with his granddaughter aud her
husband, Mr. aud Mrs. Ernest R. Colson,
for the last few years. The funeral was
held in the Grange Hall, Dec. 17th. At the
funeral were the following nieces and nephews from South Newburg: Mr. and Mrs.
Merrill Goodrich, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morrell, Dr. E. C. Newcomb and daughter Della. Other relatives present were Hon. L.
W. Frederick and wife, E. R. Colson and
wife, Miss A. L. Clapp, John I. Frederick
and wife, Mrs. Lida Curtis, Russel Curtis,
Chester Curtis aud wife. The immediate
surviving relatives are the widow and a
daughter. Rev. Harry Hill of the Methodist
church conducted the services. Three beautiful hymns were rendered by a quartet,
consisting of Rev. Harry Hill, Miss Marie
Wardwell, Mrs. C. R. Hill and Joshua
Treat. D. M. Spencer had charge of funeral arrangements.
William Warren, a famous old-time shipbuilder, died Dec. 24th at his home in
Brewer, after a long illness. He was born
in Freedom, Me., and when but 10 years old
his parents moved to Searsport, where he
was
apprenticed to a master-calker, of
whom he learned the trade. When 18 years
old he went to Florida to calk a bark, for
which he received $225 in gold, one of the
pieces of which lie always kept. He learned
all branches of shipbuilding, and worked
on more than 150 new vessels.
In 1878 he
moved to Brewer and until a few years ago,
when he was obliged to retire, operated
Warren’s dock, a famous beach dock on the
Brewer side of Bangor harbor, where he
lias repaired a number of craft. He was 74
years old. A daughter, Mrs. Geo. Bridges,
lives in Cambridge, Mass.

(’apt. Edward V". Gates of the American
ship S. 1*. liitcbcook died at Liverpool,
Eng., Dec. 3d, it is supposed of heart trouble,
to which he was subject,
lie was born in

Thomaston (52 years ago and first went to
sea in 18(5(5 as second mate of the ship St.
Charles. Deserved in the Civil war. His
home was in Portland, where he has a wife,
son and daughter.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following tiansiers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 25, 1005 :
James L. Bean, Searsmout, to John F.
Maiden, et a!., do.; land and buildings in
Searsmout (5 deeds).
Emma J. Black, Stockton Springs, to
Emery 1). Bickmore, do.; laud in Stockton

Springs.

Emma J. and Martha ('. Black, Stockton
to Emery 1). Bickmore, do.; land
Stockton Springs.
John L. Boynton, Searsmout, to Charles
A. Boynton, Montville; land and buildings
in Searsmout.
Charles A. Boynton, Montville, to Emma
L. Jameson, Searsmout; land and buildings in Searsmout.
Jere Bowen, Monroe, to Oscar B. Dow,
do.; land in Monroe.
Charles F. Bessey, Brooks, to James II.
Post, Knox; land in Knox.
Otis F. Coombs, Islesboro, to Gaylia L.
Ryder, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Thomas J. Caloon, Frankfort, to Mt.
Waldo Granite Company, Frankfort; land
in Frankfort.
Ralph W. and James J. Clements, Thorndike, to Francis A. Harmon, do.; land and
buildings in Thorndike. J
Caroline D. Chamberlain, Elgin, 111., to
John Sanborn, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Michael, Martin and Thomas Cuddy, et
als., Winterport, to William B. Sprowl/do.;
land in Winterport.
Cassie F. Dodge, Islesboro, to Second
Baptist Society, Islesboro ; land in Islesboro.
Hobart A. Hodge, Islesboro, to Second
Baptist Society, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
Willard S. Giles, Camden, to Arthur P.
Sleeper, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Mark L. Ginn, Stockton Springs, to
Nicholas B. Ginn, do.; land in Stockton.
Maria O. Hill, Brookline, to Julia E.
Drinkwater, Cambridge; land and build
ings ill Stockton Springs.
F. A. Harmon, Thorndike, to Charles E.
Smith, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike.
Sarah E. Jenkins, Belfast, to George B.
Dickey, Boston; land in Nortliport.
Helen G. May bury, Westbrook, to Benjamin Bradbury, Fairfield; land in North-

Springs,
in

port.

I

schooner Roosevelt. 01-

day evening between

#
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sympathy

blind the jury to their duty, or overcome
their judgment. It does not seem clear to
us that the verdict was right.
There are
many cogent arguments against it, but
there were also evidence and fair arguments in support of it.
We do not feel justified in holding that it was unmistakably
wrong.
Motion overruled.

OBITUARY.

Albert J. Mudgett, Belfast, to John Sanborn, do.; land in Belfast.
munity.
Irvin L. Perry, Belfast, to Alvenus M.
Voting Elliott, who was a graduate from Sanborn, do.; land in Belfast.
the Presque Isle High school, class 1905,
Fred F. Perkins, Stockton Springs, to
and popular among his Frank S.
was prominent
Hardman, do.; land in Stockton
class and schoolmates and iiis early demise
Springs.
Aside from his
is sincerely mourned.
\
.Sidney
Pendleton, Lincolnville, to
Marne Shipyards.
scholarly attainments he had much musical Oliver E. Keene, do.; land in Lincolnville.
ability being quite proficient on the cornet,
Richard
F.
Patterson, Belfast, to Joseph
-ecords show that only 13,771 tons o
and although hilt about is years of age li s A.
McKeen, do. ; land in Belfast.
playing always received much merited
g were launched from Maine yard:
David II. Smith, Winterport, to CorI delegates should go to the convention un- praise.
In ithe early autumn he went to nealius
-! yea:, against 41,972 tons in the pie
Kelley do ; land in Winterport.
the man who
pledged and there vote for
llaugor to take a course in the Business
Arthur P. Sleeper, Camden, to John B.
inthe
and
ami
it
was
while
interests
at
his
nr, and at present writing the out
College,
their
engaged
would best serve
Murpliy, Rockland; land in Stockton
As desk that he met with an accident by fall- Springs.
not promising for the coming .veiliterests of the people lie is to represent.
ing backwards in his chair, inflicting a
a
George Shorkley, Camden, to John B.
when
dis
ng are tile ligures for two of the
for the other questions, my record
heavy blow on tlm hack of his head tl at Murpliy, Rockland; land in Stockton
member of the House will answer. Hoping cau-ed spinal meningitis,resulting in death Springs.
DISTRICT OF BELFAST.
of
about ten days afterward.
News of the
Charles E. Smith, Thorndike, to Wilhelthese views will meet with the appio\al
ter Tlieoline. 851
1 sad occurrence, which took place early Sun- inii.a Tweedie, do.; land and buildings in
counts
Waldo
of
the Republican party
day morning I me. 17, in Brooks, was re- Thorndike.
ier Helen J. Seitz.224! |
ceived by private telephone message a few
Henry R. Dawson
am yours truly,
A. W. Worthing, Palermo, to A. R. Burhours later and awakened a feeling of
2
"ner Black Hawk.
rell, China; land in Palermo.
Mouroe, Me., Dec. 28, 1905.
deepest sorrow and sympathy for the be-ue Lobster.
Abby B. Young, Ellsworth, to John Sanreaved parents.
ioT Lillie G.
II
born, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Funeral
services
were
held
in
Ball.
the
Basket
Brooks,
D
eue Lucie E.t_
home of the family previous to their resiCommander Burrell’s Badge
dential period in i’resque Isle, Wednesday
31W
in the Opera House last Thurs-

m|
Si1
S
W

street.

j

in London in 1845, at the concllithe voyage above referred to, for
: n gold.
This $50,000 in gold and
freight money of $10,000, Captain
brought home in a lump and turnfor division among the Rockland
In the Forest Eagle he once made
that lasted from home to home one
15 days, and lie brought back and
r to A. H.
Kimball, the principal
1 agent, $44,300, the ship’s net

I

THE DROUTH IN DENVER.

A Grand Arm} friend of The Journal relates the following incident of the G. A. R.
National Encampment at Denver, Colo.
On the evening of the day of the parade,
.Sept. 6th, 1 was strolling down 17th street,
bride’s home on lower Main street, Bucks- w hen an illuminated electric car passed me.
j
port, Saturday afternoon at 4 o’clock, ltev. It contained a brass band which wras playT. \Y Hunter of the Methodist church, per- j ing that familiar air to w hich the old solforming the ceremony in the presence of ! diers are prone to sing :
“How dry I am, how dry l am,
the immediate relatives and a few intimate |
Nobody knows howr dry I am.”
friends. The house was beautifully decoThat same air had been played frequentrated by the young lady friends of the bride
ly by many bands during the parade. Close
with palms, rubber plants, ferns and holly,
in my rear was a German veteran, who at
the color scheme being green and red. The j
ouce recognized the tune and with considin
of
a
front
was
performed
ceremony
beautiful bank of green.
Promptly at 4 | erable buoyancy of spirits said to his como’clock to strains of the Lohengrin wedding panion :
“Dot is a nize song; 1 was singing dot
march, played by Mrs. Albert Page, the
wedding party entered the drawing room. song all tay.”
His friend said, “yes, it is nice; what is
Capt. Nichols was attended by his step-,
father, K. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass., and | the name of it." when Dutchy replied, “nothe maid of honor was Miss Grace Nichols, body knows how dry it is.”
The bride was attire i j
a sister of the bride.
You see that the Irish are not to be credin a beautiful traveling gown of blue velvet
j ited with all the “bulls” that are made; the
of
white
and carried a shower bouquet
j
roses.
The maid of houoi wore a very Germans must have a look in now and
handsome blue silk gown trimmed with j then.
lace and carried a bouquet of piuk roses. \
Alter the ceremony a brief reception was I
THE CORD WOOD CASE.
held and chicken salad, rolls, coffee, cake j
and ice cream were served to tlio guests,
The following rescript has been received
Miss Mary F. Genii, Miss Nan Godfrey and
Mrs. t»scar F. Fellows assisting. '1 he pres- from the Law Court.
Waldo Count}
Mary E. McAllister, i
ents were numerous and as usual included
the useful and the ornamental. Capt. and admx. vs. Horace Puriuton et al. Rescript!
J.
Mrs. Nichols left on the evening train for by Emery,
The plaintiffs’ intestate sold and deliverBoston and New York. Capt. Nichols is
ed to the defendant 60S cords of wood at an
an officer on one of the large steamers of
the American and Hawaii 8. 8. Co., which agreed price. The plaintiff contended the
price was #2.50 per cord; the defendants
ply between New York and Honolulu, and that
it was only #2.00 per cord.
Which of
expects to sail the last of January.^ Mrs. these
prices was the agreed price was the
Nichols will not accompany Capt. Nichols
only
question.
in
on the voyage, and her many friends
The evidence was conflicting and much
Bucksport hope she will return there, as of it
contradictory. Much of it sustained
she will be greatly missed.
the defendant’s contention, but some of it
as certainly sustained the plaintiff’s conH. R. DAWSON OF MOMROE
tention. There were no circumstances indisputably established compelling a conAnnounce* his Candidacy for State Senator
clusion either way.
From such circumand Plainly State* hi* Position.
stances as were established there was no
inference
single
establishing
necessary
To the Editor of The Journal I have either contention.
A contrary inference
been asked by a number of the voters of was possible.
What circumstances weie
the county to announce that I will be a can- established by the evidence and what
possible inferences was the correct
didate for State senator of \\ aldo county at among
inference were both questions for the jury.
the next Republican convention, as it was
The presiding justice defined the issue
expected that after Mr. Morse had served sharply and clearly. There was no misthiil. The jury must have seen it.
his term that I would be the next candi- taking
There was nothing in the case to excite unI have been asked what my views due
date.
or
or otherwise

Capt. Piiisbury was compacket line between New
•; New Orleans, and it was in the
that iie made the trip in 10 da\s
urs, one of the quickest trips ever

H

Master,
Moore;

The
Nichols-Nichols.
wedding of
Cant. Joseph F. Nichols and Miss Maude
K. Nichols, daughter of Mrs. Martha M.
Nichols of
Bucksport, took place at the j

\ears

iei

officers

Lecturer, O. J. Cass; Steward, W. S. York ;
Steward, -; Chaplain, Herbert
Stevens; Treasurer, Chas. Hartshorn; Secretary, Miss Winnifred 5Iatthews; Ceres,
5Irs. Z. L. Hartshorn; Pomona, Hattie
Hartshorn: Fora, Mrs. Herbert Stevens;
I,. A. Steward, Mrs. W. S. Y'ork; Organist,
Mrs. 51. C. Ward; Librarian, Mrs. W. X.
Matthews,

Both she and Mr.
ful terms of school.
Emmons, whose homealso was in North Belfast, have a large circle of friends who extend their best wishes and congratulations.
.Mr. and Mrs. Emmons are to reside at 116

High

Grange,

Asst.

the class of 1904, having the valedictory.
She has since taught several very success-

•<i from Havana for London witn
cargo of sugar which, had ever
ieu up to that time. It was in the
t 1853-4, one of the worst winters
mi had ever experienced. Five ships
:,tr passage went to the bottom and
nf three of them were never again
Cupt. FiHsbury was on deck
;d nights, getting a snatch of sleep
mil intervals. The ship sailed into
long overdue, and was welcomed as
It was said at the
.in ocean grave.
.a the ship was the deepest-laden
<■ h ever
put into Loudon.
'thei occasion Capt. Piiisbury sailueadth of the ocean on an almost
curse w ith the confederate cruiser
ah. The latter captured and burn\ merman vessels on that voyage,
•iaft commanded by Capt. P.d.but a few mites distant most of
; hough
totally unaware of the
of the dreaded foe.

i

At a regular meeting of Granite
North
Searsport, the following
were elected for the ensuing year:
Z. L. Hartshorn; Overseer, A. P.

Mrs. James S. Roberts and has resided at
the Head of the Tide.
Mrs. Emmons
graduated from the Belfast High School in

'I

oii

Rankin, Lecturer; Dana Heal, Steward;
Victor Woodbridge, Asst. Steward; Etta
Fernald, Chaplain; Charles Moody, Treasurer; Austin Marriner, Secretary; William
Knight, Gatekeeper; Ella Young, Ceres;
Abliie Rollerson, Pomona; Stella Young,
Flora; Georgie Woodbride, L. A. Steward.

20th, when Ralph L. Emmons and Miss
Grace Estelle Roberts, both of Belfast,
were married by Rev. J. W. Hatch.
The
bride was attended by her sister, Miss
Emma K. Roberts, aud Wellington J.
Roberts,'the bride’s brother, was best man.
The ring ceremony was impressively used.
The bride is the eldest daughter of Mr. and

>hiji Charles Holmes, Capt. 1 *111 >-

!

1 ranquility Grange, Lincolnville, has elected the following officers: Arne FI. Knight,
51 aster ; A. W. Knight, Overseer; Lawrence

Em mons-Kuberts. A quiet wedding was
solemnized at the Methodist parsonage in
this city Wednesday evening. December

rvivors in this section of the old
d shipmasters. Although he retired
lie sea nearly 40 years ago he had
of a career which,
recollections
iinnarred by a single shipwreck, still
led in romantic interest, lie went to
4, and from cook with wages of 85 a
lose rapidly to the position of masiner. In the latter capacity he coinlarge vessels of every rig and visitIn one
v quarter
of the globe.
dle voyage of 38 months he covered
11 is most eventful voyage
miles.
..ide in 1859-60, when he traveled to
ii to take command of the ship
Eagle, which had been chartered by
g)ish as a transport ship, and lie was
: into direct contact with the stirring
;s connected with the brief struggle
and the allied forces of
ii China
The French and
and England.
numbering only 8000, took the
to Pekin,
then
marched
and
Taku,
resistance proving hopeless, the
negotiated a treaty of peace,
settling the government charter
lisbury sailed from Shanghai for
A Portuguese
with 500 coolies.
led as interpreter overheard toe
the cabin and
blow
to
up
plotting
punters in order to gain posseslie
Ine ship,
promptly informed
lisbury, who had the ringleaders
ions inside of an hour and nipped
yin the bud.
In']) Forest Eagle in which this
e. uise was made was an image of
us clipper ship Dreadnaught, and
apt. Pinshury sailed 293 miles lit 24

a

member of the grange 31 years and has
served 12 years as master of his subordinate
grange and one as master of North Waldo
l’omoua. He has been a deputy live years
ami has memorized the installation service
aitil the degree work up to the sixth degree.
This is a good record.

—

1

GRANGES.

The trustees of Union Harvest
Grange,
Centre Montville, laid a new hard wood
Hour in their hall last week.

afternoon at 2 o'clock. A beautiful floral
pillow was sent by the Presque Isle Cornet
Band, inscribed P. I. C. B. and Palmer’s
Orchestra, of which deceased was a valued
member. The classmates also sent a beautiful design and there were tributes of
roses and other
flowers from individual
friends. Clement Thompson, a close friend,
went to Brooks to attend the last sad rites.
—Presque Isle Star-Herald.
Boat

three*

Building

Plant burned.

Rockland, Me, Dec. 24. The boat
building plant of C. F. Brown of Pulpit
Harbor was destroyed by tire Friday night.
Mr. Brown had recently installed agasoleue
engine and other machinery which will be
a

total

loss.

His loss is estimated at about

$6,000, partly covered by insurance.

The Woman’s Relief Corps, No. 6, visited
Robert 0. Tyler Post, No. 50, of which it is
the auxiliary, at G. A, II. hall last night,
and after submitting its annual reports proceeded to take the part of hostess and entertain t(re veterans with a musical proThe exercises closed bygram and a lunch.
l’ost Chaplain William F. Hilton presenting to Commander Burrill on behalf of the
Post a past commander's emblem, a star
and ribbon. The badge is of solid gold and
has four diamonds, one at each point of the
star. On the reverse side is the ihscription :
Henry W. Burrell,
Commander R. O. T. P.,
1905.
The badge hangs from a silk ribbon, suspended from a bar which bears the silver
eagle, corresponding to a colonel’s shoulder
1
strap.—Hartford, Ct., Courant, Dec. 22d.

Miss Erma Barker of Brooks was in town
last week.

PERSONAL.

Miss Helen
in Rockland.

Harold O’Connell is at home from Bangor for the

The services at the Baptist church will
be as usual next Sunday. Rev. E. S. Philbrook will exchange pulpits with Rev. Geo.
E. Tufts of Islesboro.

holidays.

Ralph W. and Daniel Gould
from Bangor.

Miss Myrtle Herrick of Rockland
spent
Christinas in town.

Misses Bertha and Helen Bird
ing friends in Rockland.

Service next Sunday at the Unitarian
church at 10:45 a. m., with sermon by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz; subject, “Another
Year.’’ Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Every

are

Miss Inez E. Carter of II lllowel)
home for over Christmas.

Charles S. Pearl has been elected clerk of
Central Congregational parish of Bangor.
Mrs. E. B. Greeley and son Edwin of Bar
Harbor are spending the holidays in Belfast.

Clarence C. Brooks will sing “The Publican” at this service. Sunday school at 3 30
p: m.

Mr. and Mrs. U. C. Pitcher left Friday
for a few weeks visit in South Weymouth,
Mass.

at

home

A. C. Sibley of Boston arrived yesterday
for a brief visit.

orchestra went to Frankfort Tues
day to play for a dance in that village.

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday at 2.30 p. m.; subject of sermon,
“The Angelus,” a New Year’s sermon. Mr.

are

Mrs. Nettie Pierson is in Boston visiting
her daughter.

visit-

Keyes’

body welcome.

Bachelder spent Christmas

was

at

Miss Jane A. McLellan is at home from
Boston for the holidays.
Richard E. Shaw, Bowdoin, '06, is at home
for the Christmas recess.

Gerry L. Brooks,

U. of M. Law School, 06,
is the guest of friends in town.
Miss

Clyde Holmes, B. II. S. '05, is at home
Religious services will be held in the
Chapel at East Northport on Sunday, Dec. from his forestry work in Massachusetts for
31st, at 10 30 a. in., by the pastor, Rev. G. G. the holidays.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Miss Louise Tyler of Rockland is the
Services will be held at the Brainard
guest for the holidays of her niece, Mrs.
schoolhouse at 2.30 p. m.
Tyler II. Bird.
The annual meeting of the First CongreMisses Isabel and Eraeroy Ginn arrived
gational church will be held Wednesday
Friday night from Boston to spend Christeveuing, January 3d.
Supper will be mas in Belfast.
served in the vestry at (i o’clock. The roll
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Brown spent
call of members, reports, business, etc.
will be at 7:30. It is earnestly desired that Christmas in Thomaston with their son,

Dorothy Stewart

of

iting her sister, Mrs. L. B.

Newport

is vis-

vejes.

Herbert A. Drinkwater came home from
Leominster, Mass., for the holidays.
Miss Louise \Y. Richards 'pent Christmas
at home from Farmington Normal School.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Copeland of Albion
spent Christmas with relat ves in this city.
Chester Knowlton went to

Mass., Monday, where he 1

as

Northampton,
employment.

Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd and Miss Clara
K- Steward of Northport spent Christmas
in town.

all members be present.

Arthur F. Brown.

Rev. ,1. W. Hatch will preach a New Year
sermon at the Methodist church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.: Bible school at noon ;
lunior League at 3 p. m. and at 7.15 p. m.
will be given the last stereopticon lecture in
the series on Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets, to be followed by a watch-night service.
The week of prayer will be observed by a
service each evening at 7.15 beginning Jan.
1st.

Mr. and Mrs. Clatence Adams were
guests the past week of Air. and Mrs. B. F.
Adams in Camden.

Miss Inez Frost of Vaterville spent
Christmas with her moth* r and sisters in
Belfast.

Airs. Hal! F. Hoxieof Schenectady, X. Y,,
is in town for several weeks’ visit with her
parents, Air. and Airs. T. 1). Barr.

George li. Hatch, Bowdoin '06, is spending the recess with his parents in North

Sherborne Kelloek, who is employed in
the Whitten Bro's. groeerv store, went to
Warren Saturday to spend Christmas with

Mrs. E. Mitchell and daughter Millie
have taken rooms in the Stewart Block for
the winter.

The following program was given at the
North church Sunday school concert Sunday afternoon, December 24th:

Itia nurunffi

P. Eddy of Bucksport and her
daughter, Mrs. Carl Ames of Bangor, arrived Thursday to visit Mrs. Eddy’s daughter, Miss Eddy.

Ralph Critchett of Boston spent Christwith his mother, Mrs. F. O. Critchett,
High street.

mas

George Hook of Brewer and Henry Hook
of Harrington are visiting their sisters,
Mrs. David H. Libby and Miss Hattie
Hook, of this city.

Rev. D. L. Wilson

Recitation, A Merry Christmas,

Doris Roberts

Christmas Offerings,
Doris Roberts, Mabel Craig, Freda Sylvester.
Alice Parker and Velma Mitchell
Duet,
School
Hymn,
Exercise, The Meaning of Christmas,
Primary class
Recitation and song, Christ is King,
Margaret Craig and school
Recitation, The First Christmas,
Lillian Gray
School
Ilyntn,
Six little girls
Exercise, Christmas Stars,
Duet, Harry Bowker and Stephen Clement
Exercise, Why We Love Christmas,
Seven girls
School
Hymn,
Recitation and song, Christmas Rells,
Margaret Craig, Freda Sylvester, Mabel
• raig and school
Dialogue, Christmas Choices,
Boys and girls
Brief address,
Rev. D. L. Wilson

Recitations,

Benediction.

Walter Poor came f rom Boston to spend
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. 0. Poor.

Mrs. E.

Marching song,
School
Greeting,
Ray Lindgren
Anthem,
Choir
Scripture reading and prayer,

Hymn,

Belfast.

Miss Sarah Russ is visiting her parents,
Mr. anil Mrs. Robert Russ, at their home on
Bell street.
Mrs. Edward Mason went to Sabattus last
to attend the wedding of her son,
E. W. Mason.

Albert Eldridge of Bucksport attended
the sale at Bay View Stock Farm last week
and bought and took home with him a
mare

Friday

Hugh I). McLeBan, Esq., spent Christwith his parents, Hon. Win. I!, and

weighing 1,340 pounds.

mas

Miss Mary II. Mason, formerly of this Mrs. McLellan.
city, managed the presentation of an enterDr. and Mrs. E. 1). Tapley visited Capt.
tainment for a school fair at Bridgton, and Mrs. Thomas Tapley in West Brookswhich was an unqualified success.
ville last week.

Miss Mary Pierce of Boston spent ChristMiss Susan Smith of Richmond, Kenmas with her mother and sister here, retucky, a student at the Sew England Conservatory of Music, is the guest of Miss turning Saturday.
E. R. Conner visited his parents in Troy
Katherine C. Quirnby for the holidays.
last Saturday and Sunday and spent ChristMrs. Franeena Richards, matron of the
mas in Fail field.
Phi Kappa Sigma House at the University
Mr. and Mrs. John Tapley of North Anson
Christmas
with
her
sister,
Congregation of Maine, spent
l are visiting at Mr. Tapley’s former In me n
Miss Harriet White, on Cedar street.

Christmas at the M. E. church was observed last Sunday throughout the day with
appropriate exercises. In the morning a
Christmas sermon was preached by Rev. F.
L. Haywood of Orono. In the afternoon
musical selections, readings and recitations
were given by the Juniors; and in the evening a Christmas concert was given by the
Sunday school,with the following program :
Organ voluntary
Amy Stoddard
School
Opening chorus. Hail the Dawn,
On
Jordan’s
School
Chorus,
Plain,
Rev. J. W. Hatch
Prayer,
Trio, Shine on oh Star,
Misses Dodge and Spinney, Mr. Pettingill
Reading, The Quest of the Magi,
Miss Alice Whitten
School
Chorus, Ring ye Bells,
Vocal solo, Close to the Savior,
Leverne Whitten
Notices and collection.
Vocal duet, Rejoice,
Bert L. Davis, N. G. Pettingill
Reading, Stars of Christmas,
Miss Juliana Pendleton
School
Chorus, Babe of Bethlehem,
Vocal solo, The Holy Night,
Mrs. McKenzie
Reading, The World’s Redeemer,
Miss Lillian Spinney
School
Closing chorus, Bethlehem’s Star,
Benediction.
Miss Stoddard
Organ voluntary,
Monday evening a good time for the children was prepared. The large vestry was
decorated with trees and evergreens. An
entertainment consisting of music and a
Santa Claus dialogue was given, after
which gifts for all members of the Sunday
school were distributed.

North Brooksville.

,1.

Percy Simmons, ’06, Karl McDonald

William Sylvester is at home fron Wal'07, William M. Black and .1. Donald
where lie has employ m-ut n
Clement, 'Oil, are at home from the Uni- tham, Mass.,
the watch factory.
for
the
Christmas
of
Maine
recess.
versity
Adelbert Merrill, Tufts Medical College.
John Scott Pendleton of Northport, Bates
arrived home Sunday morning for the
‘08,
of
a
member
the
chosen
has
been
’07,
college
Christmas holidays.
debating team, which is to meet the Uni- :

versity of Vermont
the

at

Rev. E. S. Phiibrook gave an illustrated
lecture on the Life of Christ in Bockport
last Tuesday evening.

Lewiston later in

season.

|

j
Jefferson I.. Alexander, U. of M. ’00, of
Milton Hunt, teacher of language at
of
Portland
William
Foster
and
Q.
Eastport
Higgins’ l U'sieal In.-titute, was in town
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. William 11. I
last week visiting friends.
Quirnby during the. holidays.
Game Warden Walter i. Neal and Mrs.
Miss Edith F. Duuton is at home from
Neal left Bangor Saturday foi a vi>:: in
her position as a private secretary at the
Boston and Nashua, N. H.
University of Wisconsin anil Miss Florence
Miss Maude Pierce, who lias employment
E. Dunton, Mt. Holyoke, ’06, is also at
in Waltham, Mass., spent a few day- with
season.
home for the
holiday

William M. Black, U. of M. '09, the last
year’s star B. 11. S. basket ball team center,
played that position on tLe Maine ’varsity
Friday night when, in a practise game,
they defeated Guilford 11. Is., in to 14.

i her mother and si>ters the past

week.

George Holmes of Tufts Med ial school
and Gay Holmes from Coburn Clas.'ieal
Institute are at home for tie holiday.'

Phineas G. Hussey, B. II. .v ‘00, of Beverly, Mass.,spent Christmas v h Ins parents.
II. llanscom and Rev. B. I). ; Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Hussey d' Waldo

|

Rev. A.
llanscom have returned to their homes
Mr. and Mrs Charles S. Pearl of Bangui
after a visit with their father, Rev. S. L.
llanscom, who lias been quite ill the past spent Chiistinasin Portland as the gue>ts of
Mrs. B. !>. llanscom is still
two weeks.
Mrs. A. II Whittenuue.
here with her two children at the parson- 1 their daughter,
Miss Edith Elliugwood is spending tin
age.—Bar Harbor Record Dec. 20th.
in Providence 11
Mrs. G. 1\ Lombard and her mother, Mrs. ! vacation from her school
I. with her mother, Mrs. L. L. Gentr
left
for

Strout,
Friday morning
Woburn,
Mass., where Mrs. Strout will spend the

Miss Nina F. Poor is spending her

winter and Mrs. Lombard will make an extended visit. Dr. Lombard left Saturday to
spend Christmas in Woburn.

He Bet on the Wrong Man.

va*

tion from her school at Montclaii, N
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs C. o. 1

nnr

The Fitzsimmous-O’Brien prize light at
Mr. and Mrs. Marcell us Tenney and Mis.
Sun Francisco is a thing of the past, but it
Mr. Frank M Piper and wife of Troy are J. 11. Carleton of Wiuterport wet*- gm->t>
is of local interest that a former Belfast visiting Mr.
in
Piper’s uncle, Mr. J. G. Piper, of Sheriff and Mrs. Vinos F. Ca::**t..
man, Fulton G. Berry, figured largely in the at his home, 40 Rankin street, of this city.
day.
betting before the light. A special to the They were marriedL. at the home of the
ft* nTozier of Unity, on
Misses Nina R. and Florence si.n
bride. Miss Georgia
New York Herald from San Francisco says:
Wednesday morning, and took the train to Waltham, Mass., are spending the in
: *>
Early in the evening O’Brien was favorite Belfast and thence by boat to Rockland. with their
parents, Capt. and Mr>. T
at into 7. Then the moody began coming The ceremony was attended by relatives
in, there being apparently plenty of O’Brien and friends, and the wedding presents were Shute.
money to cover that which appeared on numen us and beautiful.—Rockland Opinion
William A. Faunce of New York >pent
“Fitz.” Finally Fulton G. Berry of Fresno, Dec. 22d.
}i
Christmas with his sisters, Mrs. W:
showed a roll of $3,000 in one resort, but the
lion. Alexander II. Gray of Ellsworth Swan and Miss Mary Faunce, on High
proprietor refused to take only a part of
that amount.
was the guest of his sister, Mrs. Harry
street.
“How much will you take on ‘Fitz’ at the
East Belfast, for a few days the past
current odds?” asked Berry in another Shaw,
Asa 11. West and li. K. Googins <i BosChristmas. He returned
money taking place.
I week, including
ton spent
Christmas with Mr. West’s
“What do you want to bet?”
the
steamer
Rockland
after
by
Monday
“A couple of thousand."
Mis. Emma W. West, on >piiug
mother,
noon, accompanied by Mr. Shaw’s brother
“Will 10 to 8 suit you?”
street.
Wallace of Bangor. Mr. Shaw took dinner
“If you give me even money 1 will bet.”
“Write him a ticket, $2,000to $1,800, ‘Fitz’ with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
A. E. Trites, chief contractor on tin
favorite.”
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad, went ti>
Shaw of East Belfast.
This betting established “Fitz” favorite
Moncton, N. B., to pass t lnistmas w .tit :. >
in liis battle with the Quaker.
Among the students registered at the
family.
Farmington Normal school for the winter
FOR LICKING SCHOOL TEACHER
Robert P. Coombs, who has been r
g
term are the following from Waldo County:
Alvin T. Perry of Kockland Pays l ine of
B class, Ambrose Bragg,
Lincolnville; ! as freight cl**; k on tlm B’o>ton boats tin- pa<t
1830 and Costs.
Ciif
Ethel and Linda Chase, Monroe; Azubah season, has been transferred t<» the
Rockland, Me., December 24. Frank W.
Pearl Pierce, Troy ; E class, here for the w into:.
Knight, valedictorian of the class of 1005, My rick and
Rockland High school, was complainant be- Stella Leman, Palermo; Flora Shernun,
Miss Wilda Yose spent the ( hristma>
fore Trial Justice Meservey Saturday in a Liberty; F class, Jessie Bragg, Lincolrcation from her school in Massachuse;ts
case which proves that there is still some
Nellie Hall, Belfast.
strenuosity connected with teaching a ruial ville;
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wi,:
district school. The scene of his labors is
Friday night’s train brought many young Vose, Noithpoit aveiiin*.
North Appleton, and it is his first term.
Because he kept Ida Ferry after school on people home for the Christmas holidays.
Mrs. E. ,J. Morison received a cablegram
account of breach of rules he brought upon
Among them were Misses Alice P. Poor, Monday from her daughter, Miss Avis M
his head Hie wrath ol Alvin T. Ferry, the
A. Quito by and
girl’s father, and Leland Ferry, her brother, Wellesley, ’08,,-Elizabeth
Morison, who is travelling with her aunt
large for his Hi years. Leland called the CoraS. Morisort, Wellesley, ’09, Evelyn P. Mrs. Adams, announcing their safe arr.vai
teacher names and got knocked down. Morison from the Boston Museum Art
in India.
While Mr. Knight was passing the Ferry
homestead Thursday Leland came forth School, Kat^<*rtne C. Quimby from the New
Samuel 11. Furbish of Brunswick arrived
and struck him. The school master sought England
Conservatory of Music and
to remove his overcoat and received three Fraues Howes'from Bradford Academy.
Saturday to spend Christmas with Mr. and
blows from his aggressor. Mr. Knight sucMrs. Freeman M. Wood, returning Tuesday
ceeded in knocking the boy down, but the
Orrin J. Dickey, of this city, who has accompanied by Mrs. Fuibisb, who had
latter’s father joined in the assault and the
teacher presented a sorry spectacle when been at Miami, Florida, during the past been visiting her parents a few days.
he was finally released, his clothes being month, where he has held a position on the
Albert W. Stevens, LT. of M., ’07, was at
badly torn and both eyes blacked. The editorial force of the Miami Metropolis, has
elder Ferry paid a fine and costs amounting
home for a brief visit last week.
Mr.
for
Palm
left
there
where
Beach, Florida,
to $30.
Stevens and Jefferson L. Alexander made
he spent last winter. Mr. Dickey will have
the trip to Belfast by a combination of
Pension Disbursements in Maine.
the same position he held last winter in
snow shoeing and the Northern Maine Seacharge of the society office of the Palm
According to reports received at Augusta Beach Daily News, which is located as a port R. R.
the amount disbursed by the Augusta penThe firm name and style of Cobb, Wight
sion agency for the fiscal year endmg June branch from the main office and is in the
30, l!)0r>, was $2,789,172.69. The number of Hotel Royal Poinciana. Mr. Dickey went »fc t o., Rockland, will be changed January
pensioners on the rolls of the agency, to Miami for the winter, but his return to 1st, 19Ct>, to that of Francis Cobh tfc Co.
which serves all pensioners in the State
with the exception of the navy pensioners, Palm Beach came about through an ar- The members of the firm will be the heirs
who are paid in Boston, is 17,999, a loss of rangement effected between the manage- of Francis Cobb, Gov. William T. Cobb
1 210
from the preceding year.
ment of the two papers.
and Francis C. Norton.
-■

|

■
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Holds a Very Successful

R. I). Leavitt, Turner.
VV. J. Thompson, China.
Blank.

Meeting in Bangor.

HUMPHREYS’

3

Boyden Bearce, Eddington.23

THE STATE GRANGE

2
1
1

Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pasts

of
529

Total. 536

AVith the largest attendance in its hisThe meeting then proceeded to the
tory and every grand officerin place, the election of overseer, Boyden Bearce of
32d annual session of the Maine State Eddington being re-elected. The balgrange opened in City Hall, Bangor, lot resulted as follows:

ieaiure oi

.ne

represented
by delegate
represented

anernooii

300

E. E. ?
)

cubes

the annual address of Worthy MasGardner, who spoke at considerable
length covering a variety of subjects.
i'i many topics he expressed himself
positively and vigorously, his arraignment of the present system of wild
was

ter

and valuation and taxation in Maine

the conclusion of the term

COUGHS, Colds, Influenza, Inflamed
Lungs, Pleuro-Pueumonla.

G. G.

Prevents

cobjL i

KIDAEY a bladder

MISCARRIAGE.
disorders.

1.1. {SKIN DISEASES. Mange. Ergptlona,
Ulcers, Grease, Farcy.

J. K. 1 BAD

CONDITION, Staring Coat.
$ Indigestion, Stomach Staggers,

60c. each ; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, Ac., $7.
▲t druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and Johx
Streets, New York.

vr BOOK MAILED FREE.

Literary News and Notes.
Pearson’s Magazine for January

con-

tains eight unusually bright and sparkling short stories and no less than six
special articles, among which is the inside story of the recent famous Jerome
campaign. This article, annecdotal, and
written in an inimitable style, is the
work of Mr. Robert Adamson, who was
at the elbow of Jerome from lirst to last
throughout the memorable contest. The
National Ravages of Alcohol is an as-

which

upon
tounding article, which every person—
he is now entering will have served live
causing something of a sensation.
be he teetotaler, or temperate, or exin reviewing the growth and present consecutive terms of two years each.
cessive in the use of alcoholic beverau dition of the order in Maine lie es“And again there are some who hold
ages, should read. This article, based
timated the present membership at 50,- different sentiments from Mr. Gardner
on government statistics, is far from
'oo
The gain in membership for the in regard to various matters. Some
being a tract. “A Sailor of Fortune,”
past y-ar has been 3,222. There are are of the opinion that the grange with Farragut on the eve ot running
now ;>o subordinate granges and 20 po- should devote itself more closely to agthe forts, is highly interesting. “Shark
rn Lina granges in the 10 counties of the
ricultural interests and not attempt to
Hunting” is entertaining, while “The
-date,
liy actual inventory there is j make itself felt in legislative halls ex- Power of the Press” and “A Hay in a
ui
invested in grange halls in cept on matters closely allied to lms- Premier's Life” are of the
light, inMaine.
j bandry. A signilieeut straw in this re- structive sort, lit for the log-lire and
sah!
He
that by the efforts of the | spect was shown Tuesday afternoon
the long winter evenings. Among the
era: no legislative committee the taxon | when following the address of Master |
! stories is an extremely funny one, “The
-team railroads,electric roads,telephone Gardner, in which he advocated a higher Senorita and the
Great Goat Syndicate.”
ml telegraph corporations, trust com- ; tax on wild lands, came the report of
But, most important of these tales is
i
a. :• s and I’ullnian cars
the
committee
which
was
lias
legislative
companies
“The Scar,” which is the first of a series
increased, the monoply clause in ! entirely of a different tenor in this re- of
absolutely true experiences taken
t
he tele;
uie law repealed and support
from the diary of Monsieur Goron, un1
.uniism-d which prevented the repeal
l'Ue committee explained that had til
recently the chief of the Paris Dee: t: e -state road” law at the las! ses- ; the Dennett bill had a passage by the
tective Bureau—the most famous body
ui the legislature—all demons! rat- : last legislature that a grave injustice
o
of sleuths in the world.
■

c

»<-»«•
■

1

ig t.power of the grange when apin weli-directed efforts.
Vic legislative committee is found
fault with for not doing the impossible
things they are expected to,” said Mr.
Gardner
If the farmers expect to
get justice in legislation they must pay
more attention to who shall' be sent as
senators. While we have usually found
the members of the house fair in legisiative work, the senate is made up almost entirely of men selected by the
corporations, who stand like a stone
wall to head off any popular movement,
and so far in advance are they selected,
that we have heard it discussed as to
who is to preside over the next senate.
"Taxation of the wild lands of our
•state's a much discussed question, and
personally I wish to state that I think
;t a rank injustice and outrage to decency that property valued by the State
assessors at $28,'.'80,012 on the 9,053,933
acres should pay only 879,090.08 tax,
when if taxed at the average rate at
which property is taxed in Maine they
would pay 8579,612.24. The real value
of'these lands, many claim, is at least
8Kin,ooO.ooo, or nearly four times their
present valuation.
"Jut; owners or these lands ask tor
nonce pmteetion by the State against
forest li res, at the expense of the State
and pay only this small amount in
taxes,
l i e injustice and inequality of
the present condition of the tax levy
must be apparent to all at a glance,
when we rememeber that the value placed i.ipim this great property is not over
-eiit of that placed upon the same
those who are most familiar with
tl r!Se wild lands.”
in referring to game laws and legis.at
Mr. (iardner said, in part: “The
cist '1
the whole
controversy is,
•• hel;;er :i;e farmer has a constitufionb light m protect himself against the
•re-n.is- "t either wild or domestic amnia
II- has protection from the latter. ant by the sop thrown out by the
as: .ecis attire lie now has a right to
shoot leer tl at are found actually des'mx.ng hi- property, or, in other
winds, if he found evidence that deer
.i !
aetnai,;.' destroyed his crops, and
he s..* nid see them in his adjoining
woodland, lie would uot be allowed to
kill them, but must sit in a lence corner
and wait until lie found them at work
destroying his crops.”
In speaking of tield-day work, Mr.
• Iardner said that he did not consider
it fair that the national officers should
charge $'• a day and expenses while in
Maine, us the master was paid $500 a
year and the lecturer $400 a year and
a day and traveling expens’es when
in the held.
The Maine grange paid
.nto the national grange in fees last
year >4,-47. second only to Xew York,
"lie didn’t think the State had been
treated fairly, and that no national officers hacTbeen in the State for the past
two years for field work.
In speaking of automobiles.
Mr.
(Iardner said: “Xo innovation of modern times has caused so much discussion
as the appearance of the automobile on
our common roads.
There is no doubt
but what these machines have come to
stay. There can be no doubt as to the
right of these machines to use the highways of our State under just and proper :emulations that
will protect the
ts of all.
Most of those who use
these machines seem to have due regard for the rights of others, but occasionally there is an exception. .\ law
she Id lie enacted that will at all times
protect those who use the highways in
teams.”
31:. (rarnner devoted nearly ail hour
of nis time to the question of cheaper
aicoliol, the urgency of measures to reduce or abolish the present tariff, the
manifold uses to which it could be put
to the advantage of the farmer and
people of the State in general. lie referred to the denaturized product
which could not be used for tippling

purposes.
Master Gardner’s

address was followed by the reports of the other grand
officers. The lecture upon good roads
announced for the evening was post-

poned on

account of the nonarrival of
a session for the disof
cussion
unwritten work and other
matters was held.
The Wednesday morning session began in the fourth degree and after the
preliminary business had been disposed
of tlie election of officers was in order,
and balloting for the position of master began at 9.45. There were several
candidates and considerable excitement. The first ballot was announced
as showing the election of Mr. Gardner
but it soon developed that there had
been an error made in computing the
returns and that Mr. Gardner, while
having a plurality, had not a majority.
So another ballot was ordered, wnich
resulted in the choice of Mr. Gardner.
The results of the two ballots follows:
2nd
1st
265
Necessary for choice.269
289
Obadiah Gardner, Rockland. ...260
214
Auburn.152
G. S. Stetson,
32
J. A. Roberts, Norway. 99

l'rof. Baldwin and

1

would have been done owners of wild
I lands. Mr. Dennett, who was present,
1
did not approve of the report of the
committee apparently and desired that
I the report be referred to a special oom-

| luittee of live.

j did

A new book on a Maine theme by a
Maine writer in “Sebastian Rale, a
Maine Tragedy in the 18th Century,”
by Hon. J. F. Sprague of Monson. Sebastian Rale was one of the most famous and successful of all the Jesuit
missionaries sent to ancient Acadia by
Paul la Jeune, who was at the head of
the Society of Jesus in its great efforts
to convert
the Indians of the New
World.
He was at the head of the
Kennebec mission, located at what is
now the town of Norridgewock, in the
State of Maine, and upon territory
that was claimed after the treaty of
Utrecht by both the English and
French governments. In 1724 Rale and
the most of his dusky followers were
killed by the English colonists from
Massachusetts, and his church and
chapels and the 1 ndian village were

The meeting, however,

not take a similar view and voted
, Mr. Dennett’s proposition down by an
i overwhelming vote.
So in this respect
| it is seen that the sentiments of Mr.
! Gardner are not endorsed by tliemajurity of the delegates.”
Reports of committees were beard

j

|
1

and miscellaneous

business

was

con-

sidered at Thursday morning’s session,
and the ollicers-eleet were installed. T.
.J. Carle reported lor the committee on
agriculture, saying in part:

Agricultural fairs, properly conducted, are of great importance and should

he sustained. Too much money goes
West for grain and it was recommended that the State lecturer furnish a
question to each subordinate Grange and
that it devote one evening to discussing
how to raise more grain by our own

destroyed by fire.

was

many historians, including

Parkman,

have referred to him as well as the
French writers of that period.
Much
controversy lias arisen regarding him.
The author had made an extensive research of all the authorities regarding
Rale, his life and his work while stationed at Norridgewock, and the circumstances and facts surrounding his

should be suggested
whereby fertilizer may be purchased at
first cost.
The Grout bill would be
detrimental to farmers generally and it
was urged that all honorable means to
guard against it be used.
The committee reported ought not to
pass on the resolution to abolish free
distribution of seeds by the government and endorsed the stand taken by
Commissioner Gilman relative to the
brown-tail moth, urging the co-operation of every member thereupon.
Voted that two prizes of s->:, and $15
respectively he offered to any subordinate Grange for the best collection
of injurious insects .mounted and exSome

Sebastian Rale

of the most remarkable men and
strongest characters that appear in the
early history of New England, and
one

farmers.

system

a

all

f It

The New Idea Women’s Magazine
for January lias as frontispiece a drawing showing a circle of friends seeing
the old year out in the Scotch way—
with hands clasped they sing “Auld
Lang Syne,” as the hands of the clock
point to midnight. “the Apotheosis of
Philippines” is a brightly humorous
i,.it
.4+i...
dog story by Margaret Wagenhals; "A
I Debt of Gratitude” by Cecil Deene
Grange iii I'JOO.
F. F. Herrick, chairman of the com- shows how a young girl does not like to
mittee on taxation, said: We should be wooed; and “McAlpin Brothers” by
strive for a law that will compel a just Anne O’llagan is the love story of two
and fair taxation on all classes of : old men. The articles in the number
property. We have not secured all we 1 are as follows, their titles giving a clue
“Garments if or
have asked for of the Legislature in to their
contents;
this respect,but we should keep on con- | Elderly Women,” “A Vexed Question:
tending for a principle just the same. Carpeting a House on a Small AllowThe wild lands should be assessed ac- ance;” “The Season’s Evening Wraps;”
cording to their values and shales of “Simple Desserts;” “Pot Making at
corporate stock should also be justly Home;” “The First American Hymn
taxed. We do not intend to ask too Book;” “An Island of Holland;.I’he
much, but intend to concentrate our Lise of Vanity in Business,” “Social
efforts in remedying the greater evils Portraits; Dolly Madison and Washwhich appear more ington Society in the First Quarter of
and injustices
the Last
evident.
Century;” “Making and

]

George W. Hanson for the committee
co-operation reported: Co-operation
is a fundamental principle of our order,
and farmers join our order to receive
help and good from its co-operative
efforts in many lines. The true spirit
of co operation works in all the acts of

on

the G range.
In financial and business affairs local
Granges should apply this principle in
business dealings and a Grange store
should be supported, and each Grange
should have a standing committee on
co-operation to carry out all its principles in the best manner,
The report of the committee to award
the premiums on collections of mounted
injurious plants is as follows: First,
to Linda Thompson and llernice Watson of Chelsea Grange; second, Ruth
T. Friend and Ernest W. Wentworth of

Yarmouth Grange.
The following resolution

was

intro-

duced :

Resolved, 1 hat the executive officers of the State Grange take some
action looking to the making of arrangements with some newspaper in
the State for publishing only such reports and matters as are of interest to
Patrons, as may he furnished them ty
person having proper authority.”
The chief business of the afternoon
session was the report of the committee on resolutions. The resolutions as
passed endorse the establishment of a
plant for the evaporation of apples,
make a demand for legislation that
shall he more effective in regulating
the driving of automobiles, which it
was stated are now driven at a dangerous rate of speed, endorse the bill of
Hon. H. C. Adams of Wisconsin now
before the national House, for increasing the annual appropriation for agsome

1780

on
a Light at Stockton
Springs.

"

iThr Irniipr fnr 123

Portland, Me., December 20. The
United States lighthouse department
has recommended that two light-houses
be erected along the Maine coast and
decided adversely on one petition for a
The board

gress for an

has asked

on was

Finishing
Simplified:

which

was

the most

acted

interesting

ad-

_1

It is

was

oa_a„„ a’

—

—

perfect food, highly nourishing, easily digested, fitted to
repair wasted strength, preserve health, and prolong life.

j

of

the request for a
lighthouse to be erected at the new port
of Stockton Springs, at the mouth of
Penobscot River, where the new Northern Maine Seaport Railroad Company
has started what it is claimed by its
promoters will be in the near future a
big port with a large amount of commerce. Colonel VV. S. Stanton of the
corps of engineers of the first and
second districts came to this city
several weeks ago and boarded the
United
States
lighthouse steamer
Myrtle for Stockton Springs to look
over the demand of the petitioners for
the light, and his report has only just
been received here.
This

i

AVliat has become of the old fashioned
man who carried a shot bag in his pocket
to keep change in?
Who wore barn door trousers?
Who kept a boot jack to pull off his
boots?
Who had his trousers lined with unbleached muslin?
Who wore a long linen duster when

traveling?

Who carried an old Hat carpet bag?
Who greased his boots on Sunday?

Who

wore a

shawl?

Who wore a watch cord with watch
key fastened to it?

What has become of the old fashioned woman who kept a bodkin in her
work basket?
Who baked custard for tea when she
had company?
Who made impressions around the
edge of pies with a key, to make them
look

fancy?

Who

wore

calico sunbonnets

with

pasteboard slats?

Who wore Shaker bonnets?
AVho seasoned apple pie with all-

spice?

AVho used indigo to blue the water
wrashing clothes?

when

AVhat has become of the old fashioned people who poured tea in the saucer
ricultural experiment stations.
and blew on it to make it cool?
It was also resolved that the State
AA’ho drank sassafras tea in the
on
record
as
favoritself
Grange place
spring to purify their blood?
and
referendum.
the
initiative
ing
Who had to learn to like tomatoes?
The report of the committee on resoAVho saved old rags to trade off to
lutions was followed by the annual the tinware
peddler?
memorial exercises.
The evening session was devoted to a
AVhat has become of the old fashionpublic meeting addressed by Prof. ed novelist who always described
Frank E. Baldwin on “Good Roads and heroines as having dark auburn ringBad,” after which a brief lodge session lets hanging down their alabaster
was held, with final
adjournment in necks?
form at 10.45 p. m._
Of the old fashioned elocutionist
who read “AVidow Bedott Papers” at
Dr. David Kennedy, Kondout, N. Y.
Dear Sir:—Some time since I was trou- entertainments?
Of the old fashioned little girls who
bled with blotches coming out on my breast,
of a scrofulous character, and my general wore long nankin pantalettes?
I
was
be
out
of
order.
to
seemed
system
Of the old fashioned woman who
David Kennedy’s Favorj induced to try Dr.first
tea to babies?
bottle drove the erup- gave catnip
ite Remedy. The
Of the old fashioned young men wh
tion away and I feel better every way. It |
their hair with bear’s oil seen
j is a splendid blood medicine.—Henry S. El- greased
ed with Lergamot?—Atchinson Glob
dredge, Rochester, N. Y.

a

Those who make

constant

steady health, and are the
destroy the comfort of life.
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new

and

use
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of chocolate

subject
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who enjoy the most

multitude of little ailments which
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WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.
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railroad had erected immense wharfs and made every prepara,
tion for a big amount of traffic, that
traffic was not yet asured and that
while the

WHY FARMERS ARE POPULAR.

there were not evenadsequate facilities
You have observed, of course, that
While the
for vessels of any size.
wharves had been built at low tide and farmers are nearly always popular.
up to the time of his visit Colonel When a political party looks for a
Stanton found that the traffic to the ! strong candidate, it
usually selects a
port was of little consequence. He debecause farmers are popular.
cided that he could not recommend farmer,
Farmers are popular because they
that a lighthouse be constructed at the
great expense necessary until the docks do not unfairly abuse each other.
and channels were dredged out so as to Farmers are not envious of other
accommodate traffic, or until traffic be- farmers.
They rip it to town men,
gan to go there, thus assuring that the occasionally, but they are always fair
port was to be generally used by ship- with each other.
ping. As it is rare indeed that a
Town men hate each other as heartily
measure is
passed by Congress con- as doctors.
When a town man attiary to the recommendation of the tracts a little attention, or wins a little
officer who makes the investigation the
success, other town men “jump” him,
outlook is now that Stockton Springs and
say he is “the worst overrated man
a
until
such
will not get her lighthouse
in America.”
If he makes a little
are
and
docks
time as her channels
money, his neighbors intimate rather
to
accomodate
dredged deep enough
broadly that lie stole it. When a
shipping and until there is shipping fanner becomes prominent, he is
that
to
indicate
to
the
port
enough going
begged to run for governor. But if a
it is to be generally used by vessels.
town man gains political distinction,
The United States lighthouse board he is
compelled to work night and day,
has recommended that a lighthouse be and overcome
opposition from all sorts
established on Isle an Ilaut. This is in of combinations
against him.
the lower Penobscot, east of VinalhavWhen any man, town man or farmer,
en, and the recommendation is made is entitled to credit, it should be
given
because of extensive fishing grounds him
The men who gain
cheerfully.
which have been discovered off the distinction are the men who blaze the
island.
The fishing Meets on these trail in the world’s
livery
progress,
are greatly in need of a light noted
man has done more for the world
to guide them back to port and the than a thousand of his critics.
The
board recommends that a light station loafer who stands on the street and
and fog bell be established at a cost of
“picks” at a busy man who is really
$14,000.
trying to accomplish results should
The second recommendation for a attract a blow from a
good stout hicklighthouse on the Maine coast which ory club, but he usually attracts apwill be brought up at the present sesplause.—Atchison Globe.
sion of Congress will be for one at
Buckle Island Harbor at the entrance
of Yorks Narrows, also near Vinalhaven. It is recommended that a lighthouse be erected with a white light and
four red sectors and also a post range
light located about 100 feet in front of
the main light. An appropriation of
$14,000 is also recommended for this
station.

|

J. G. Lambert

grounds

Pit

for coastwise

shipping

in this

vicinity.

FIRST EXECUTION IN IV14INE.

Inventory Sale

It Was in 1811.

Vogell
Says
The Bangor News received a letter
recently from John M. Vogell. proprietor of the Castine House, Castine,
Ale., in regard to a story which had appeared in that paper concerning mur-

J.

ot Castine

ders and executions in this State.
Air.
Vogell says that the Xews was in error
in stating that Seth Elliott of Knox,
who was hanged Kelt. 3, 1825, in Castiue, was the lirst one to die on the
lie
was
The lirst,
gallows.
says,
Ebenezer Ball, who was hanged in Castine, Oct. 31, 1811. Air. Ball, as the
name suggests, was more or less of a
rolling stone. He was of rotund appearance and when started on the
downward path traveled with great

perate attempt was made to obtain a
pardon. He was hanged Oct. 31, 1811.
The gibbet, or gallows, was erected in
the center of Fort George and the execution was witnessed by a great and
morbid crowd. Executions were not
conducted in those days with the swiftno

that

Carpetings, lings and Curtains.
TIi Birt store, Mtn Spriis, lie.
COME ONE, COME ALL.
December 1,1905.—lvv49

Glenwood

»♦*•♦•♦♦♦«« **♦♦♦♦»*♦♦♦♦♦♦«

♦
♦

Parlor Stoves?
only ornamental
greatest heaters on thp

are

bi.* the

not

come;

the solemn hour draws

near

appear
Before jour God and Judge.
“The people from all quarters, come
With interest to see Ball hung.
“When mounted on the gallows high
lie to a friend did say—
‘Bray take my body when Pin dead,
And safely it convey, to
Old Deer isle, inter me there.
This is my last request;
This is all 1 have to say,
Oh, leave it there to rest.
“‘Take warning, then, oh, my dear friends,
Let me advise you all;
Pray shun all vice and do not die—
Like Ebenezer Ball.’”
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cheaper NEW YORK and WES I ERN SLEIGHS
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PLUSH

FANCY
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X

ROBES,

FUR
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BLANKETS, SQUARE BLANKETS
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PLMUS and FAWNS,

HALIERS, WHIPS, COLLARS, BRUSHES, ETC., ETC.
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FRONT

or

telephone.

Seasonable goods.

E. R.

CONNER,
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BELFAST, MAIN!
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PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

FRED ATWOOD, wlSPOkT' Insurance and Real

Mitchell & Trussell.

they

When, Oh! Poor Rail, you quickly must

;

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION

F

ASSETS.

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate (ilass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Hoi!:'
I

insurance and Inspection.

secrecy.

crowd:
“The day is

f

TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1906.

are today, and there was
Those of brutal instinct
usually had a nice long excursion for
their money. This gibbet was the one
which afterwards was u-.ed to execute
Elliot, in 1825, and eventually was used
in the construction of the old rope
walk in the town of Castine.
At the execution of Hall, Parson
Fisher of Bluehill wrote the following
lilies, which lie distributed among the
ness

|

Waists, Sweaters, Aprons, Wrappers, Kimonas,
hosiery, Towels, Table Napery, Etc., also

.COMMENCES-

They
M.

|

^HOLIDAY^
DRESS and FANCY HOODS, IIDKFS..

CARLE & JONES’

Another important recommendation
to be made by the lighhouse board and
which will be" of the greatest benefit to
Portland shipping, will be that for an
effective fog station at Boon Island, retaining the present bell station in service in case of the disability of the fog
or hot air station, whichever it is decided to adopt. This it is said will cost
$10,000. A fog bell has also just been
established on the Isles of Shoals as a
result of the light started for a fog signal station on Boon Island.
These are the only recommendations
that are to be made to the present Congress by the lighthouse board for the
Maine coast, and if the money asked
for is appropriated it will mean much

JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON

HAS

WITH A COMPLETE STOCK OF

Sleeves;”
“Cake-Making
STOV£S,
Mixing the Ingredients;” speed.
Air. Ball was tried for the murder of
“German Christmas Cakes;” “EnterRANGES,
taining Children in Winter;” “Violets John T. Downs, a deputy sheriff, whom
Ball shot while the deputy was aras Money
The children's
Makers.”
FURNACES
resting him for passing counterfeit
pages and the book notes are both fulHe
was convicted and sen- PAINTS, OILS,
money.
illustrated
and
as
as
ly
interesting
tenced, and an unsuccessful but des- VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC.
usual.
OLD FASHIONED PEOPLE.

1905

::

CHOCOLATE md COCOA

Con-

appropriation of $23,000 for

The petition

versely

frara

WALTER BAKER & CO.’S

upon.

the three.

cures >

candid&tes.

Report

the erection of the two towers decided

F. F.lCOLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,
CURES) Diarrhea, Dysentery.

cures

Advene

station.

OTEBsl VVORM8, “»*■•

The Bangor Commercial says: “The
result of the election shows that there
is a very strong opposition to Mr.
Gardner and in fact many of the delegates do not scruple to openly express
their opinion that eight years is fully
long enough for one man to hold the
position of master. Mr. Gardner has
already been master eight years and at

session

Injuries,

C.|gORE THROAT, Quinsy, Epizootic,
cubes ) Distemper.
C.

ternoon.
At the afternoon session C. VV. Benson of Sanford was elected steward on
the third ballot, and the list completed
was as follows: E. C. I’atten of Topsham, assistant steward; B. M. Titcomb
of Farmington, chaplain; E. E. Additon of Greece, treasurer; E. II. Libby
of Auburn, secretary; S. K. Cushman
of Steuben, gate keeper; Mrs. It. G.
Pease of Cornish, Ceres; Mrs. Boyden
Bearce of Eddington, Pomona; Mrs.
Obadiah Gardner of Rockland, Flora;
Mrs. E. C. Patten of Topsham, lady assistant steward; Columbus Hayford of
Maysville Center, Edward Evans of
Waldo, It. 1). Leavitt of Auburn and
L. VV. Dyer of Woodfords, executive
committe.
The sixth degree was conferred on

Mrs. R. G. Pease of Cornish, Ceres;
Mrs. Hoyden Bearce of East Edding
ton, Pomona; Mrs. Obadiah Gardner of
Rockland, Flora; Mrs. E. C. Patten of
Topsham, lady assistant steward.
An invitation from Lewiston to the
grange to hold its next session in that
city was presented by L. C. Bateman
and an invitation was read from the
grange and board of trade of Augusta.
Both were referred to the executive
committee. The committee on creden-

FEVERS.
Indsmint*
Congestions,
lions, Lung Fever. Milk Fever,

B. B. ? SPRAINS, Lameness,
cures ) Rheumatism.

Total. «8
The Grange then adjourned until af-

dington. overseer; W. .J. Thompson of
South China, lecturer; C. W. Benson of
West Durham, steward; E. C. Patten
of Topsham, assistant steward; B. M.
Titeomb of Farmington, chaplain; M.
B. Hunt of Center Belmont, treasurer;
E. H. I.ibby of Aubtmi, secretary; S.
K. Cushman of Steuben, gate keeper;

e

A. A.)
cures)

Necessary for choice. 225
Boyden Bearce, Eddington. 315
C. S. Stetson, Auburn. 99
G. VV. Hanson, Sanford. 20

at 9 a. m. Dec. 19th. About J,800 peowere in the hall when Master Obadiah Gardner of Rockland called the
meeting to older with these officers in
the chair: Hoyden Bearce of East Ed-

ple

tials reported 400 granges
by master and wife, 123
and wife, the total granges

without loss of time.

LIGHT HOUSES FOR MAINE.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Kea! estate bought and sold.

Poor & Soi 's

I

$5.50
PER TON.

We have

nice

a

grade

of

No. 1 Pea Coal

Dr. J. Franklin Darns,
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.
Wishes to inform the people of Searsport, stock
ton Springs and vicinity, that he will he at Searsport December 27th, and every Wednesday following. My office will be with Dr. Lombard, the
dentist.
Permanent office at Belfast, 91 High street,
Everything firstover Poor & Son’s Drug Store.
class; satisfaction lully assured; 16 years’ex-

NOW ON

SVI.l’

BIG STOCK,

UP-TO-DATE,
LOWEST PRICES.

...

Away

with Catarrh!

retailing

at

perience.
All communications directed to Home Office,
Belfast, Maine.
..

It’s Loathsome, it’s Disgusting.
Instant Relief and Permanent Cure Secured
by the Use of Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder.
Here’s strong evidence of the quickness and

sureness of that wonderful remedy. Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder: “For years I was a victim of
Chronic Catarrh—tried many remedies but no
cure was effected until I had procured and used
Dr. Agnew’s Catairhal Powder. First applica- |
tion gave me instant relief, and in an incredibly
short while I was absolutely, cured.”—James
2i
Headley, Dundee, N. Y.
Sold by The City Drug Store and A. A. Howes

& Co.

Dr.

Come and see
their line of

Agnew’s Heart Cure relieves in
30 minutes.

$5.50
per ton.

Try

a

sample order.

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

BANGOR,

Specialist in Diseases of the Eye, Ear
Nose and Throat,

Belfast Feel & Bay Co.

lias taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
a. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millet!. Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
nd S. W. Job nson, Belfast.

DRAWINGS
byCHRISTY, GIBSON, KIMBALL,

FlStf*

»♦♦♦♦♦««

We otter seme

great bargains.
Call and leek at

t.iey exercise unlimited control, the
least breach of dicipline
being punished
with spiteful
severity, as is perhaps
necessary considering the half-tamed
element to be kept under
subjection
Fannie B. Ward.

ODD THINGS IN ARGENTINA
Costs the Government More Than

jjusic

,lif Maintenance of Public Schools. The
Heaviest “Staple” of Consumption is
A Falstaffian Army.

Tobacco.

A

Correspourtence of The Journal.]

vial

nos

king

Aykks, November 22, 1905.
the archives for Argen-

For example: Inacomexhibit of tire expenditures of
provinces for public schools
brass bands, I found that the latter
decidedly the best of it. In severt them the music costs the governahout the same as the maintenof all the schools put together: and
province of lioja nearly twice as
liven in remote districts where
vernors are paid the smallest saito them
> there is
always a wide and elastic
ive

.tenor

in the annual appropriation
with to pay the pipers for amus: he meandering populace on moonevenings and Sunday afternoons,
is no village so insignificant but
•s
open air concerts at regular and
■ut intervals, and the critical—

was

barefooted—audiences

getting

the

victory

on,

and

suggested

was

over

with

a

The Hall Is Over.”
universal custom in all parts of

-h America to promenade to good
on the plaza “in the cool of the

according to holy writ, the
in the Garden, might well

walks
'.ated in our own country, wlier.d whenever the wretched climate
unit, (liven the soft warm night
semi-tropics, a golden moon at
the splashing of fountains, the
ee of Mowers, and “the light unto love-lit eyes, to the aecoment of southern music, and you
combination of circumstances
ated to make one forget the proings of life—home temporarily

was

in

employed for nearly twenty

years. I had enjoyed robust
health all my life until I was taken with disease of the kidneys.
I used many remedies, but, getting no relief, I consulted a physician, who told me that I

one

a

Had
After

Kidney Trouble.
treating

for several
that instead ol

me

weeks I noticed with some concern
there being any improvement, I was

actually getting

Plainly something more effective must be
At this time I saw the advertisement of Dr,
David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. I bought a
bottle of the medicine, and when l had taken it I
was decidedly better. I continued its use and am
worse.

done.

NOW PERMANENTLY WELL,
for this

many years ago, and I have never had
a single symptom of the disease since. Dr. Kennedy
is free to tell anyone, far and wide, that I was cured
of kidney disease by Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
was

Remedy.
afflicted.

tradition of class prowess. The
thoroughly explained to those ing operations on quite an extensive
in ignorance of the time-honored cus- scale
are in progress all over the city
tom at class-meetings, and a plan of and
largely throughout all this section
campaign was carefully laid out. The of the southwest. The southwest secimportance of being present on the oc- tion of Missouri is fertile in more than
casion was made quite plain, and even one
respect. Besides being the home
the most feeble intellects iiad no diffi- of the
big red apple the mining interculty in grasping the idea that if they ests are carried on on a gigantic scale.
were not present, and
ready to join in Aurora. Joplin, Webb city, Stotts city
the exchange of incivilities between the and
various other places are to a very
two classes, their own men would atconsiderable extent hives of industry
tend to their cases later on: and, in the
due largely to the lead mining interwords of the speaker: “We’ll see that
ests: while only about a hundred miles
anyone who don’t get out will get just west of Springfield vast coal mines are
as wet as if the Sophomores had
put in one ration.
him ini”
The city of Springfield lias been makmany

preponof drum, would be stoned out
before it was half through with

(when,

was

also

Craft.

charge of the Cop*
persmith’s Department of John
lioach & Sons’ shipyard, where 1
“I

brief letter. So
winter has settled down upon you in
earnest, with eighteen inches of snow.
In the southwest we are having a delightful winter. As I write men are
strolling by with overcoats on their
arms. The ground is bare, the streets
dry and clean, the atmosphere balmy
and the thermometer stands at exactly
48.
tVe have had one short spell of
cool weather, but only one, and almost
all kinds of out-door work is going on
as usual.
The trees of course are bare
of leaves, but cattle and horses to a
considerable extent still graze in the
pastures and some people still sit on
dry good boxes or stand on the corners
of the streets in the sunshine. Build-

affair was

fitting instruments and
n

neglected duty and
two topics for

or

spring, as
every well informed Freshman knows,
comes the Frog Fond scrap, famous in

nit en masse from adobe casas
traw-thatched huts to listen to
usic of the masters and will not
;e indifferent performances.
The
ce
Vnited States band, with its
.ce

M.

their
Sophomore rivals than untold gold in
the class
treasury. Class meetings
were again getting frequent, for
spring

cm

largely

the Editor of The RepubliJournal. The Journal came to
hand this morning and, as has often
been the experience of the writer on
other occasions, it reminded him of a

After the excitement
attendant on
the interclass meet had died
down a
bit, speculation as to who should represent the college in the
intercollegiate
affair, so soon to come off on the same
field, took up the attention of many.
Ever since the class meet Freshmaii
faces had been wearing “the
grin that
won’t come off”; for far more precious

.things.

Found Assistance Outside of His

To

can

XXIV.

over

statistics 1 have come across some

s

FREShMANAfir OF

of which ale among Lite richest prop e laid out with fine broad streets and
parks,
of the north and east, their wealth aggre- and its fine
public buildings and residences
gating over two hundred million dollars. make it one of the most attractive cities of
It is laid out with beautiful drives and the south.
has extensive game preserves, deer and
In Jacksonville the many places of attracbear being plentiful, with smaller game. tion furnished amusement for one
day.
We were allowed a short time on shore At this time there was a
great snare over
in which to make a visit to some of the several cases of
hydrophobia, and dogs
buildings. Thaddeus Pierce, formerly of were being slaughtered in great numbers
Belfast, has been employed here, but I did regardless of breeding or ownership. Sixtynot learn that he was here at this time. seven were killed the
day I spent there
Another island which attracted our atten- aud the next day there was a record of 70
tion was Cumberland
It is the largest, or more, but even at this rate it would take
and said to be the most beautiful on the some time to get rid of the
dogs.
south Atlantic coast.
It is 25 miles iu
The weather is warm and fine here in
length, and 2 to 4 miles wide, covered with Miami and beans which were planted withmagnificent oak, pine and cedar groves, jn the past two iweeks are up several
through which extend many miles of inches and a goodjcrop ready for the market
shady drives, and where is located the well is predicted for.eight'weeks from the plantknown Cumberland resort hotel and cot- ing.
Obbin J. Dickey.
tages, the grounds comprising 1,000 acres.

Letter from the South West John Roach’s Skilled Workman

And I recommend its uso to everyone
GEO. NESSENTHALER, Chester, Pa.

Dr.D.Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy
Prepared at Rondout, N. Y.
$1 a bottle; 6 for $5. All druggists.

IN THE LAND OF DIXIE.
Notes of

a

Journey

from Maine to Florida.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Miami, Fi.okida, Dec. 10, 1905. In my
first letter from the Sunny South I will tell
something of the trip and of things seen en
route. J left Belfast on a cool morning in

Cards
35 CENTS PER PACK.

Perfumes,
Toilet Waters,
Toilet Soaps,

A FOOTBALL COW.

'There are cows and cows but it will
be some time before one is heard from

ALL OF THE BEST VARIETIES

that shows so much wit as a live-yearold owned by Y. A. Spearin of Monroe.
This bovine spends her spare moments
in manufacturing spheres of compressed hay which hears the closest resemb
lance to footballs. Mr. Spearin brought
one of these balls into the Bangor Commercial office Friday and wished the
inquiry to be made if anybody else
owns a cow

who carries

on a

-ALL KINDS

Fancy Groceries,
New Lot Of-

MARY ELIZABETH CANDY
-Just

football

manufactory.

!
I

j

OF-

The ball brought into
the Commercial office by Mr. Spearin is
some ten inches by eight and is composed of short hits of hay pressed very
firmly together so that it is possible to
handle it without destroying tiie ball.
Mr. Spearin states that the cow passes
the most of her spare time in mauufactilling these spheres with her nose.
She first breathes upon the bits of hay,
making it moist, and then keeps rolling
it together until it becomes compact
She works away steadily until the mass
is smooth and round and then, satisfied
with the result attained, pushes the
ball to one side in her stal. and eom-

Broken

Candy 10c

Arrived

per lb

Nuts of all Kinds.
Green

Vegetables

fresh every week.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

the steamer Rockland for
aiid
Camden, went from there to Rockland on
I
4tf
the electrics and left the same evening for
;
Boston on the steamer City of Rockland.
:
The day I spent in Boston was a pleasant
I
one, rather warm for the season, and I visitnic uiicai was noi
iieeaea, However, ing rapid progress during the past two
! mences another. Mr. Spearin was uned several points of interest, including the
for every loyal member of the class lent or three
years, llou.-.es. store rooms,
able to explain the prenomenon unless
big church the Christian Scientists are
himself with a vim to the furtherance hospitals and churches are in
the explanation lay in the fact that the
process
a modern and magnificent piece
building,
of plans for the event of uncertain of erection in all
cow originated from the University of
directions. Governor of architecture which will be one of
Maine herd and during her residence
!
ther odil tiling is the ofheial rec- date. A dozen men were selected to Folk was here at the laying of the cor- the
largest places of worship in the city of
there had become thoroughly impreg\l'gentina's annual consumption have charge of, and account for, an ner stone of a new hospital a few Boston when
completed. 1 left Boston from
nated with the football spirit and is do»ro, chiefly in the form of cigarnumber of men when the night months since, the building of which is the South station in the evening, where
ing her best toward supplying the
111 addition to the considerable equal
materials for the game. Another sugshould come. Jack was appointed to now nearly completed: and another hos- there was the usual big crowd of rushing
it of tobacco grown in this coungestion is that the cow finds certain
e estimated value of that import,
the leadership of your “bunch,” and pital has built an addition to its.spaci- humanity. At Fall River the steamer Plyportions of the hay which she does riot
■in
1‘araguay, Brazil, Hamburg, his associates were all men well known ous a c c ommodation s, while the mouth w as boarded and among the passenlike as well as other morsels and takes
■II and the West Indies, exceeds
I encountered Mr. Holiis M. Bean, the
in the inner circle of class activities. “Frisco” hospital, erected and^main- gers
this method of expressing her dissatismillion dollars a year. The total
Camden shipbuilder, who was en route to
(Formeriy occupied by F. li. Knowlton)
faction.
after tained for the benefit of the employees
tations of tobacco for the five The rendezvous was selected,
New York. After a little chat, enlivened by
preceding the present reaches the much discussion and dissension, and all over the great “Frisco system,” is the strains of the orchestra, we
retired, to
mis amount of 27,283,267 kilos. A
A CARD
the matter was left as it was. The located inside the city limits.
awake the next morning in busy New York.
[
report states: “If we add to the wiseacres
We. the undersigned, dn herehy agree to
that as Junior week
For
more than twenty years Springargued
There
was
much
in
the harbor
shipping
■itvof tobacco annually imported
refund the money on a 00-cenf bottle of
amount of the native product it and many other festivities were yet to field has had a railroad running X. E,, and the trip up the river was interesting.
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
v
to cure your cough or cold.
We also guarsafely estimated that the yearly come, and as the scrap was supposed to S. W; and S. F. and X. W., connecting We breakfasted on board the steamer and I
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
mption of the weed of Argentina end all hostilities between the lower St. Louis with the great States of left soon after 8 in the morning on our
or money refunded.
ierably exceeds seven million kiA. A. Howes & Co.
it was extremely improbable Kansas and Texas, the Territory of various ways. The morning was cool but a
\ssiiniing that there are one mii- classes,
Poor A Son.
pleasant one and the city presented its usual
"lokers among the entire popula- that it would “pull off” for some time Oklahoma and the Indian Territory,
bustle and scenes of interest.
■i the republic, the annual coil
to come.
and
Kansas
City with Memphis,
1 left New York on the Mallory line
■n is seven kilos per
capita. The
Baseball practice was now taking on Birmingham and other southern cities.
i the yearly output of the native
steamship Rio Grande, Captain Davidson.
The
" s,
principal shops of the Frisco Sys- Althuugh the sailing day came on Friday
at the wholesale prices, is a more serious turn and every afterThe idea cf a Gough Syrup that will act
'i»;i currency: which, oil the as- noon when your recitations were over tem are located in Springfield and and the steamer, which is 2,500
tons, is the
hasis, gives an average of thirty- found
on
the bowels, and thus assist in expelling
over
one
on
the
we
had
a
and
Jack
thousand
line,
good passengoing gym-ward, something
you
persons smallest
Urs per head—decidedly more,
for the track work, for are employed in the shops. The north- ger list and plenty of freight. I was the
colds
from the system is new and original
he
to
get
ready
titial observer would think,
which he was training down to a fine side shops are a veritable city within a only passenger bonked for Miami. While
in Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar.
my of tiie heads were worth.
never really seasick 1 am often sick of the
\ igentina everybody “of the male
point, and you for base ball training. city as viewed from the roof of one of
and it was so on this trip. The first
.-ion" and some of the female—
First of all sea,
After the intercollegiate, Jack was go- the central buildings.
Next Door to Masonic Temple, HiylFSt
s
day out there was nothing in sight. The
continually. Here one never
the
is
a
round
house
buildings
familiar placards of the North, ing to "get busy” at base ball, too, and among
second day butterflies were seen flitting
A certain, safe and harmless remedy for
Hooking allowed,” posted any- the hopes of both of you were high for of thirty stalls, upon twenty-four of over the water and a score or more of gulls
in restaurants, or railway cars.
making at least subs on the varsity. which the writer has put new gravel 1 followed the ship, seemingly never stopping
all
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough,
parlors, or concert halls; but
roofs within the past four years. Xext to rest. Schools of
One evening, when you were comfort
porpoises were seen on
are supposed to be as well sea
La Grippe, Bronchitis, Influenza and all
BELFAST, MAINE.
|Vja«p|«r
comes a big boiler shop then a larger j either side of the ship anil one large school
to smoke as the men.
In public ably enseonsed on the couch with a
VV
Lung and Bronchial affections. Mothers
e clerks are
permitted to smoke book which w as not required in any of machine shop; next is the paint and tin swam directly in front, their tails almost
M xaM
praise the children's favorite Kennedy’s
westward is the coach shop; near j touching the bow. \\ e passed the Diamond
g. and I saw an old report of
your courses and Jack was bending stu- shop,
'del institution, the National
off
Shoal
llatteras
and
later
lightship
Cape
the
mill
that
not
far
Laxative
distant
is
!
and
Tar
shop,
text book on his
Honey
which, among other uncon- diously over a bulky
the lightship on Frying Pan Shoal, farther
titles, there appeared an item desk, something in the atmosphere the blacksmith shop, 300 feet long. Of
down the coast, and late Monday afternoon
"00 “for cigars
for the di- seemed to forebode trouble ahead, and, : smaller dimensions are the rope house, i
On and after Oct. 9, 190.», uams
-uuemcg
the lumber sheds and various other j the Georgia coast w as in sight, and we saw
for one year!
Last year
at, Burnham and Waterville with
‘.rains
throwing aside the book which had buildings, some larger, some smaller. ijnitH a fleet of vessels off Savannah.
over
Prepared at the Laboratory of E. C. DeWITT & CO.. CHICAGO, U. S, A.
for and from Bangor, Watervt.lv.
fifty-three million
rth
and
the whole of your at- W’liat the Frisco railroad has been and
The heat was now great and w'e were
red
imported into Argentina, been absorbing
will
clover
run
as
blossom abb the hohet bee is om every bottle.
follows:
Boston,
SVthb
mention the large
tention, you sat up. There were va- is to Springfield cannot be enumerated, glad to get in the shade of the cabin. Showquantity
II H. MOODY,IHil OOlST
KUu.M BELFAST.
'■■
have been smuggled in, be- rious noises outside the house that in- for itsglife and interests are very close- ers were frequent and the heat which lolM
A V
F ft.
g:;,ooo,ooo cigars manufactur- dicated “something doing,” while in ly interwoven with the entire life and lowed w as almost unendurable. 1 was glad
Belfast, depart
720
20
320
of the city.
A -m
^ jm. ^ ^ ^
Soon, however, when we neared the big lighthouse at St.
Point.
i^uutry from the imported the nearby rooms people began to stir i interests
2;>
.t7
City
2:
another
the
Missouri
i
great system,
Wald. .17 3f>
1 4c
.3 36
\(though the consumption of
Simons and knew that we were soon to
Brooks.,. 7 47
] 62
3 47
"this form reaches such high around and a Freshman dashed by your ! Pacific, is to enter, and probably will run
kuox
.17
,t f a
2 < 4
land. We did not take a pilot, for the capthat of cigarettes is almost ! door with a “come on, fellers."
You through the city, furnishing Xorthern
J Thorndike.. ho2 !'•
4 05
and Southern outlets. Quite a portion tain was familiar with the channel, and we
it is practicaitimes as great,
Unity.h 13
2:4| J 3
I noticed in your hasty flight through
8 35
of the grading has been done within made quick time up the bay. The light2 v
4 35
"ssible to transact any kind of
Burnham, arrive
Clintoi.. 8;2
16
house that Sophomores were at the city limits and gangs are at work to house at St. Simons lias been undermined
s in Argentina without the ac | the
Benton.
9 02
*l«> 26
muiient
of
the
c, 10
Bangor. 11 50
4 4/,
omnipresent i a premium, and hardly stopping for the southwest, ami probably by the several times and the present structure is
AM
He.
You call upon a gentleman mv nreliminarv nrenarat ions von and early summer we will hear the whistle farther from the shore, out of the reach of
9 08
Waterville.
0 30
3 u5
of the new locomotives. This with the
sort of negotiations, and no
is not
>• M
as
•
that
we
the shifting sands and high tides. We
AM
retired
down
started
stairs,
taking
how early or late the hour, out
opening up of new territory means
Portland .12 15
5 35
1 10
There much to the business interests of the reached Brunswick too late to make conthe steps three at a time.
the inevitable atado of cigarthe
branch
of
our
Boston,
nections by steamer and had to remain on
not usually made up. but the to- was a group of upper-classmen in front Queen City of the Ozarks.
TO BELFAST.
it is true that we
In the west, however, more largely hoard another night.
wliicli looks like coarse gun
of tlie door in the lower hall and Jack
1* M
AM
V M
The ship was unloaded by the colored
packed into papers; and it is came to a sudden halt as lie was about uian ui me easi, uusiness cnauges aie
K‘
D.
7 90
9 00
Itaaton *
of frequent occurrence. Men come and men about the docks and the work was
Boston,
iiplishment akin to a line art.
W D.
h 30
|
:*"
P M
only by long practice, to | to disappear through the door in the go, buy and sell, or change business or watched with interest. This feature is
Portland. -.....LC 36
7
05
i e packet into the palm of your
wake of two rapidly vanishing ciass- locations with considerable frequency. something which always interests those
a
m
a
(I, give it a roll and a stir aud a I mates. You could not stop for “small I Here, too, as well as elsewhere, some who travel
■> 52
Waterville.
7 15
4 15
and
five
winters
although
south,
succeed and some fail, but generally
1 30
Iwith the forefinger of your
Bangor. 7 15
and quickly comprehended the tiiere is another
I* M
willing to try his hand have been spent among them, each trip alplace it in the paper without tilings,”
fail
of
will
have
our
who
Benton.
21
4
t7
7
22
rooms,
*
and
new
interesting
a
grain, and finish off the fact that Jack, on account of the fast in the place in which another lias made ways brings something
Clinton.. t7 3" flee:
4 33
*
those
who
*
a failure or won success, and
in the study of the black men of the south.
••'if with the polished grace of an
Burnham, depart.
8 10
!•' 2"
4 56
not
to
be
allowwill
be
a
where
line
of
was
meet,
approaching
10
Unity.*cs 103'
: Lilian
whose
lips meanwhile ed to participate in any “rough house” make a failure or win success when It seems very hard for them to work unThorndike
9 17
104."
6 20
they change from new combinations loading a vessel without a song and as a
"iiipliments and polite phrases
'.-'25 tl
Knox.
'29Brooks
7 4 6
9 4o
■fuse and unsubstantial as the then. You knew, of course, that this and start out again to try their luck j part of the cargo of our ship was railroad
11
9 r.o
Waldo...
11 ■;(
55
wreaths that presently curl up- was not the frog pond scrap as the re- once more. Business coi ipetition is as
was taken for the subject.
With
-o 05
City Point. -10
as elsewhere it is probable,! iron, that
keen
here
Belfast, arrive. 1005
; .7
« 10
warning notice had not been business ethics are not, 1 judge, more every piece of iron taken out they sang in a
quired
j
Argentine National Army con
I Flag station
Mr. Jones was three years with A. E. Mann of Bosi
e
Just vvliat was going on you highly developed here t‘ian in other. chorus, "Railroad iron,” with an intonau
Limited tickets f».r r .so
at
men, and 1,000 otlicers. 1 n given.
*
from Belfast and all stat:
i'~
One man is just as eager to tion which must he heard to he, appreciated.
$5.00
l war Uiis force could be raised were unable to determine, but you w ere places.
best
one
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ton,
.--W
.'•<
tickets
to
all
rth
Through
points
When the iron was loaded on the train you
at laO.Oon by calling out the re- sorry that Jack could not be “in it.' crowd another in the smaller as in the
west, via all routes, for sale l-y I.i
f.ci'.n,
of influence and activity heard them
mit including the National The
nf o. i kvans.
chant, “Seaboard Air Line.”
Agent, Belfast.
was dark and a mist lying larger spheres
night
not
s
at
honorVice President and (J*m« r... Manager.
and ail men do
top
is.
always
iii which every able-bodied
is
called
the
Brunswick
the
Sea
City by
F, E. Boothby. (Jen’l Pass, ami n. k»*t \gt-r.:
the ground gave everything a far- able means to secure their ends. The
itian is bound to serve and which over
•a of invasion could muster 400,000
off, weird look.
golden rule in business is cot universalThat tiie millenium is navigable water on three sides. It is tlie
Thus tins republic possesses an
if
A feeble cry of “Freshmen this w av” ly observed.
and Florida terminus of the Mal\ e
T
DEALERS IN.
?
lighting force equal to nearly attracted your attention as soon as you coming is more evident to faith than it Georgia
is to sight, but the one tiling for any lory line, and one of the greatest shipping
percent of the entire population.
out of the house, and, taking the man to do is that which is right.
got
on
the
South
Atlantic
ina
with
of
serious
B
ports
coast,
disturbance, aliens
Missouri, as you have learned several population of about 12,000. The principal
ANI>..
able to be pressed into the ser- direction it came from, you stumbled
if the nation unless provided with along, wondering what was coming mouths since,' elected a Kepublican business on the water front seemed to be
1-99 *9'I'M9■■•'9-99 9 9't -f 9 9 -9 + A Wd^A9
senator, Major William Warner. The
urts.
In points of physique the next. It was not
long before you found contest was bitterly fought between the shipping of railroad ties. The big I
aou soldier
of Argentina is not
were piled high with them and both
docks
a
hand
felt
for
simultaneously you
the different factions’ of the Kepublican
’tcssive. Aside from the President’s out,
-Hard of a lew picked men, tiis firmly grasping your arm and heard a party. We hope Warner will make a steam and sailing vessels were loading for
He lias certainly fol- northern ports. Cotton shipments from
senator.
are height is
"
a
considerably below voice saying,
with
delighted good
lowed a man with a good honest record. Brunswick are declining.
leet—-a very large number being
loose .in the n.wrs vtplacid, :■
“Here’s another one, fellers.”
lo
IBooks
chuckle,
of
ill
to
of
have
men
Few
say
aught
four feet—an army of pigmies,
The streets and parks are handsomely
I cents up.
it remains to be
m
used chiefly of Patagonian Indians, Your eyes soon became enough accus- Senator Coekerill.
JOHN S. FERNALO.
laid out and adorned with beautiful shade
tamed Guaranis and other subju- tomed to the atmosphere to admit of | seen what the outcome will ultimately trees—live
oak, cedar, palmetto and holly,
to be in Missouri politics. Gov.
1 chinos, witn a liberal admixture
—-HULL LINK OK26 Miller Street. Si tie Door,.6e'fas'
your seeing your captors and your i prove
Folk lias a strong bold upon the aft'ec- the latter always green and just now made
iinitials from the States prison, it
wrath rose when you discovered that I
1 be hard to find a more villainoustions of the people, and 1 for one have bright by its red berries.
PORTABLE LAMPS,
GAS BRACKETS,
Fellow with not regretted casting my vote in his
We visited the Oglethorpe, one of the
ng horde than the rank and lile, one of them was the Hig
WELSBACH BURNERS,
mtenances of the majority being whom you had several encounters favor, although it is the only time in largest and best hotels in the South, stand‘>0 1. p. <•:
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that 1 turned aside from
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my
experience
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ant. Half a dozen others were with
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which would be a credit to any city,
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were guarding a poor
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Tliis letter is already too long, yet I .office,
1
ity, and bestial instinct. Except him, and the seven
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stars, chocks. <• «•.•!- a id .d; k- .-t
•:oi.
and other buildings and places of interest.
ie nth of July and the 25th of May
little shivering mite of a chap, who cannot close it without a few more
•: i;s
mgs for vessels, both iron and and brass.
We left Brunswick on a bi iglit warm Nolines. I was interested in the sketcli of
'wo or three other notable days in
figure your require runts.
with terror and
was actually white
AL.lt*;JUT liCSsIl I A mins CO..
Eli Baciielder of Hover which recently vember morning on the little steamer DoroLARGE ASSORTMENT POCKET FLASH LAMPS.
Argentine calendar when the troops looked as if he was
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being led to the appeared in The Journal, lie was a thy, which is about the size of the Silver
paraded and reviewed in the Plaza
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of
mine
friend
reassuringdays.
the
common
grinned
soldiers uniform
uria,
Star, with a large passenger list and freight
dull green and white, or duller ly, meanwhile inwardly swearing at three years lie was a member of my
in all the available room, and had a
his attendance, packed
k and yellow—is dingy and dirty to
regularin
congregation,
yourself for your stupidity until you attentive in liis manner, kindly in his delightful sail down through the “sea
gree. Occasionally an battalion is
I was often in his home, islands” of the coast.
•relied through the city streets, a were invited to “wipe off that grin” by relations.
The trip was advertised as one of “four
">Uey collection of men of varying one of your captors, and the procession frequently in his shop and subsequently
Sec o nd- h a n ,
mott’s
in his store. To know aim was to love hours through the sounds and islands,” but
edits, mostly with big heads "and moved toward down town.
goods of every dehim.
scription. Furni'llle bodies, straggling along without
proved to be one of six. From Brunswick
Safe and reliable, they
ture, bedding, carAnd so my young friend Calvin Hub- we passed out through Oglethrope bay,
Ger, the little fellows often actually
overcome weakness, inpets, stoves, etc.
bard after many years of service lias from which we had a fine view of the
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the duties incident to his official rela- Sound the steamer landed at the pier of the Iy6
FOR SALE BY R. H. MOODY.
Mountain Tea
impment of their charges, in vivid
tion to the city government. The city Jekyl Island Club, on Jekyl Island, well
'mtrast to the mean and bedraggled
A Busy Medioiue for Busy People.
is fortunate that can find men and known as the millionaire resort of the
■informs of the troops. As elsewhere
Bears the
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
women of unquestioned integrity who south.
'mutli America, the life of a common
and
house
The
club
here
A
cottages
specific.for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
of
/-tCCt/uAC
A man to represent us and sell our teas, coffees,
nod Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
are willing to devote some of their
nilier is infinately harder than that of Signature
are elegant in design and richly furnished.
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
extracts, spice, baking powder, soap, etc., in Bel" lean and
spare time and energy to its interests. The island is 14 miles in
lazy dogs that prowl both
A
1 have a nice rent of 7 rooms and bath
ami Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab*
good, live, hustling man.
length and about 6 fast and vicinity.
«n and country.
Wishing all old friends a Merry
A large proportion
let form, 35 cents a box.
those who can give the best of referenced
(feuuine made by
room, with stable and garden spot if
wide, and is one of the most magnificent Only
1 the officers are beardless
need apply. For terms, address
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
and Tar Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Laxative
youngsters,
is
in
this
It
owned
resorts
wanted.
No.
23
w.
winter
GRAND
Cedar
street.
w.
h.
country.
UNION
TEA
from
Inquire GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
.o delight in
pO.,
venting their spleen up- Cures mil Coughs, end expels Colds
! the morose
4\\49
F. S. UUUiaa.
Bangor, Maine.
by the Jekyl Island Club, the members
Springfield, Mo., Dec. 21, 1005.
1
K. H. MoOl>V
semi-savages over whom the system by gently moving the bowels.

I

November

Cumberland beach on this island is 22
miles in length and has an average width of
three to four hundred feet. The Carnegies
own part of this island, and their winter
home here, called Dungeness, is a fine one,
situated ou beautiful grounds. The steamer passed quite near and landed at a
pier
not far distant where the Carnegie yacht
was fitting out for file winter.
Stafford
place, which comes next, is one of the
largest sea island cotton plantations in
America.
Our next stop was at Fernandina and I
noticed as we passed up the harbor the Belfast built schooner Henry If. Fiske, which
was taking in cargo at one of the
piers.
She was the schooner which made the trip
here from Boston in four days ami twelve
iiours a distance of 050 miles. Fernandina
is situated on the west side of Amelia is.
land, the extreme northeast corner of
Florida and has one of the largest and
safest harbors in the eastern coast of the
State.
Amelia Beach, a short
distance
away, is one of the finest in the country and
at low tide is about o50 feet wide, hard
and almost as smooth as a floor.
After dinner in Fernandina and a short
trip around the town we left on the train
for Yulee, changed there for Jacksonville,
where?we arrived in the evening and spent
the night. This is the metropolis of Florida.
From here railroads extend to all points
through the pine lands. Jacksonville will
be a surprise to the tourist who has never
been iouth. It has the bustle, hurry and
life of a northern city, and one has to take a
good look at the physical surroundings—
the houses and flowers and the colored
people—to assure himself that he is really
in the south. The great fire has left very
few sears on the streets and the business
part of the city has been rebuilt with handsome modern buildings.
The city is 22
miles from the ocean but the St. Johns
river gives a broad and deep ami ample
harbor for shipping. The city is prettily
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synopsis is published in another col-

ready
helping
edited, printed and
published in the city which has been its
home for more than three-quarters of a
century. Fourteen people are employed,
and we believe that the weekly pay roll
is larger than that of any country weekly in the State, and the money is paid
to our own people and goes into circula- ing sentence is evidently imperfect,
tion in our own city.
probably through an error in copying,
Vn Indiana editor in an address be- but we have no means of correcting it.
fore a local newspaper association said, it reads: “While the wharves had been
of
among other things: “Praise your town. built at low tide and up to the time
Relieve in your neighbor. Have some- his visit Col. Stanton found that the
thing good to say of everybody and say traffic to the port was of little conseit.
Re honest and fair in your political quence.” What it was intended to say
views." This is the line The Journal in the first part of this sentence must
lias endeavored to follow.
It does not be left to conjecture; but the statement
inter d there shall he any doubt as to that “the traffic to the port was of
where it stands on any public question little consequence” calls for comment.
hand.

or

to lend a

It is owned,

matter of local interest.

JAMES H. HOWES7
AWFULJIOR -<*
Most Extraordinary Reduction Sale*

Mr. and Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster were in
Belfast last Friday.

Mr. F. O. Ilichborn went to Bangor Friday, returning Monday forenoon by train.
The hotel was painted last week—a grey
entrance of Stockton harbor is reported green, with white trimmings, which greatly
on adversely is perhaps less surprising improves it.
Mr. Ilazen Chandler left by the afternoon
than the reasons given for such action
train Saturday to spend Christmas with his
otlicer.
He
the
says
inspecting
by
in Iloulton.
“that while the railroad had erected family
Mr. B. M. Cra-n arrived in town Friday
immense wharves and made every
for a few day*. He is the gue^t of
preparation for a big amount of traffic, evening
I)r. G. A. Stevens.
that traffic was not yet assured, and
Mr. Edwards, assistant of Mr. Houghton
that there were not even adequate fathe N. M. S. R. R., left Saturday for Bancilities for vessels of any size.” Now, of
to spend Christmas.
is it reasonable to suppose that the ex- gor
Dr.
Eugene L. Stevens and wife of Belperienced railroad and business men
fast were the guests of Dr. and Mrs. G. A.
and the financiers behind this enterStevens on Christmas day.
prise would expend upwards of three
Chief Engineer Burpee went “up the
million dollars in a railroad and termiline” Friday morning to spend Christmas
and
nal with “immense wharves”
with his family in Houlton.
“every preparation for a big amount of
Capt. J. F. Ilichborn left last Thursday
of
the
full
traffic” without
knowledge
for Cambridge, Mass., to spend the winter
traffic assured them. Then the statewith his daughter, Mrs. J. F. Ryder.
ment that there are “not even adeTwenty-three car loads of potatoes arquate facilities for vessels of any size” rived at the Cape Jellison pier Dec. 20th
is not only untrue and unwarranted,
and were shipped by steamer Westover.
but is contradicted by its author in the
Miss Ada Atchison returned Tuesday
same sentence, in which the “immense
evening by train from Houlton, where she
wharves” are mentioned. The follow- went
Saturday for the Christmas holiday.
a

'With this issue The Republican Jouriiiil completes its 77th year and volume,
and while it has necessarily undergone
changes of proprietorship and editors it |
has been issued continuously under the
same name, and has from the initial
|
number sought to promote the material
[
and moral welfare cf the city and coun-,
ty in which it has been published. How
much, if anything, it lias accomplished
in this direction it is not for us to say.
The Journal may well claim a place
among the local industries to which it
has ever been

on

umn, are of much local interest. The
fact that the petition for a light at the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
<11
A
I
iiai.i

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The recommendations of the U. S.

Of

It believes

course

all

well

informed persons

that although trains have been
running over the Northern Maine Seaport railroad for a week or two the
road is not yet in condition to handle
know

calling a spade a spade. It makes no
ciaim to infallibility and puts forth no
appeals for support other than the weekly message it brings to its readers. In
closing its 77th volume The Journal
tic.inks its many good friends for their
a;v ova and support, and wishes all its
readers a Happy New Year.
in

it,

the terminal

and

available

for present

facilities, while
use,

are

still

Would Scab Over, Break

Open, and
Be Raw—Intense Suffering for
Two Years —Doctors and Medicines Failed

Writing under date of Aug. 15,1904,
Mrs. L. C. Walker, of 5 Tremont St.,
Woodfords, Me., says: “My sister
had a terrible humor on her shoulder
when she was eighteen months old,
causing intense suffering for two years.
We had several doctors, and tried
everything, but in spite of all we
did it kept spreading.
One day it
would scab over and then crack open
and a watery matter ooze from it and
the scabs would all fall off. It would
be raw for a time, then scab over
again. Some one recommended Cuti-

cura, and we immediately procured
a box of Cuticura Ointment, and a cake
of Cuticura Soap.
She was much better after the first bath with warm water
and soap, and an application of the
Ointment. Before it was half gone we
Saw a marked change for the better,
and she was entirely cured, without u
tear being left, by the one box of Ointment and one cake of Soap. Her skin
is now entirely clear, ami she has
not had a sign of trouble since.”

Mrs. Herbert Mixer and daughter, Miss
Clara, came from Bucksport Saturday to
spend Christmas with Mrs. Maria Blanchard.
The filling in behind the bulkhead pier at
Cape Jellison is going steadily and rapidly
forward and a large part is already completed.
i..

l)r. i. 1’. Park, who lias been spending a
week with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. C.
Park, returned to his home in Revere,
Mass., last Thursday.
^
Miss Lillian A. Simmons and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter F. Kimball arrived last Saturday night by train from Boston to spend
the holidays with Mrs. Roxanna Simmons.

are

<

4c

months in the year; and when so closed
the lusiness must mainly be done

ment for the last fiscal year, and to
meet this he proposes to increase the
rates on second-class matter about five

The Springfield, 111., State Jour-

times.

nal says:
This would mean that the newspapers
of this country would he compelled to
pay five times as much as at present
for the transmission of their editions
through the mails and that they would
be compelled to charge their subscribers tor this additional expense.
Every

subscriber to a weekly or daily newspaper would of necessity be taxed to

make up the deficit in the revenues of
the postoffice department should this
suggestion he adopted by Congress, because the newspapers could not afford
to distribute their papers at the present
rates should this additional tax be imposed upon them. In fact, a large proport: :■ of the country weeklies prob;i
y would fie wiped out of existence
s.i"! Id this unjust burden be
imposed
upo.: them.
T e -date Journal also takes excep-

j

■

to

:o;

•>t

>

'■

oi.

Congressman

Overstreet’s

that the deficit in the

cia::u

revenues

postoffice department is due to
irgs expenditures for the exteu-

••

and maintainance of the rural free

j

very system, and says: "As a matter oi fact, there are serious abuses of
tin postal service that account fully
n

tor t. e existing deficit and which, if
eradicated, would wipe out the deficit
and provide for the additional expense
ot the rurai free delivery service.”
One
oi
these
abuses is the
franking
privilege which members of Congress
have voted to themselves at the expense of the general public. With the
legitimate use of this privilege no
fault could be found, but it is a notorious fact that it is outrageously abused
by many members of congress and that
as :i result the government is
compelled to pay for the transmission ot
thousands and thousands of tons of

“mail

port. As to the
of the docks and channels at
Stockton thegovernment charts, which
to very many of the residents.
we suppose are accessible to the lightMr. Clarke of Boston, eastern representahouse board, show that there is a suftive of the Pennsylvania Steel Co., Mr.
ficient depth of water for all requireEarle of Steelton, Fa., superintendent of
ments. If this report had been made
the company, and Mr. Gross, were in town
by an agent of some rival transporta- last Thurtday, arriving by the 10.20 train
tion company, unacquainted with local and departing on the 2.03.
They were
conditions, whose motive was simply much pleased with the new railroad, etc.
to obstruct a practical and much needThe ice house which has stood on lower
ed business enterprise, we could better Church street for some years and is owned
understand it.
by the John M. Ames Co., was moved the
Then as to the lighthouse on Isle au middle of last week to the Co.’s lot on
Ilaut. IVe are glad the people of that School street. It is a great improvement to
island are to have a light, but the rea- the former street and its residents are glad
of the change.
sons given for its establishment will
Christmas was a most beautiful day, filling
a
smile from those familiar
provoke
all faces and hearts with cheer and sunwith the situation.
“The fishing lleet
shine. It surely is the “maddest, merriest
on these grounds are greatly in need of
day of all the year.” Hall’s orchestra of
a light to guide them back to port,”
Bangor gave a matinee concert and dance
the
says
report. In the first place very and also one in the evening, which were
little deep sea fishing is done from Isle well attended and much enjoyed.
au Ilaut now-a-days.
The principal
The very sudden and severe illness of Mr,
business is lobstering, and that is done
and Mrs. Clifton blames’ younger son teralmost wholly in power dories. Isle au minated fatally last Friday night. The
Ilaut fishermen have never needed a child was at school Thursday forenoon,
light to “guide them back to port.” In when he had an ill turn, an attack of indifog or in snowstorms they have thread- gestion, it was thought, but it developed ined the reefs in safety and could at any to a case of winter cholera, we are informtime, determine their position by the ed. The stricken parents have the deep
sympathy of the community in this afflic“rote" of the breakers. In fact, there
The funeral services took place
tion.
are very few
fishermen left on the
Tuesday afternoon.
island, which has become an exclusive
The sale by the Ladies Aid Society,
summer colony, and a large part of the
December 19th, at Treat’s drug store, was
island is now owned by one man. IVe
very successful, all the articles being disshould not be surprised to learn that
posed of very rapidly. Only a few weeks
the summer residents had more to do had been used for
preparing, so it was not
with securing a lighthouse to adorn a large sale, but netted over $22 and much
this picturesque island than the men more could have been sold had it been
who derive their living from the sea.
ready. Our aprons “go like hot cakes,”
the styles being both pretty and convenient.
There are always men in Congress Our new pattern found great favor. An
whose idea of economy is to save at the interested former resident and earnest
spigot and waste at the bung, and on church worker, Mrs. D. G. Harris, sent the
this line various abortive measures are Ladies’ Aid a very nice letter enclosing a
for “our good cause.”
of $5 donation
brought forward at the

through
dredging

matter” that would not be ac-

this

new

beginning
cepted from a private citizen even if
prepaid at the highest rate. Then, the each session which ultimately land in
the Congressional waste basket. In this
Aii enormous saving in tiie present category may be placed a proposition to
expenses of the post office department consolidate the customs districts and
could be effected by cutting off the im- abolish
many of the customs offices. If
mense sums now
being paid to the
railroads for running the early morn- effective in the way of decreasing the
ing newspaper trains for the sole bene- expense of maintaining the customs
fit of newspapers in the big cities. service it would be
very sure to result
These trains are maintained at the ex- in a loss of revenue that
might greatly
pense of the government under the
flimsy pretense of expediting the de- exceed the amount thus saved. The
livery of the mails, but in fact are not Maine coast offers great opportunities
or any substantial benefit to the busifor smuggling, and the services of cusness world or the general public, and
toms officials are necessary, while the
the only effect of their maintenance is
to aid the metropolitan dailies in kill- !
fug off the competition of the dailies in j
the smaller cities and the country;
1
weeklies.
his enormous expenditure j
for the benefit of a few publishers is an !
injustice to every other publisher and ]
to the tax payers who are bearing the i

burden.

In conclusion the State Journal says:
“Until tiie existing abuses in the postal

service are corrected, it would be the
height of injustice to compel the farmers of the nation to make up the existing deficit by paying higher prices for
the papers to which they subscribe.”

salaries of many of the present collectors are far below what would be required for deputies to do their work if
tiiis proposed consolidation is carried
out.

Collector Ilarriman, it is understood,
has sent in a

numerously signed petire-appointment, his present
term expiring next month. It looked
as though there was to be no opposition,
but Mr. A. J. Nickerson of Searsportis
now in the field and petitions in his betion for

half

are

in circulation.

Ed. Ilowe of the Atchison Globe lost
There is a
curious typographica his hat overboard going from San Franerror in the January instalment of cisco to Honolulu. He writes that whoLawson's Frenzied Finance in Every- ever finds it can have it.—Kansas City
Star.
body’s Magazine. He used the Scotch
Why not pass around the hat and buy
expression “unco’ guid” (uncommonly him a new one?
good' hut the type made it unco’ quid.
The Christmas fatalities were many,
In another column Henry It. Dawson
resulting from shooting, drowning and
his
announces
for
of Monroe
candidacy
automobiles.
This does not include
tiie State Senatorship from this county,
and plainly states his position on what the 5,000 killed and 14,000 wounded in
is likely to be one of the vital issues of Moscow, with the fighting still going on.
tliff campaign.
Have your good resolutions ready.
People are beginning to talk of the They will be in order on Monday next.
city election, which comes off next |
March.
,
“The way of transgressors is hard.”

u

To make our bridge a grand success
I modestly assert,
Will need three thousand tons of stone,
Two thousand tons of dirt.
Then, sir, when fifty years have fled
And people judge the past,
They’ll say it was a glorious work
And now ’twill always last.

==A11 Soiled and Mussed GoodsHANDKERCHIEFS,
NECK.WEAR,
RIBBON REMNANTS,

DRESS

JAMES H. HOWES
Pit

Inventory

S;i!e

Must we forever lag behind
While other towns progress V
I What matters it to average man
One shilling more or less ?
i The strain will be so much reduced
111 climbing up the hills
That even tramps will smile out loud
And beg to pay tlie bills.

|

I

CARLE & JONES’
.COMMENCES
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some

The man who engineered our work,
Friend Ernest call His name,
While not a man of heavy weight
But built with iron frame,
lias done at least the work of two
Our granite piers to raise,
And I, for one, acknowledge corn
While granting generous praise.

Good for every farmer’s
[Good for every farmer's

thoroughly practical, helpful, useful, entertaining New Year’s gift to am
member of a farmer’s family will l\ a
subscription for the vear 1906 for THE
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, your favorshoes, tie, cravat,
collar and shirt are details ite home weekh newspaper, and a subof dress which count for scription for the vear 1906 for THE
little unless your hat be becom- NEW=YORK IkIBUNE FARMER, a
twenty-page high-class illustrated agriing and correct.

GLOVES,

Kye.

Buckwheat.
Flaxseed.
Bice.
Potatoes.

Pre

The American

|

I

Inventory Sale

CARLE & JONES’
COMMENCES.

27,010,045
14,585,082

2,534,830
400,198

28,477,753

12,933,430
200,741,294
*60,531,011
1633,033,719

Co.

Boston, December 22. It is reported that
the recently organized American shipping
company will discontinue running its steamers between Stockton Springs and this port
and New York. The Foxhall, one of the
two steamers owned by the company, arrived here last Saturday and has since been
tied up at Union wharf, while tlie David,
also owned by the company, is tied up at
New York.
It is understood the Maine
Coast Transportation company, which maintains a service between here, Eastport and
intermediate points along tlie Maine coast,
is negotiating to charter the Foxhall for its
route.
As we understand it the serious illness of
the promoter and principal stockholder of
the company is the cause of this suspension
of business.

i
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Waldo Trust Company
FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJLCI TO CHECK
Transacts a Genaral Banking Business,

K.

1,002,508
700,188

Shipping

continuously

i*<>111,

AT.

•Tons. tPounds.
The average weight per bushel is shown
by reports received by tlie bureau to be 50.3
pounds for spring wheat, 58.3 pounds for
winter wheat and 32.7 pounds for oats.

Miss Thompson, a nurse employed in one
of the Hospitals in Boston, being somewhat run down by a too close application to
hospital labor, is rapidly recuperating at
Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder’s at the
Cove, owing to the pure air, water and
savory food that Mrs. Batchelder knows so
well how to prepare.
The list of the merchant vessels of the U.
S. of June, 30, 1905, shows that the sailing
vessels from 5 tons to 5,218, numbered
13,392 and In that number were 80 ships, 190
barks and
barkentines, 15 brigs and
brigantines; 2,005 sailing vessels built in
Maine and 1,467 owned in Maine or whose
home port is in Maine.

most substantial character
throughout the year

spfviai

to furnish 1<

TAIN SMALLEY, Salesman.

of 1905.

2,990,755
Hay.
*39,301,960
Tobacco.
1770,112

Mr. Isasc Meservey, who sold liis farm
to Mr. Charles Glidden of Brewer and now
lives with George B. Wight, will be 90
He has cut and
years old next spring.
backed out to the road this fall, up to the
last snow, 6,000 hoop poles.

A
ns

Established i884

Next Door to Phenix House.

Final returns to the bureau of statistics
of the department of agriculture, according
to a bulletin issued I)ec. 20th, show the
acreage and production of the principal
farm crops in 1905 to have been as follows:
Bushels
Acreage
Corn. 94,011,309 2,707,993.540
Winter wheat. 29,804,018
428,402,834
Spring wheat. 17,990,001
204,510,655
Oats. 28,040,746
953,210,197
Barley. 5,095,528
130,651,020

R. A. Packard, wife and daughter, and
Mrs. Monroe, returned Dec. 18th from a visit
in Massachusetts.

good

BELFAST, MAINE,
CLARK’S CORNER,

Lincolnville, Me.

NORTHFORT NEWS.

as

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

’Till Gabriel blows liis trump.

Crops

daughter

A

BENEDICTION.

Farm

son.

New Year’s Presnts every
_week in 11906.

“Gold Bond Hats are
as the Government.”

King Cheops reared a wondrous pile
Of marble lime and stone
To mark a place for him to lie
When he was dead and gone,
But though he labored years and years
To crown that lofty ridge
Today it counts not Half the worth
Of our new iron bridge.

o. u.

Good for every farmer.
Good for every farmer’s wife.

“Gold Bond" $2.oo Hats cultural family weekly, thoroughly up
to date in everything which advances
are correct in shape and shade,
the
interests of the whole household.
in band and binding, in fit and
1 he two papers coming regularly
finish. The forms are extreme
or conservative, as your Lucy every week in 1906 will be a constant
reminder of the giver and a gift of the
dictates.

may fairly criticise,
Some treat with envious fun,
’Tis far tlie grandest bridging job
Our town lias ever done.
And when the needed funds are used
In grading up tlie sides
We’ll boast tlie neatest trotting park
That greets tlie flowing tides.

pany last week and left for Moulton Thurslie has been employed at Mack’s
day.
Point as the engineer in charge, lie was
accompanied as faras Bangor by his mother,
who joined him Saturday in iloulton for
Christmas.
Mrs. Oxnard will be greatly
missed by the many friends she has made
during tier sojourn here. She was a most
delightful acquisition to our literary club
and a most devoted and efficient member of
the Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
church,of which she is an earnest and warm
supporter, and her dainty handiwork will
be much missed in tlm preparations for our
next sale.

104 NEW YEAR S
PRESENTS FOR $2.00

.AT.

Though

we may rave and spit and spew
About tlie present cost
We should not feel too dreadful sore,
The money won’t be lost.
’Tis kindly spent for future babes,
To help them climb the hill,
So mine it out where’er you can
And pay it with good will.

GOODS,

MANY OF tHEM MARKED AT HALF PRICE.

When people now would cross the stream
They will not have to go
Asthu’ they feared of being dumped
Some forty feet below.
And, too, when all our bills are paid
How proudly we will feel
For townships cut no ice to day
Which boast no bridge of steel’.

Though

Lengths,

^All Odd Lots^s-

Our former bridge was all of wood
And framed with middle pier;
Since grandpa's day the work had stood
Ky nursing every year.
Now granite piers three rods apart
Are by iron girders spanned.
And would have been long years ago
Had the town produced the sand.

Mr. H. W. Oxnard, one of the resident
Here’s hoping that our granite piers
engineers during the construction of the May stand like Egypt’s four,
N. M. S. K. R., and who with his mother, Supporting well the liars of steel
Mrs. M. A. Oxnard, has occupied the Mrs. Which greet the either shore;
C. 8. Rendell house on School street since That neither piers nor girders strong
last May, closed his contract with the com- May ever swerve or slump
But stand indeed true works of need

F. A. Rhodes mowed one square rod of
his acre of millet two months after sowing
and before it headed out and after thoroughly drying it weighed 45 pouuds, or at
the rate of three and three fil ths tons to the
It was estimated that after heading
acre.
out it would have weighed five tons to the
acre, and the cattle prefer it to hay.

All Remnants and Short

OUR NEW STEEL BRIDGE.

Why change the name of our town? Why
is such a thing even suggested? We are
quite satisfied with the good old name and
if any change be made, simply drop the
“Springs,” which has never been pleasing

Today.

APRONS,

Daily Tell Other Mothers
That Cuticura Soap is the best baby
soap in the world for cleansing and
purifying the skin, and that Cuticura
Ointment is of priceless value for
soothing and healing itching, torturing, and disfiguring eruptions, itchings, and dialings. A single application of Cuticura Ointment, preceded
by a warm bath with Cuticura Soap,
gives instant relief, and refreshing
sleep for skin-tortured babies, and

incomplete. Yet two lines of ocean
going steamers are running to this
rest for tired, fretted mothers.
of
Cuticura Snap, Ointment, am! Pi
polcl throughout
AGAINST THE COUNTRY NEWSPAPER new
phosphate
port, cargoes
Tlie Current Events Club held a most enthe world. Potter Drug < 'hem.
p., llost.m, Solti’ropa.
and lumber are arriving there, and,
ifcS™ Send for How to Cure Baby Humor®
last week with Mrs. E. F.
joyable'
meeting
every session of Congress some the shipment of Aroostook’s immense
THE DUCK TRAP
Staples. It will meet next Wednesday,Jan.
on pops up with a bill to saddle the pos§RIDGE.
potato crop has begun. If at the time 3d,' with the Misses Mary and Harriet I).
tal deficit upon the country newspapers, this officer visited Stockton he had
To
the
Editor of The Journal: A
Ilichborn.
new steel bridge which the town of
Linand which if enacted would simply gone to llangor he would have found
Miss Susie Cousens, who is teaching in
colnville has just placed across Duck Trap
legislate them out of business. This that tlie traffic to that port “was of litstream
is
the
of
the
enclosed poem,
subject
Attleboro, Mass., did not arrive Saturday
I have been requested to send to you
time it is Congressman Overstreet of tle
consequence.” Yet statistics will for her Christmas vacation as expected, as which
for pub-cation. The new bridge is about
Indian;-., chairman of the House Com- show that llangor is a port of no small she was taken down with the measles. She
eight feet higher than the old, but the apmittee oil postoffices.
Jt appears that
proaches are not yet tilled.—F.
importance, although closed a few will come later, when able.
there was a deficit of about £15,000,000
in the revenues of the postoflice depart-

In Belfast Commences

100,000 MOTHERS

nopKins, accompatneu oy ms
wife and son George, went to Camden Friday to spend Christmas with his mother,
Mrs. Calderwood.
n.

Help Her.

CURED BY CUTICURA
AT COST OF 75 CENTS

Messrs. Earle and Bert Gardner returned
from Boston last week to spend the holidays with their mother, Mrs. A. M. Gardner
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of a gallon, ami, finally, the \
who occupies a proud ••mineno*
Americans, after all, are only moderate abstemious man in tin* world,
ceeds
a modest half-gallon of tin'
drinkers compared witli those of other
It
twelvemonth’s potations.
countries. The average citizen of the Unit- added, for the sake of de|jnitene>
in
the
women
and
in
s;
the
United
ed States, counting
average person
tiy the hundred weight or ton;
children (which is not fair, but serves for ally drinks one and a tHird gallon
spirits t which are fifty per cent
Superior stock, right price.
the moment as a basis to figure upon), con- one-third of a gallon of wine, an
A. 3. ST ANTI AL.
tf52
and a quarter gallons of malt iiqu
sumes in the course of a year liquors which
contain one and a third gallons of pure al- ly beer.—Rearson’s Magazine.
The Monroe Fair.
cohol. But the Frenchman, who, though
formerly one of the soberest, has become
Walter Frost of the University
The trustees of the Waldo ami Penobscot the worst drunkard in the world, absorbs
at
are
work
already
Agricultural Society
annually three and a half gallons of alcohol. ; was home to spend Christmas, i\.
on their plans for the Monroe fair of next
The Belgian and the Swiss come next, with vacation had been
spent in the wo
year, which it has been decided to hold a consumption of two and four-fifths gal- |
At
and
20th.
a
reIons. Then follow the Spaniard, with two his first duty upon reaching llock!
September 18th, 19th,
ceut meeting of the trustees it was voted to and a third gallons, the Italian with just a to make a sprint for the nearest
offer $2,01X1 in stake races lor the season of trifle less, the Englishman and German
“.lack” is looking fit, a
shop.
1906, in addition to the class races, as fol- with two and a tenth, and the Austro- 1
the game of his
lows: Five hundred dollars each for the Hungarian with about one and three- probably pitch
season.— Rockiaml
Maine next
2.14, 2.20,2.26 and three-minute classes. The quarters gallons.
On the other hand, the American citizen Gazette.
society paid all purses and premiums with
gratuities in full immediately after the fair by no means stands at the top of the list in
last fall and has about $600 in the treasury. respect to sobriety.
The Swede drinks I
Mrs. J. M. Whittier and daught>
The past season the grounds and buildings only one and a sixth gallons of pure alcohol j
went to Searsport Saturday
were put in first class condition and little
in a year; the Hollander drops considerably guerite
Mrs. \\
Mr.
Whittier till Tuesday.
will need be done in this respect next year. below him, with one gallon, even ; the relawent aThe grand stand will be equipped with tively virtuous Russian, notwithstanding 1 sons Lester and Fred also
Fain
Milo.—Fort
chairs the coming season and this will add his much-advertised addiction to vodka, her old home in
view.
to the comfort of the patrons of the fair.
absorbs only a trifle more than six-tenths

Cabbages for Sale
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PUBLISHERS’ NOTICE.

sleighb
going (,

single Copies of The Journal arc on sale at the
following places:
SeaRsi’ORT. At the post office.
Stockton Springs. At the post office.

very fa„
deal w,
until t

Wintehport.

At

the

store of

1.

H.

Wharff.

at onetime as though the thaw
]ast week would rob u» of onr
at even Saturday’s rain left the
jaiied. Saturday was not a
)le ,iay for shopping, but a good
ne a„d an the stores were open

W.

nieicu(.
ready ^

crew

Hansel |

charge
were

reclaimed letters remaining in the Belpost office for the week ending Dec. 23:
Mrs. Emma Bradshaw, M. E. Borden, Le-

personal

was

taxes.

B. Stantial, agent for K. Frank Coe’s
tilizer lias left at The Journal office for
-intuition some very handsome calendars
or llinti.
Ask for one when you call to pay

subscription.

our
1..
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yea

a

At-iAit

VvAtor
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Ic

by Howard F. Mason of Fast Hel-

ot, met with a painful accident Monday.
Virile at work in the barn befell and put
s shoulder out of joint.
Wood closed their granite works
Bridge street last Saturday for four
i,s.
Part of the tune will be devoted to
i\ing stock from a quarry bought in

I

\

■

dnville three years ago.

s,r,

frientij
rich t*„;
ship.

ter

uniusv
nuts t1(j
figure n

s

games,

were

writte0

\'ets ;s- Mketinu.
ty Veha A-.-uoiation w
ern Tj;ht
irange Hall,

The Waldo Counill meet in NorthWest Winterport,
Jan. 4ia i. should it be a stormy day or
bad true] m by request of the veterans of
that v.in \ ,t will be the next fair day.
,tud to throw open tlieir hall
Thegraa
and still©
;»tir use and tlie people will
Comweleoi;*
i,, their grange home.
i
rades, $ j. have never met at White’s
Corner!© .1- make a special effort to turn
I out in i.ii
on that occasion. Northern
is noted for its handsome
I Light r;
womei a
of them will give the ad1
dress* w 1
An invitation is extendn
ed to tiev i
of Hampden to meet with
>
11s.
\Y v
form new acquaintances.
Our iimti gs "f late have proved so good
we sho >\ »
any, but should make a
get together.—A Stinson,
special.!!
Sec ret ay.
>

I

<

Game Cock was at Lewis’ wharf the
<11 uni
of the week and Capt. Henry D. Gilmusic nr
i:: remarked that he made his first trip to
were *j(
Hanks in her when he was a youngster, |
last Suds
i'he Game Cock is 50 tons net and was [
I at the a]
bu,It .it llingham, Mass., in 1851.
'Dec.
Thr bar danger waist which was drawn
article.ei
F. A. dohnson’s store last Thursday
;
were laei
"iiiiig fell to number is, h<dd by Miss mas of
;e*
...igaret N. Hazeltine. Miss Bessie Smaiehurchm
and Mr. (^ranville Paul did the drawing,
receptiu
it owing to the storm
there were not
distribite
;i iny
present.
noon thj 1
1 he auction sale at the Bay View JStock a coi 1 offt
ei.
Fast Belfast, Dec. 20th, was not Claus
tup
;ug- > attended, and the personal property ted the.)!
><<> i
brought low prices. There were two tree to tin
bid' for the farm, one of $3,400 and one of school
ju
the latter by I. L. Perry, but the and bdi
mperty was withdrawn.
delight to
Field shod a very nice pair of
colts last Saturday for Miss Hose E.
leveland, sister of ex-Presideut Cleveland
" * o has a summer home on
Seven Hundred
Acre Island.
The horses were brought ofl
he island by Mr. Emery Brown, an experi■•'iced horseman, who drives and has the
a re of them.
v

other

years [ ]
After fe
and Wilt into liappy.

in

:

onA-

and

A central
|„jt were served.
table was a cake,with Frances
it in lines of pearl and eleven
bug brilliantly numbered the
, i,r iglit and happy pilgrimage.
mure games the party broke up

h.

iu>!

music

indulged in cake, cocoa,

e

tapersfi,

\V.

\.

Mr. Hanson in his

Zelda
Frances
eleventh birthday
yening, Dec. 21st. Although it
outside a goodly number of her
| schoolmates greeted her with
of their love and warm friend-

Thurify

present?.
The Channing League, which was postponed last week on account of the storm,
-vill meet this, Thursday, afternoon at 2:30

Tlo- discount of two per cent on the taxes
r 'otOo will be allowed only until 4 p. m.
ext Monday, after which time a summons
e Ill he issued for the collection of
poll and

from

Until] T party.
Knowfo, elebrated her

The Waldo Christian Endeavor prayer
meeting will be held with Mrs. W. L.
Coomm Monday, January 1st.
Baptist
•Mate Mssiouary Hunt is expected to be

George

tement

defen«

The January term of
the Supreme
Judicial Court for Waldo County, Associate
Justice Frederick A. Powers presiding, will
begin Tuesday, Jan. 2nd.

Mrs.

mth, The Journal pnb-

yUf!

lisliedj,

roy Libby, 0. A. Meader.

home of

jt(

next

fast

'clock at the
'"toddurd.

K. Hanson, sending improper
matter though the mails.” Mr.
d t,een under bonds on this
f iast July, particulars of which
j„ The Journal of Aug. 3d. The
ar

adverini,

The Improvement Society will meet next
Monday at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. H. H. Johnson on Primrose Hill.

cited “Jr

OrphanL
there was
and a Chi
ercises M

special o|

once.

Mrs F. K. York lias returned from
in Camden.

I

a

thk

m

Ciiurchks.

Special

the day
i:i all the Belfast churches
A “giving sociable” was held
church Wednesday evening,

seMices

appropriate

lo

everybody brought some
food, money or fuel, which
sed on to brighten the Christ|
:
persons. The Congregational
open all day Thursday for tlie
; gifts *)f any kind, which were
among the poor.
Sunday afterti.dren of the Sunday school gave
and Monday afternoon Santa
.en

'it'd in tlie vestry and distribuages from the gayly decorated
tit lighted children. Each Sunday
i received an orange, little cake
I candy, and they listened with
Hiss Anne M. Kittredge, whore‘fore Christmas” and “Little
niie.” At the Methodist church
t.Sunday school concert Sunday,
mas tree with appropriate ex-

lay evening.

»

There

were

no

the other churches,
but Sunil
was a general “reunion day”
and there us a large attendance at all the
places of irsiiip.
>n

vances at

A Christmas ball was heldjin Union Hail
last Monday evening.

eijoyable.

Thomas H. Marshall Circle of the Ladies
STEAMEhl Notes. The Rockland Star
of the Grand Army of the Republic has learns f ruin |w liat it considerers to he relielected officers as follows: President, Mrs. able autii'i'll that on January I, liiOG, the
Ada Kimball; senior vice-president, Mrs. Eastern Stmtusinp Company will acquire
Hannah Wilson ; junior vice-president, Mrs. the Portia1'® and Rockland steamboat line
Sarah Knight; chaplain, Mrs. Hattie N. ;>f which
<f': ’■ *'■ Archibald is manager.
Carter; treasurer, Mrs. James McKeen; | This hat i1 frequently reported and no
conductor, Mrs. Elmira Hayes; guard, Mrs. I doubt no. lotions have been pending for
Alma Ryder. They will have a joint in- some t-imstar is informed that the
stallation with the Post at the first meeting jff'er wh. '' Is heiug considered
by Capt.
in January.
0 "n tlie Eastern Steamsiiip
Arehibal
Welcome Gifts. Last week Mr. C. O.
Company 11 the Portland and Rockland
Poor received the following note from Mr.
iue and : >"<«• will was $100,000 clear or
< Tiarles i). Clark, proprietor of Hotel
?80,000 a 1 » ‘He position lor ('apt. Archi-

file

Royal,

I

—

—

_____

=j

Consumption

tj There is
consumption.

specific for
Fresh air, exercise, nourishing food and
Scott’s Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world are living and in good
health on one lung.
no

From time immemorial the
doctors prescribed cod liver
oil for consumption. Of
course the patient could not
take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can take

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
and tolerate it for a long
time. There is no oil, not

excepting butte^

so

easily

digested and absorbed by the
system as cod liver oil in the
form of Scott’s Emulsion,
and that is the reason it is so
helpful ,in consumption where
its use must be continuous.
•J We will send

sample

you

a

free.

that this
picture in the form of
a label is on the wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

C]J

Be

sure

Scott & Bowne

E ist St. Louis, 111.:
bald. If
^transfer is made it is thought
Chemists
Friend Clarence:
.hat the
jP'da, which is not a speedy
Enclosed please find two checks for fifteen j
409 Pear! Street
sold and a new boat, larger
boat, wil
dollars each, one fur the Old Ladies’ Home |
hail the Jli'lhegan, built to take her place,
New York
and one for the Hospital. Please give them
it is beliiv‘1 that ( apt. Archibald will be
to the proper officers with my compliments.
$oc.and$i, all druggists
Regards to self and family.
etained by pie Eastern Steamship Com—
Charles O. Clark.
Yours,
>any and !' *ced in command of the new
These unsolicited contributions to worthy
learner vh<11 she is built.
ArchiCapt.
SECRET
SOCIETIES.
institutions are most gratefully received,
is Hie M. and M. and has
bald also
had
and it is not the first time Mr. Clark has
The
usual Christmas
observance of
m offer fur her under
consideration for
thus shown his interest in his native place.
There was a severe storm at Pal estine Commandery, Knights Templar
ome time
was held at the asylum in Masonic Temple,
ioston las: f mrsday and the Penobscot re- Monday.
New Corporatioks.
The following
w harf here until 5 a.
local corporations filed their certificates of 1 uained at he:
in., FriJoseph E. Hall of Bangor, Grand Master
d
organization at the office of the Secretary of 1 lay—Geiiee Agent F. S. Sherman of the Workman A. 0. U. W. of Maine, will visit
iastern Stfs1 ls,‘ip Company has received Enterprise Lodge, No. 53, A. 0.\ U. W.
State last week:
Thursday evening, Dec. 28. The new rates
Jackson Creamery Association, organized 1 light applied ions already for the position and
options will be explained and all memat Jackson, for the purpose of owning and < f agent at
mrsport. Meanwhile Walter bers should be present.
conducting a creamery, with $3,000 capital
iVeeks of li->o (land is acting as agent there,
Penobscot Encampment, No. 25, I. 0. O.
Officers:
stock, of which $00 is paid in.
been furnished with roll top
rhe office
F., elected the following officers Dec. J9th :
President, J. H. Boody of Jackson; treas1
iesks and telA'lmne and all the business of C. P„ H. D. Clough ; H. P„ E. L Cook ; S.
urer, E. D. Tasker of Jackson. Certificate
1 he Eastern Steamship Company formerly
W., W. K. Keene; J. W„ E. F. Littlefield;
approved December 22, 1905.
K. fj., J. S. Davidson; F. S., C. HT Sargent;
international Co-operative Company, or- | ransacted in Of
up town office is now done
R. H. Howes.
ganized at Belfast for the purpose of manJ he Penobscot arrived from Treas.,
11 tlie wharf
ufacturing and dealing in medical, toilet,
Aurora
Lodge elected the followelectrical, surgical and other goods and 1 ioston last Supday afternoon. She left Bos- ing officers
Tuesday evening: N. G., Miss
merchandise, with $10,000 capital stock, of t on at 5 p. w Saturday hut finding it thick Eva B. Greenlaw;
V. G., Mrs. J. K. Denwhich nothing is paid in. Officers: Presi*
utside aucMXPd in the lower harbor, pro- nett; R. S., Miss Bertha I. Bird; F. S., Mrs.
dent, Maurice W. Lord of Belfast; treasurEffie
Mrs. II. B. CunTreasurer,
Harrison;
cleared. She left Monday
er, Clarence E. Read of Belfast. Certificate < eeding whru
nlngbam ; Trustees, Mr. John A Fogg, Mrs.
approved, December 22,1905.
t t the usual hour for Boston.
H. D. Clough and Mrs. E. L. Cook.

I'j

kebekah
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church and was laden with
pretty and useWm. X. Crosby, 83 years of age, is
ful gifts for all the inmates
keepand for others
ing house at the old homesteed and managwho have found homes outside.
I
Through ing the farm alone, after
a
bringing up famthe thoughtfulness of one of our
Rich citiily of twenty children, lie has had three
zens a dozen sleds were
included among wives.
the Christmas gifts.
The house of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Austin
A very pleasant Christmas
gathering was was the scene of a
quiet w edding on Wedne;
held at the home of Mrs. Julia E.
Braddock
day, December 20th, at high noon, it being
on Church street last
Saturday evening and the
marriage of their son, William Charles,
greatly enjoyed by the little folks. They
to Miss Cassandra Eliza, daughter of Rev.
were entertained byJSanta in his
usualgcos- T. F. Badashall of Dixmont.
Rev. F. S.
t ime, and who with his accustomed
gener- Dolliff of
Jackson performed the
ceremony,
osity bestowed gifts on those present with
using the single ring service. The couple
a lavish hand.
After the tree had been
stood under a large Horal bell of
evergreen
stripped of its adornments the following and white
roses and the ceremony was
perprogram was given:
formed in the presence of only the immediPiano Solo, Chimes of Love,
ate relatives.
Florence Braddock
Vocal Solo, Would You Care,
A very pleasing entertainment was
given
Frances Jones at the G. A. R. hall last week in
the interPiano Solo, Parade of The Guards,
est of the vestry debt. Some
Albert Healey
twenty dollars
were collected and
Song, Keep a Little Cosy Corner,
everybody enjoyed it.
Lillian Braddock The farce, “Aunt Jernsha s
Quilting Party”
Shipping Itkms. Sch. Gazette, owned was given. The costumes were of the anby Frank W. Fletcher of Rockland, sank in cient styles and were original and approI Rockland harbor last Thursday morning priate. It was some time before several of
near where the steamboats turn to make the characters were recognized
by their
! their landing at Tillson’s wharf. No one friends. Following is the cast:
was on board at the time.
Mrs. A. E Dow
The Gazette was Aunt Jerusha Dow,
Mrs. Pride,
Mrs. Charles'Lord
42 tons, was built at Hath in 18H3, and was
Phoebe Pride,
Mrs. G. A. Morrill
formerly owned in Bucksport. Thursday a Mrs. Simpkins,
Mrs, Jenkins
Mrs. Frances Merritt
tug raised the schooner and towed her to Hannah Pike,
Rachel
Miss
Grace
Gray,
E. Dow
the South End, where she turned turtle_
Miss Inez Hutchinson
Druscilla,
Sell. Methebesec arrived at Stockton last Johanna,
Mrs. E. A. Carpenter
week and sell. Willis and Guy at Bucksport, Hepsibah Spooner,
Mrs. \V. S. Jones
Mrs. W. 0. Estes
both with coal from New York.Sch. Patience,
'•
Mrs. X. R. Cook
William II. Sumner has chartered to load Charity,
John Dow,
Win. C. Rowe
lumber at Savannah, Ga., for New York, at Deacon Simpkins,
11. M. Brown
G. A. Morrill
S5.50
M—Sell. Robert Pettis arrived Squire,
j from per
Parson
Loveioy.
E.
I!. Edwards
Boston Tuesday with fertilizer for
i Fred s. Jackson.
The funeral of Lewis A. Elliott whose
| sad death was announced last week was
New Advertisements.
James
II I held at the Union
church Wednesday afOdd
Fellows’
Howes,
block, ajmnunces a ternoon Dec. noth. Rev. E E. Colburn came
reduction sale to begin today.
The sale from Old Orchard
especially to officiate.
will include all remnants and short lengths, The Brooks
cornet band acted as escort
all soiled and mussed goods, etc., many of and
gave appropriate selections at the
] them marked at half price.Position chuich and grave. A beautiful solo was
wanted as housekeeper in family of one_
The quartet
sung by Mrs. W. II. Swift.
John B. Stickney is the Belfast agent for
with a cornet accompaniment gave some
the well known Kineo ranges_Whitten
beautiful selections.
The schools were
Brothers ask the indulgence of their many
closed and the church was crowded with
patrons while the remodeling of their store
sympathizing friends. The Shaw Business
is in progress. The work will begin about
College was represented by six young men,
Jan. 2d—Emerald Black.
What is it?
who served as bearers: J. Vernon Roberts,
Watch our advertising columns.This
Irving L. Scott, Walter B. Abbott, Frank
week A. 1). Chase & Son are offering special
E. Blanchard, Claude II. Bryant and Howbargains in ladies’ handkerchiefs. They
ard F. Lunt. Among those present from
a card of thanks to their customers
publish
I
out of town were Clement Thompson of
for one of the most satisfactory holiday
Presque Isle; Mrs. It. A. Conant and
sales of their history
Pre-Inventory sale daughter Vera of Pittsfield; Frank Elliott
at Carle it Jones begins Jan. 2, ltlOG_Call
and Mr. and Mrs. Alviu Elliott of Monroe;
on C. G. Dickey & Co., High street, for gas
Mrs. Wiley and daughter of Belfast. 11 is
and electrical supplies. Large assortment
favorite cornet, draped with black and
of pocket Hash lamps... Peter F. Welch lias
white ribbon, was carried upon the casket
opened a carriage woodwork job shop in to the grave. The interment was in the
rear of Damon it Fields blacksmith shop on
family lot in the new cemetery in Brooks.
Beaver street, where he will be pleased to
The floral offerings, which came from all
meet his old customers ana we icome new
over the State, included more than twenty
ones
A. B. Stantial has cabb ages for
sale by the hundred weight or ton. They pieces including The dates Ajar, a large bas
are superior stock and right in
price_ ket of roses and beautiful cut flowers from
Mi'ler, the furrier, Journal building, is the Shaw Business
College, Bangor; spray
still selling furs at bargain prices.
of pinks, from Nannie Warren and Gertie
Yelland of Lincoln; bunch of roses from
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Cox and Mr. and Mrs.
,1. S. Neil of Presque Isle; a beautiful
bunch of roses from Mr. and Mrs. 11. B

i he members of Seaside. Chautauqua
V- will meet Monday afternoon, Janu“M'i L’j ilk from Japan.” The come
ist, with Mrs. Evelyn A. Frost, No. 42
dy drum: ‘My Uncle from Japan” was
_h street. The lesson will be from chapvery vu -fully given b> a local cast
.f “Italian Cities” and from the *‘Po- i
under tlit* ; -piees of the I niform Rank, K.
of Italy,” chapter four; topic from «• 1 1'.. an
tlie Rathhone Sisters at the
/ine, “China, the Sphinx of the Twen- Opera lid so
Monday veiling. The cast
on
the
new
Ceutury;” quotations
was as fol iws
> ar.
I ncle obi iiali,
F. L. Hart
Robert flu Ket,
F. G. Spinney
‘The nicest Christmas in years” seems to
Walter Clifford
Timothy1] Imau,
•e
the general opinion.
The weather Mr. Re.ro
Carleton l)oak
Isa Patterson
as
deal, and the fact that the holiday Mrs. JIV11: u,
Claris
1»?1
I Jessie Keyes
i»y,
*,n
one
Monday helped materially to make Katie
Florence Rich
da> a ver\ enjoyable one, as people had
The |»r
were all exceptionally well
opportunity to rest a bit beforehand, taken and le
1
play was replete with laughnd
a number of people not ordinarily
able situit -us which kept the audience in i
iiv t'ged to be at home were enabled to
a contiiiJi
roar of laughter.
Sir. Hart
ie here.
played tit '.tie role in professional style.
was the impulsive, happy-goT1 'lias 11. Marshall Post and the Ladies' Mr. Spier
j
'»■ to the life, while Mr. Clifford
ircie, G. A. It., will have a joint installa- lucky ntj'l
as the mi lcky victim of
a matrimonial
5
ion at Memorial Hall next Tuesday evenprize ws- very successful. Mr. Doak in
V picnic supper will be served at 5.30
ng
the role »f he well-meaning father-in-law
o’clock. There are members of the Circle
1
whose husbands do not belong to the Post, was vet; alistic. Miss Patterson as the
i id tempered wife of a fortuneand members of the Post whose wives do shrewish
hunter nr t things as lively as possible,
not belong to the Circle, but ail are invited
and Mi si ioreuce Rich took the part of
and expected to attend. The ladies are rethe maid l
perfection. Mrs. Keyes, as
quested to bring food for the supper.
Claris, tie w ife of the impeteous Robert,
The Days are Les<}theni;<q.
It is took her 1 ivt in fine form, and brought
customary to speak of Dee. 21st as the dow n tie l rase in some of the situations,
shortest day in the year, but in fact the which sir carried off most successfully.
days from and including Dee. 18t,h to Dec. Keyes old estra played, and between the
25th are the same length—8 hours and 51 first and a icond acts Mr. Clarence C.
minutes. Dee. 2iith there was one minute Brooks an ; “Hear Old Girl,” with much
more of daylight, and by the end of the
feeling aid iris usual success. lie respondyear there will be a'i increase of three min- ed to an on lore w ith "Dearie.” The play
utes. The old saying, “when the days be- was folk "'Id by a dance, with music by
gin to lengthen the cold begins to strength- Keyes orthvtra, which was well attended
en,” usually holds good.
and very

IW3

visit

Mrs. Herman
Merriam of Morrill wa
Mrs. 1’ I. Huxford has returned from a
severely burned about the hands and face |
»
pleasant visit to friends in Portland.
with
uesday
oil which she was
heating to
Rev. S. VV. Brown of Topslinin will begin
use on a floor.
But for the assistance of a
a series of meetings at Union church Dee.
neighbor she would
probably died and the 31st at 2 p. m.
uite a winter.
buildings been burned.
The Chicago
xson Indicted.
Joseph Ellis has bought a tract of heavy
Christmas was observed as usual at The
lumber in Knox and intends to make a
Saturday, Dec. 23d, published a Girls’
JHome.
The
tree
this year was in
miictments returned Friday by
busy winter of it for himself, teams and
charge of the Epworth League of the M. E.
crew.
grand jury, and the last on the

E. F [
is at work reshingling the rail- |
Cluoiie,
way station.
! l>st oij.
Manager Clilford begins today laying a the FtJei
list is'j,
new hardwood floor in the Opera House.
A

C. E. Tibbetts has
just received his supplj of oil, and his cart will begin to run at

co.

THE HEWS OF BROOKS.

the evening. Sunday was a
the temperature falling eonnight, and Monday was clear
y year ago at this time the
s below zero and we had al-

siderajy
and
bigj

I

Beginning
Monday night the furnishing and clothing dealers will close at 6
o’clock until May 1st.
1

n

pleasap

Camden. Store of D. J. Dickens.
Charles E. Adams, Searspmt, Miss E. M. Hall,
Winterport and M. ,J. Dow. Brooks, arc autlior.1 agents to receive subscriptions and adver.01111-11 ts.
Republican Journal Publishing Co.
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next
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SPECIAL
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of the Bath ship Susquehanna, which was
abandoned in a sinking condition, Aug.
23tli, 130 miles southwest of Nehoue, New
Caledonia.
Capt. Watts, who is now at
home in St. George, has followed the sea for
30 years and says that the experience was
the worst he ever encountered. After abandoning the ship the crew were six days in
the boats and had to subsist on a pint of
water and six biscuits apiece each 24 hours.
Tlie boats were half full of water nearly
the whole time and seas breaking over the
small craft threatened to swamp them.
Capt. Watts and his men finally landed on
Solomon islands, where they barely escaped
being massacred by the natives. After
some difficulty they succeeded in escaping
from the island and were picked up by a
vessel from Sydney, Australia. From that
place they came to this country by way of
San Francisco.
The Susquehanna was one of the largest
of American wooden ships, and was one of
tlie last of the Bewail fleet of full-rigged
ships. While the Susquehanna was in Nehoue harbor her sister ship, the Roanoke,
also owned by the Sewails, was destroyed
by fire. The Rapahannock, the first of the
vessels, was wrecked some years ago.
Capt. Watts was born in Belfast, Me., and
has commanded many ships, among them
the II. S. Gregory, Thomaston, bark Lottie
Moore, New York, ship Isaac Reed, Waldoboro, ship Shenandoah and bark Pactolus,
Bath built vessels, and the barkentine Christina Redman of Boston. The schooner Emily
J. Watts was built for him in Thomaston.
Capt. Watts was married 32 years ago to
Emily J. Kalloch of St. George, who has
He
accompanied him on many voyages.
has one daughter, Louisa R. Watts, a charming young woman of 19. His son, Charles
S. YVatts, is in business at South Thomaston. Capt. Watts’ younger brother, Capt.
Seymour Watts, was lost at sea several
years ago. He has one brother living, Capt.
Frank Watts of Thomaston, who is now on
his way to Port Arthur.

The present week we shall offer the trade unexceptional
bargains in LADIES’ HANDKERCHIEFS—Handkerchiefs
that were used for decorations, soiled and mussed hand-

kerchiefs. Ladies* Handkerchiefs that sold for 25, 37, 50
and 75 cents, all one price.

19 Cents

§••••

S*

The first

will have

comers

j§

L. C. Ballard of
Gardiner, manager for Maine of the
American Ice Co., is of the opinion that
there will be more ice cut in this State this
winter than for a long period, perhaps for
ten years or more. This means from 500,000 to 000,000 tons, one-eighth of this to be
secured from the Penobscot and the other
seven-eighths from the Kennebec, with a
small quantity of pond ice from Koothbay.
Augusta,

collection of beautiful
COME EARLY.
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STORE, ABOUT JANUARY 2.
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wish to ask the
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♦
♦ under
great
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shall do

indulgence of our many patrons as we shall labor
disadvantages. While repairs are going on we assure all that
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$ circumstances,

and feel
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sure that our

store is
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Every Man in the Rigging.
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of Sell

Pendleton Sisters.

in England show that the average life of
the total-abstainer is nine years longer than
that of the drinker, and one of our own concerns in the
same line of
business, the
Equitable, has published a statement to the
effect that the death rate among “moderate” consumers of liquor is twenty-three
per cent, higher than among teetotalers.
Some of the companies on both sides of the
water, indeed, put abstainers in a separate
class among their policy holders, making
them a special allowance of five per cent,
more

on

still have the

prices

at

Just the time to

buy

|

juring

my left limb and was laid up for several
weeks. After recovering from the injury 1 noticed
my kidneys were left in a disordered condition.
There was continual backache and at times the

disjointed.

recommended 1

that it felt

as

i

I. Vr.
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72 Wain Sttreat, Bsifast.
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THE TOWNSEND AKT VIEWS arc colored with water colors, and absolutely will
not fade.
What will make a more beautiful
Christmas

j^ift than

Platinums of

some

one

of

our

Hand-Painted

well known

THE CITY

spot?*’
STOKE

-XT

CARLE & JONES’

WANTED
lady would like a position as housekeeper iu family of one. Apply to No. 8
Commercial St., Belfast, up stairs.
A

I'OMHKNCES.

...

TUtSDAY, JANUARY 2. 1006.

MAINE.

WILMER J. DORMAN,

HERBERT f. MELD,

Treasurer,

Asst. Treasurer.

thirty-eighth

fiscal year December I, 1905.
The last statement of the State Bank Examiner gives the
timated market vaiue of its assets as

es.

31,532,932

showing

a

safety fund

709.42£

though my back

()ver

as

regards

the

depositors

of

31
3203

and above all its liabilities.

All moneys received

Seeing Doan's Kidney Pills
got a box at tlie City Drug Store.

on

deposit

will go on interest the

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH

They acted very effectively, promptly relieved
pain in my backhand the other annoying diffi-

and on the lirst

days of June and December of each calendar year there will be
dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than 3
per
ent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same.
All dividend interest
will be immediately credited to the accounts of the
depositors, and if uncalled
for at the time,will bear interest, the same as the
principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious
of its

disappeared.”

a

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.f sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no

Other.

Pre

ROBES and

Furrier,

07 Church '•t., Belfast, under .louru

the

culties

CASKETS,

nice fur.

a

Always give me a call when in
want ol anything in my line
My prices are always right,

|

evidence. Belfast
list t.l advocates who

more

testimony to swell the long
j
Quaker remedy, Doan's kidney ;
Pills. Bead this convincing ei dor.sement of the I
claims made for that remarkable preparation.
S. B. Mixer, living on Main street. n»*ar YValdo
avenue, Belfast, Me., says: “Some three years |
ago 1 happened with an accident, falling and in-

was so severe

UNDERTAKERS.

This bank commenced its

endorse the old

pain

\

MILLER’S,furrier K.H. Coombs & Son,

EDWARD JOHNSON,

What they Say About Them in
Belfast, and it is Therefore, Reliable.

was

J
+

Furs

BELFAST,

That is

some

♦

ser-

Belfast Savings Bank,

premiums.—Pearson’s Maga-

proof,

measure, the poor

a

opportunity

President,

Another

{

BROTHERS.

bargain

at

♦

as

respectfully,

WHITTEN

Thrilling Experience of Members of Crew

♦

promptly
possible under the
improved facilities for accommodating
as

enlarged will offset, in

♦ vice rendered the past year.

or

Dec. 23.

'-W\

customers, and those in time we hope to number as such, we extend the
season’s greetings. We thank you for one of the most
satisfactory holiday sales of
our history.
We wish you all a prosperous and
New Year.

livC

♦

J
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a rare

Handkerchiefs to select from.

zine.

Will Cut Ice This Winter.

u u

___

New York, Dec. 21. A 24-hour cruise
Forbes of Presque Isle; elegant pillow of
with every member of the crew in the rigroses and pinks from Presque Isle High
ging, in a vessel which kept a few miles
school; a beautiful pillow of roses and
along the Virginia coast line, bumping on
band
and
from
Isle
cornet
pinks
Presque
the shoals with nearly every wave, was the
Palmer’s orchestra; large basket of flowers
experience of eight sailors who arrived
from Mrs. Wiley and daughters of Belfast;
here today. They are from the schooner
lovely basket of flowers from Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton Sisters, which was bound from
A. E. Chase of Brooks; a very large shower Port Arthur, Texas, for New York, and
went ashore Thursday.
Friday they were
bouquet from Mr, and Mrs. F. E. Jeffrey rescued
by the Matompkin life saving
of
white
carnaEverett, Mass.; large spray
station after a struggle against cold in
tion pinks from Miss Marie Chase, Brooks; which one member of the crew died. The
schooner
was anchored Thursday night, but
eighteen white carnation pinks, represent- the anchor
broke and she went ashore.
ing the age of deceased, from Happy Valley The waves drove the crew into the rigging.
Chapter, Order of Eastern Star, of which All night they clung there and when mornMr. and Mrs. Elliott are members; spray ing came found they were no longer off the
which they had gone
near
of white carnations from Brooks cornet lighthouse
ashore the night before but were proceeding
band; beautiful roses from Mr. and Mrs. J. along the coast. On Friday the cold drove
II. Gordon, Brooks; spray of pink and them out of the rigging. Unable to cling
slid down to the roof
white carnations from Dr. and Mrs. i. E. there any longer they
of the deckhouse. The colored cook died
Kilgore, Brooks; cut flowers from unknown soon after dropping from the rigging. Late
friends; floral harp with a broken string Friday the schooner’s terrific cruise ended
from Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, the parents; when she struck fast near the lifesaving
station.
beautiful flowers from Mr. and Mrs. F. R.
York and daughter, Marie; beautiful spray
Longevity and Liquor.
of white carnations from Mr. and Mrs. R.
A. Conant and Miss Flora E. Jones, PittsIt has dime to be generally recognized as
field.
a fact that the alcohol habit is one of the
main factors in determining length of life.
THE WRECK OF THE SUSQOEHANNA. Figures furnished by insurance companies

The ltockland Star publishes an interesting interview with Capt. Edward A. Watts

j

|>«»

Inventory Sale

trustees,
positors,

who
and

oversight
respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present dewill be pleased to open new accounts with
any prospective deposi-

tors within or without the State.

.AT.

CARLE & JONES’ Deposits in this Bank_are_exenpt from taxation.
j

I

.COMMENCES.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 2. 1906.

!

I

EDWARD

JOHNSON, JAMES

H.

ARTHUR I. BROWN. FRED G.
Belfast, December 1.1905.

HOWES.

ROBERT

WHITE.

Trustees.

F.

DUNTON,

A recent Maine book is “The Man
From Maine—A Humorous Episode in
The Life of Asa King, by Frank Carlos
Griffith, with illustrations by A. 13.
The same is laid in Oxford
Shute.
county and names of places and persons have a familiar sound—Canton
Point, Dixiield, Mexico Corner, llumford Falls, and Asa ,1. King, Daniel
Webster King, Dr. Locke, Maria King,
Gertrude Doolittle, Jane Higgins and
all the rest—an interesting lot of genuine country people in a vigorous and,
interesting Maine story. The scene
changes from Maine to New York, and
then to Africa, where the hero serves two
years as U. I?. Consul, and then returns
to his native place, where he receives a
grand reception. '1 he book is illustrated
and is attractively bound and printed.
C. M. Clarke Publishing Co., Boston.

Of Mr. G. Smith Stanton’s new book,
Where the Sportsman Loves to Linger,
the New York Tribune says: Lovers
of the woods and streams, and especial-

ly those who delight to explore them in
canoes, will find an entertaining description of two of the popularcanoetrips.in
Maine—the Allagash and the east and
west branches of the Penobscot—in a
small volume, entitled Where the
Sportsman Loves to Linger, by G.
Smith Stanton, published by the J. s.'
Ogilvie Publishing Company, New
York. The author writes with the enthusiasm of a nature lover and goes
sufficiently into the smaller details of
camping, portaging and so forth to
make the volume serve as a guidebook
to those who may be tempted to travel
in his wake, while at the same time
there are hints which will prove useful
to canoeing tyros almost anywhere. Of
course, in Maine, one has to hire a
whenever going upon
State lands, a wise provision in spite
of the additional expense it entails upon the voyager, but even so it is well to
know something of the way of what to
do and where one wants to go. The
title is almost a misnomer, for while
the sportsman “loves to linger,” indeed,
he rarely does so, but is ever pushing
on to explore new scenes and to seek
licensed guide

adventures, and usually ends his
trip with poignant regrets that the limitations of his vacation have prevented
him from extending his journeys, or at
least, from lingering longer in the spots
new

he left behind.
lie
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THREE SunOS OF CHRISTMAS.

REV. HUGH G. CARLEY.

ABOUT MAINE BOOKS.

An Old Time Waldo

HAVE YOU TRIED

County Clergyman.

Quick Desserts that grocers arc
now selling?
They are justly termed
“Easy to Make” as all ingredients are in
the package. Three complete products-*
the

[From the Waldo County Advocate.
Rev. Hugh G. Carley was born in
Hancock, New Hampshire, November
27, 1797, and came to Brooks with his
He was baptized and
uncle in 1812.
united with the Christian church in
1837, was clerk of their Yearly Conference 8 years and was ordained to
preach in 1847. Christians and Free
Will Baptists uuited (as F. W. Baptists)
and founded the Prospect QuarterlyMeeting, Rev. Mr. Carley becoming
pastor of the Swanville and East Belfast church, where he preached for
fifteen years.
The Free Will Baptist was the leading religious denomination in Brooks
and Waldo County in the pioneer days,
other church organizations predominating in membership only in the large
villages on the river and bay, such as
Frankfort, Searsport, Belfast and Camden, where college educated men occupied the pulpits. A co'lege graduate,
in the person of Rev. Silas Warren, had
organized a Congregational church in
Jackson in 1812, and his jurisdiction
was extended over Brooks, where, however Elder Samuel Whitney, a rough
diamond and man of great natural
oratorical power and force of character,
was pastor of the larger Free Will Baptist church, the Quakers being next in
numerical strength.
Elder Whitney resided in a house
where the residence of
that stood
Thaddeus I. Huxtord now stands. lie
was the member from BTooks of the
Constitutional convention in lsi'i that
organized the State of Maine from
Massachusetts. lie was the. first member of the legislature from Brooks in
1N21: and afterwards Senator from Hancock County, iu which Brooks then
was, and member of the Governor’s
Elder Whitney afterwards
Council.
preached in Hallowed, Thorndike and
other parts of the State, became a
noted abolitionist leader and lecturer,
and finally lost his mental powers and
died at an advanced age in Jackson in
1859, at the home of Deacon Joseph
Rich. In his full strength of mentality
he was clearly the leader among the
Free Will Baptist clergy in Waldo
gounty, and there a large number of
them, who had but a limited education,
were not settled over regular parishes,
of superior natural
but were
men
abilities and character, lluent talkers
andexhorters, some of them remarkable

!

In the little
volume of essays:
essays entitled Cicero in
Maine, Mrs. Martha Baker Dunn discusses pleasantly
many questions of
life and literature. She exhibits laudable common sense as well as a sense
of humor. She finds matter of interest
in reminiscences of school life in the
New Ei gland of her youth, and she has
much to say that is practical and wise
concerning the reading and the teaching of today. She is refreshingly blunt
in reference to the literary handbook
which reduces a work of the imagination to a wooden formula.

volume of

Five choice flavors of each. A
how easy it is to
have the finest desserts with no labot
aud little expense. Order to-day.

cents.

_oA.»TonijaL^
^ The Kind You Ham Always Bought

Bmti tli*

*r"^5!§p7

a

Not

A Fearful Fate.

druggist.
“Whv w asn’t the college coach at the foot
ball meeting of the faculty and trustees?”
“Oh, he didn’t have time to come. He
was out iu Iowa looking up a possibility
who weighs 2ii0 and might play either
guard or tackle.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Rough skin and cracked hands are not
only cured by DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve,
but an occasional application will keep the
skin soft and smooth. Best for Eczema,
Cuts, Burns, Boils, etc. The genuine DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve affords immediate relief in all forms of Blind, Bleeding,
Itching and Protuding I’iles. Sold by K. 11
Aiuuuy.

“I’ll bet money, Smith, that your wife
doesn’t believe more than half you tell her.”
“I know it. That’s why I tell her twice
as much as I should.”—Omaha News.
Requisite of Beauty.

The first requisite of beauty is a clear
complexion. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
clears a sallow blotched complexion as it
stimulates the liver and bowels, and the
You owe it
eves become bright and clear.
to your friends to take it if your complexion
is bad. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does
not nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant
to take.
Refuse substitutes. R. II. Moody.

afterwards occupied by Wellington
Roberts, Frank Thorndike, Barnabas
M. Roberts, Marshall Davis, and other
merchants unknown to or forgotten by
the writer. Grimes brought with him
from the Green Mountain State a
“Now, Willie,” said the teacher, “write
nephew, a boy of fifteen, who lived and
worked with him, became interested in down the name of the author of the
religious thought at an early age, and Psalms.”
“I’salmuel,” wrote Willie on the blacklater developed as one of the farmer- board.—Boston
Transcript.
preachers of the Free Will Baptist
church. Ilis name was Hugh Grimes
The most pleasant, safest and best remeOf Mrs. Annie Hamilton Donnell of Carley. He was worked hard by his dy to use for Coughs, Colds, Croup, WhoopKent’s Ilill, author of that remarkable uncle and had no opportunity to secure ing Cough, etc., is Kennedy’s Laxative
Honey and Tar. This remedy expels all
girl's story, Rebecca Mary, recently that education he so greatly craved, cold
from the system by acting as a catharpublished by Harper .V Brothers, New only through the district school of tic on the bowels.
Isold by R. 11. Moody.
York, the New York Suns says: “An- those primitive days for a few short
But he improved
nie Hamilton Donnell, who wrote the weeks in winter.
“So that hair-raising detective story of
appealing story of Rebecca Mary, has those few glad chances to the fullest yours didn’t go?”
foul children of her own, two hoys and extent and studied hard hv the light of j
“No; the insurance scandals ami the hook
two girls, the youngest being hut three burning pine knots after the hard j came out a. the same time. The fiction w as
too tame,’’--Detroit Free Press.
years old. The older children are in- labors of the day. He at last succeeded
La Grippe and Pneumonia.
tensely interested in their mother’s in passing the examination to preach,
stories and are among her most care- bought a farm in Jackson and began to
Pneumonia often follows la grippe but
ful critics. If at any time the outcome preach the gospel, thinking nothing ot never follows the use of Foley’s Honey and
of a story does not entirely please the riding ten miles after a hard day’s j Tar. It cures la grippe coughs and preAsk
author is gently advised to alter it to labor to attend a prayer meeting at vents pneumonia ami consumption.
their satisfaction. Mrs. Donnell inis some house, returning home the same for Foley’s Hone) ami Tar and refuse any
of
lived most of her life m a literary atmosphere. and for the last dozen years
her home lias been in a literary seminary sett lenient set in the midst of
Maine lulls and lakes.
Here she has
written her stories with the seminary
heli measuring off three-quarter hours
continually in her ears. She writes
very rapidly and laughingly says she
hopes yet to he able to write a story between hells.
Most of her work, however. is done at night, when bells and
babies are quiet.”

The Boston Evening Transcript says
this of Mr. George Seluyn Kimball’s
Jay Gould Harmon: “It is full of
vigor and distinctly realistic, while its
description of a lumber drive is of compelling interest and an absolute photograph from life. This chapter is indeed a most remarkable piece of writing—one fairly hears the rush and the
roar of the waters, the hoarse voices of
the lumbermen, and the grinding of
tlie myr.ad logs upon eacli other in the
steam. In its vigorous, masterly handling of incident and dialogue it is a

splendid success.”

A j*retty volume of about 300 pages
in 13 uio.. entitled —T he Logbook of
the Captain's Clerk: Ad ve ntures in the
China Seas, by l’rof. John S. Sewall, I).
I)., was published last week. It is a
Langur hook, by a Bangor author, from
a Bangor printing house; and the Bangor Commercial gave it special local
mention, it says:
The history of the hook is interesting.
Soon after graduating from Bowdoin
in tlie class of 1850, Mr. Sewall was appointed clerk to the commander of the
United, States ship Saratoga, then litting out for the Asiatic station, and he
had been in eastern waters about two
years when news arrived that Comjnander l’erry was coming out with a
lieet, which the Saratoga was to join.
Then it was that lie became a member
of the squadron
which opened the
doors of Japan to the commerce of
tlie world 53 years ago.
Of that

memorable

expedition

eight

sur-

vivors
are
he
known
to
living.
Tlie volume is
“To tlie
dedicated;
of
tlie
Survivors
Perry Expedition to Japan in 1853 4.” Tlie several
chapters are as follows: On tlie Way
tint: The Fate of tlie Donna Maria;
After Mutineers in Patchungson: Cruising for Pirates and What We Caught;
The Scourge of
tlie Eastern Seas;
Bound for tlie Minrise Kingdom; T he
Famous Perry Expedition to Japan:
The Taipings in Shanghai; The Expedition Again and the Opening of Japan;
A Journey Through
History Backwoods.
These several subjects will
give a good idea of the range of the
vork. They are ail tlie result of Prof.
Sewall’s personal experiences at the
opening of Japan and of his careful
studies in eastern lore since that time.
The hook is very interesting and it will
be read with great satisfaction. Its
style and manner of treatment are
characteristic of the author. It abounds
in that graphic narrative, modest reference to himself, broad culture and deep
spirit of catholicity which are so well
known in Prof. Sewall and to all who
know him. Tlie appropriate and unique

night

to resume

substitute offered.

the farm duties in the

morning, while every Sunday found
him a long distance from home to lead
the worshippers at some cross roads
schoolhouse. lie was an earnest exhorter, mild mannered, a logical advo-:
cate: radical for temperance, and one j
of the early leaders in Waldo County i
of the anti-slavery cause.
February 5, 1822. when he settled
down to the life of the farmer and ;
preacher, Hugh Carley married Aim
Young, daughter of John Young, who
removed to Brooks from Buckfield and
settled in South Jackson with a wife
who was Hannah Roberts, the oldest
child of Joseph Roberts, the old revolutionary soldier and lirst settler of
Brooks. Hugh Carley’s wife died in
ts:j7, about the time he removed to
Swanviile, where he continued to farm
and preach, also visiting all parts of
the county to speak for the Free Soil
party, wherever he could find a half
dozen to listen to him.
In the year 1847 he was the Free Soil
candidate’ for representative from the
classed towns of Monroe and Swanviile
and was defeated by 2!) votes by Richard Smart, Democrat, of Swanviile, who
became a Republican when that party
was formed.
Shortly after that time
Mr. Carley removed to Prospect, where
lie resided until his death, which occurred October 5, 1885, at the age ot S8
years, lacking two months.
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the sea, and was killed by the natives
in Africa, April 20, 1842, when eighteen
years old. The second child, Mark Carley, born in Jackson, March 11, 1820, is
a resident of Toledo, Illinois, where he
is a prominent citizen and was for several terms postmaster. He was a sailor
from boyhood, served in the U. is. navy
during the war of the rebellion, and has
been Commander of the G. A. E. Post
at his home several times.
Mrs. Mark Carley—nee Kate Gilman
—was born in Jackson and resided there
until she became a young woman, when
her father, Charles A. Gilman, removed
to Stockton. He was a brother of the
late Enoch Gilman of Brooks, they having married sisters (the Misses Wiggin).
A daughter, Lovinia Y. Carley, born
in Jackson in 1828, married William S.
Hildreth of Indiana, and died in Jacksonville, 111., in 1892. Another daughter,

Martha A., born Feb. 2, 1830, married
Charles A. Harris of Stockton. The
wife of Timothy Thorndike, who died
in Belfast iu 1874. was a cousin of Mrs.
Hugh G. Carley.
By a second wife Elder Carley raised
a large family; two of the sons, Alvin
2nd, and Daniel, making excellent rec-

ords in the war as members respectively of the 1st Maine Heavy Artillery and
19th Maine Infantry.
Hugh G. Carley left a qame that deserves an honored place in local history.
Ilis long life was a constant struggle
with poverty because he was ever a
faithful worker in the vineyard—ever a
laborer for the education and elevation
of humanity. He was a fearless advocate of morality, temperance and freedom of man, and was privileged to live
and be blessed in seeing the triumph of
the righteous causes dear to his heart,
and the acceptance by State and nation
of the principles which he for many
years advocated in the face of obloquy,

from a design by Miss Mabel
Harlow of Bangor.
A hawser made abuse, and, upon many occasions, perthe circuit of the front cover, tied in sonal danger.—C. C. R.
a sailor’s knot at tlie upper left-hand
For Over Sixty Years.
coiner, lettering of tlie title and auAn Old and Well-Tried Remedy,
thor's name across the bottom, with a
The im- Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
Japanese junk at the top.
for over sixty years by millions of
pression is in white and the effect is used
mothers for their children while teething,
both artistic and beautiful.
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is the best remedy for DiarOASTOnXA.
rhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
Kind You Haw Always Bought
Bwra th»
druggists in every part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value in incalcu-

cover was
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Faces deep lined by elemental strife,
Eyes quickened by the wandering desire

For Infants and Children.

ffl

That calls the Seeker from his bairns and
wife.
Letters from home, and many a homely
token
To dim the eyes of bronzed and bearded
men;
For in the Spring the ties of kith are

broken,

Hut Christmas

calls

The Kind You Have

157

Osgood St., Chicago, writes: “My wife-had
a severe ease of ia grippe three years ago,
ami it ielt her with a terrible cough. She
tried a bottle of Foley’s Honey and Tar and

it gave immediate relief. A 50 cent bottle
cured her cough entirely.” Refuse substitutes. R. 11. Moody.
Such
Mother—What! Fighting again?
If you’d only follow the lead
a black e\e!
of the minister’s little boy—
Tommy—Aw, 1 did try ter Toiler his lead,
but lie led again w id his Ielt an' clat’s where
he biffed me.—Philadelphia Press.

Croup, Coughs, Colds, Whooping-Cough,
etc., have no terrors for children or adults
who evacuate the bowels with Kennedy’s
Laxative Honey and Tar. This remedy expels all cold from the system and strengthens the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes.
The Original Laxative Cough Syrup and
Liquid Cold Cure. Sold by R. H. Moody.
“Jinks is an odd sort of chap.”
“As to how ?”
“1 did him a service 20 years ago and he’s
still grateful.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Nothing will cure indigestion that doesn't
digest the food, itself, and gives the stomach rest. You can’t expect that a weak
stomach will regain its strength and get
well when it is compelled to do the full
work that a sound stomach should do. You
wouldn’t expect a sick horse to get well
when it is compelled to do a full day’s work
every day of the week. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure is a’ perfect digestant and digests the
food regardless of the condition of your
Relieves Indigestion, Belching,
stomach.
Sour Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Sold by R. H. Moody.
Six miles is the length of a petition promoted by the British national canine defence league in support of the bill for the
Droll ibitiou of the vivisection of dogs.
The season of indigestion is upon us.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will do everything for the stomach that an over-loaded or over-worked
stomach can not do for itself. Kodol digests what you eat—gives the stomach a
rest
relieves sour
stomach, belching,
heart-burn, indigestion, etc. Sold by R. 11.
—

Moody.

-ALSO A FINE LINE OF-

the Seeker home

again,

\

See, in the East the Natal Planet glows

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfut-

lingers,

Far off Arenas throws her beacon light,
Or like an angel lifts a glowing linger
To warn against the perils of the night.
The mists arise, Old Ocean seems to listen
To catch the greeting of the kindly stars,
The moon pours forth her scattered beams
that glisten
Among the jeweled frost-points on the
spars.
0 wife of mine in that far harbor waiting
For my return on this home-coming day—
Why should the Sailor feel the Christmas

greeting

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

Opium,Morphine

Fancy Box Candies.
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Christmas in town—a carnival of giving,
The tingling, jingling pulses of the time;
The teel of snow on furs, the joy of living.
The sound of sleigh-bells bursting into
chime.
Through yonder pane the firelight dickers

ness

icASTORIA

<52t/rfff&ss&H

jolly
happy childish face to tinselled
bough;
Even the pauper wears his sprig of holly—
Poor he indeed who has not fed by now ;

new'YORK.

Cold he indeed who in the lust for treasure
Forgets the loving kinship of the race,
Who feels no cheer in all the Yuletide plea-

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

sure

That Christ, the Child, permitted in His
grace.

▼MS OENTAUR «OMMNV. NEW

Hear you the children laughing through the
gh an?
The Sailor has returned, the Seeker’s home.
—Wallace Irwin.

s

[Verses that will appeal to the K. F. D. Carriers.]
Now begins the season
Of the mailman’s discontent,
Of his haste to take the job, no doubt,
He’ll many times repent.
“Your job’s a ‘snap’
the farmers say
When the summer breezes blow.
It’s a “cold snap” for the mailman
When it’s forty degrees below.
He faces blizzards, gets stuck in drifts,
And struggles with frozen locks.
Hut the greatest trial of a carrier’s life
Is the pennies in the box.

WE

efforts have failed to find a better
remedy for coughs, colds and lung troubles
than Foley’s Honey and Tar. It stops the
cough, heals the lungs and prevents serious
J. N. Patterson.
results from a cold.
Nashua, Iowa, writes: “Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at least
half a dozen advertised cough medicine!
and had treatment from two physicians
A friend
without getting any benefit.
recommended Foley’s Honey and Tar and
two thirds of a bottle cured me. I consider
it the greatest cough and lung medicine ir
the world.” K. H. Moody.
Clear thinking, decisive action, vim and
vigor of body and mind, the sparkle of life
comes to all who use Hollister’s Rock]

R. H. Moody,

g

3S cents.
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THE PLACE

Next Door to the Windsor Hotpi

D. F. STEPHENSON
(Successor to Stephenson & Sargt*
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CARLE & JONES
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SUPPLY

SPARROW’S
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PLENTY

GREAT
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EVERYBODY

BEST

I

WITH.

CHOCOLATES
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Fancy Boxes From 25c Upwards.
Also
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From 10c to 40c.

YOUR HEATING

GALVANIZING AND BLACKSMITH WORK, SHIP SUPPLIES.

It's thoughtlessness that causes
The mailman all this woe,
Kinder people than his patrons
Are not found here below.
“When tile roll is called up yonder’
They will surely ail be there.
Perhaps the mailman may squeak in,
If he’s good and doesu’tswear.
If you want St. l’eter to open The Gate,
When your rural carrier knocks,
Please buy stamps instead of leaving
The pennies in the box.
—Norway Advertiser.
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ACID PROOF
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of Coal,

supply the proper thing
price you have been pay me

HOMESICKNESS.
Where I am the halls are gilded,
Stored with pictures bl ight and rare;
Strains of deep melodious music
Float upon the perfumed air :—
Nothing stirs the dreary silence
Save t he melancholy sea,
Near the poor and bumble cottage,
Where 1 fain would be!
Where 1 am, the sun is shining.
And the purple windows glow,
Till their rich armorial shadows
Stain the marble floors below:
Faded autumn leaves are trembling
On the withered jasmine tree,
Creeping round the little casement,
Where I fain would be!
—

Where 1 am, the days are passing
O'er a pathway strewn with flowers;
Song and joy and starry pleasures
Crown the happy,smiling hours:—
Slowly, heavily and sadly,
Time w ith weary wings must flee,
Marked by pain, and toil, and sorrow
Where I fain would be!

A

p°|iEtive CATARRH

Where I

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
It cleanses, soothes

drives|

FFSIFR

as

the Commercial’s poem and ours
ours.

We Convince

Sceptics.

Colds,Catarrh and Catarrhal Headache
Relieved In 10 Minutes and Cured by
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder.
Here’s one of a thousand such testimonies.
Rev. A. D. Buckley of Buffalo, says: “1 wish all
to know what a blessing Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder is in a case of Catarrh. 1 was troubled
with this disease for years, hut the first time I
used this remedy it gave most delightful relief. 1
22
now regard myself entirely cured.”
Sold by The City Drug Store and A. A. Howes
& Co.
Dr. Agnew’s PPls ere delightful.
40 doses 10 cents.

taken one-half of the
Store, Journal

Colburn

j

Ihave

Building, Church Street,
and am prepared o take
orders for

Beliast, Main

:

Wiring of All Kidds

Electric

Electric, Gas Fixtures || Suppl
OFFICE WASHINGTON STREET

Wrappers, Shirt Waist Suits,
Shirt Waists, Gowns and
Night Shirts. Spetial attention given to out-sizes.

And the great minds whom all honor
Interchange their thoughts with mine:—
A few simple hearts are waiting,
Longing, w eary ing for me,
Far away where tears are waiting.
Where I fain would be!

—especially

s

|

heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and
away a Cold in the I
Head quickly. Hc-UAV
®
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL%
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York,

areglorious dreamings,
Science, genius, art divine;

The Cow and The Poets.

Front £d.,

riliiu

BELFAST

absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

am

Where I am, all think me happy
For so well 1 play my part,
None can guess, who smile around me,
Ilow far distant is my heart,—
Far away, in a poor cottage,
Listening to the dreary sea,
Where the treasures of my life are,
Where I fain would be!
—Adelaide Anne Proctor.

33, 35, 37
TKi

Where I am, the great and noble
Tell me of renown and fame,
And the red wine sparkles highest,
To do honor to my name :—
Far away a place is vacant,
By a humble hearth, for me,
Dying embers dimly show it,
Where 1 fain would be!
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All

he

SWIFT & PAUL®

1 also carry

a

good

line (f

TELEPONE NUMBER 44-2.

MELVIN CLARK,
The well known MAGNETIC HEALER
will be in Helfast and open I
v
*>*!:•
Cedar street, Ootobei ’d
.i>
days. Wednesdays and F'a.as. Mi
,,w
takes
mu
no
medicine,
simp’y
uivps
trouble with his hamls. He will dmum
ai -i
disease on receipt <»! lock ot ha
sex. ami will send ln> inaanem- n <■
which hardly ever fail to cmIh
you names of hundrtds that In- ha-*
tumors, cancels, lumbago ami
trouble. His prices a re vri > mum
«i.:t
lar for treatment, oiu del mi t"i
and treatment with tlannels. t'all .u d
MKI..Y1N C l.AliK
wonderful healer.
155 II iuli Street, ISelfit
f,nt49
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Our esteemed contemporary, the llutl'alo
Notice of Foreclosure.
Commercial (says the New York Evening
Mail,) thinks and says that we were guilty
of a misquotation in our recent appreciaWhereas, Charles Fowler and Lydia A. Fowler,
whisky.
both of Palermo, in the county of Waldo and
tion of The Cow, when we wrote:—
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
“The sportive cow
Furious Fighting
February 26 a. I). 187;$, and recorded in Waldo
Hilarious Imps from bough to hough.”
“For seven years,” writes (Jeo. W. HoffRegistry of Deeds, book 160, page 162,
To prove our error, it quotes two stanzas county
“1
had
a
bitter
of
conveyed to Thomas Pinsmore, .lr., a certain
man,
Harper, Wash.,
theieon
of
“a
vivid
“The
eclogue,” beginning
very
parcel of real estate, with the buildings
battle with chronic stomach and liver
sun is sinking in the west,” and continuing
situated m said Palermo and bounded on east by
trouble, but at last 1 won, and cured my with
north
on
the
by
one.Plummer,
iand occupied by
these lines:—
diseases, by the use of Electric Hitters. I
land then in possession of Alvin Sylvester, on
“The plaintive goose, the festive cow,
on
said
Sylvester,
unhesitatingly recommend them to all, and
land
west
by
occupied
the
by
Coyly leaps from bougli to bough.”
don’t intend in the future to be without
the south by the Spiller place, so called.
We are grateful for the introduction to
And whereas, on the 16th day of October A. I).
them in the house. They are certainly a
mortit
is
but
not
that
from
it
quotes ;
1905, said mortgagee sold and assigned said
wonderful medicine, to have cured such a the poem
little posy of poesy. Our gage to me, the undersigned, by assignment rebad case as mine.” Sold, under guarantee which we took our
and
225,
book
276, page
do not claim to be its author corded in said registry,
to do the same for you, by R. H. Moody, poem—we
have
whereas the conditions of said mortgage
thus:—
ot
the
reason
druggist, at 50c. a bottle. Try them today. really—runs
now,
therefore,
by
been broken,
“’Tis midnight and the setting sun
breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a lorein
the
Is
of
said
glorious
closure
rising
mortgage.
west;
E. C. Ryder, assigneeof the firm of Henry
p
MAUD E. FOW LLK.
3W51*
Lord & Co., of Bangor, ship brokers and in- The rapid river slowly runs,
The frog is on his downy nest,
surance, is sending out a statement to the
,Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile
creditors showing the liabilities to be $40.- The pensive goat and sportive cow
Hilarious hop from bough to bough.”
.Ointment will cure Blind,
957.81, nominal assets $19,500. Out of this
Itching
Bleeding and
amount it is thought that between $8,00C
The Commercial will notice that its
ll absorbs the tumors,
_iPiles.
and $9,000 can be realized, chiefly from real eclogue is not the only pebble on the beach,
acts
at
once,
the
itching
allays
estate and vessel property.
Truly, English literature is to be congratu_las a" poultice, gives instant related on possessing two such perfect chryslief. Dr. Williams'Indian Pile OintFailed.

Drinks, Tobacco,

I

.COMMENCES.

THE BOX.

When it snows and blows the carrier’s
hands
With the cold get stiff and numb,
Then it’s quite a trick to pick up a cent,
With a frozen finger and thumb.
And sometimes to express his feelings
New “cuss words” lie’ll invent,
As he sifts the snow in a patron’s box
In search of a missing cent.
It gives his mouth that “dark brown”
taste,
It whitens his scanty locks,
This everlasting squabble
With the pennies in the box.

>

owest prices.

and Loss OF SLEEP.
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From

rinds. Soft

also carry a

Aperfecl Remedy forCOnstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

IN TOWN.

and Salted Peanuts

specialty. New Nuts just receiver
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Penny Candy
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Rochelle Salft'-

deep!

THE PENNIES IN
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Not Narcotic.

With Port and Love such bitter leagues
away.
Star of the lonely Mariner, so keep
Love in the world and Peace upon the

A Portland, Me., deputy noticed a pork
barrel with a cock in it the other day in
one of the stores.
He investigated and
found a 20-gallon keg set into the bariel in
such a way that connection was readily
had between the hole in the pork barrel
and the one in the keg. The keg contained

Mountain Tea.

Apollo Gandies.

Always Bought

Christmas at sea—and still the ghost fog

It is a fearful fate to have to endure the
terrible torture of Piles. “I can truthfully
say,” writes Harry Colson, of Masonville,
la!, “that for Blind, Bleeding, Itching and
Protruding Piles, Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
is the best cure made.” Also best for cuts,
burns and injuries. 25c. R. II. Moody,

1 lie First

icebound river

winding
Through death white banks among the

AT SEA.

Help Her.

“That young groom,” said the minister after the ceremony, “gave me a $50 fee. What
a blessing !”
“Yes,” said his wife, with her hand out,
“it is more blessed to give than to receive.”
—Philadelphia Press.

carpenter and joiner,

camp—the

Above the death’s head of Sierra’s snows,

“I had kidney trouble for years,” writes
Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton, Wash.,
I
“and tne doctors could not help me.
tried Foley’s Kidney Cure, and the very
first dose gave me relief and I am now
cured. I cannot say too much for Foley’s
Kidney Cure.” It makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will eliminate the poiUnless they do this,
sons from the blood.
good health is impossible, U. 11. Moody.

who came to Brooks from Vermont,
and erected in 1816, the building known
which was
as the McArthur store,

In

lire.

hrial will convince you

though rough eloquence, hardworking
farmers and devout preachers of the I
Hugh Grimes,

D-Zerta

Doctors Could

IN CAMP.

Christmas

The workers to their cabins by the mines.
Hard hands, but tender hearts about the

Quick Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
Ice Cream Powder, 2 packages for 25

o

new

new

ment is prepared for Piles and Itchis
ing of the private parts. Every box
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Drops., Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by R. H. Moody.

GINGHAMS,
FLANNELETTS,
OUTINGS.
--—
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Mrs. F. H. BLACK.

Job Compositors. Steady woik, open
shop;tgooil pay tor the righUmen.

THE LAKESIDE PRESS CO.,
Portland, Me.

a f« V In.i dled !'»H
A 11 have shoie Jrrnts. Any v 1m n- In i:» •
Sat nrday Cove. Fine view of bay and
also liaVe a large list <>1 city property
all sizes and prices. Send for bock.
F. S, HOLM T>
»
deal Estate Agent- I el>:i>:

DUNTON &

M-

MORSE,

Attorn ays at Law,
Bank

Savings

REDUCED RATES.

Building, Belfast,

M.mv

Office hours 8 to 1- a. in.: 1 t<> * p. m
Evenings by ap]> ■intinent.
R.\l.l’il l.Mni.ROBKKT F. DlNTn.N.
Notary Pub

WINTER SCHEDULE.
-TWO

THU’S

A

WEEK-

E
-APPLY AT THE-

Belfast

Livery Stable.
tf4_>,

Steamers leave Belfast \(weather permitting)
for Boston via Camden and Rockland, at about
2.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.,or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and
at5p m.
From Winterport at it a. m.. Buck sport at 1.30
and
at
Mondays
p. m., touching
way-landings,

Fridays

PRINTER’SWANTED

COTTAGE LOTS,
Any size firm

Thursdays.

All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company is insured against lire and marine risk.

POTE, Agent,Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston

FRED W.

Men or women, loca
141 A llTCf\
Vf All I CL \J
representatives fo
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cas
80 East Wash
J.
N.
TRAINER,
Write
prizes.
tf8
ington Square, New York, N. Y.

Searsport National Bank
The .stockholders of this hmik are hen-hy not.
tied that their annual meeting foi the elei tion .d
directors for the ensuing year, ami for the tiitu
saetion of sucli other misiuess us may legally
come before them, will be held at then hanking
rooms, searsport, on luesday, .tanuary !>. loud. at

two^ctockp.m.
The

City
OF

^

n N1CH0LK| 0as„ier,

National Bank

BELFAST.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
City -National Bank tor the choice of directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 9.1906,
at 10 o’clock

a. m.

C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
5w
Belfast, December 6,1905.

m

MAKES WEAK WOMEN .'TRONd
AND SICK WOMEN WELL.

IS COURTESY DEAD?

we note the wave of brutal disForty years ago, Dr. Pierce searched
of the everyday amenities of
Nature's laboratory for a remedy with
shown
life,
by the young man of ac
which to supplant the ignorant and viknowledged respectable parentage, the cious methods of treatment, with alcoquestion naturally arises, what is the holic stimulants, then in vogue, and still
is«i of this lapse of decency of con
too commonly proscribed and advised for
woman’s peculiar ailments.
t, and who is to blame for its beginNature abounds with most efficient remg, and growth?
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root and Golden Seal root. Dr. Pierce
t make's a home what it is, and of
| found medicinal properties, which when
trolling the drift of action or be- I extracted and preserved by the use of
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This is to a
chemically pure glycerine, have proven
most potent in making weak women
large measure true,—but the dominatstrong and sick women well. It contains
and
virile
force of the father breaks
ii_
no alcohol; Is not a "patent medicine,"
and overrides, especially in his
nor a secret one either.
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LINIMENT
From a bruised foot, sprained ankle, strained tendons, or rheumatic lameness to a sound and “fit” condition, is a short road and
quick trip, if you treat your infirmity with that famous old remedy—

Johnson’s Anodyne Unlment.
Reduces inflammation, internal or external, quicker than anything
else. Discovered by an old family physician 95 years ago, it has been,
and still is. the best known of all household remedies.
Allays all
pain, heals all wounds, relieves the pain of strains, sprains, wounds,
cuts> scalds, burns or insect bites. Taken on sugar cures a cough,
cold, croup, cramp colic or diarrhoea. Does it quickly. Does itsurely.

Keep

—All

it where you
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— —
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a
wilderness of prairies, Illinois,
Illinois,
and never varies, Illinois,
r\iy of the torture of Rev. C. I> Straight thy way
pAstor of the i5a.ptist church, of Till Illinois, inland
N. Y., will interest you. He
upon thj
sea, stands tiie great
commercial tree,
suffered agonies, because of a
"\J cough,
all
the
world
to thee, Illinois,
Turning
from
Hm
resulting
grip.
''lit/
Illinois,
up in bed. 1 tried
[sleep sitting
to
all
the
world
thee, Illinois.
.-uje'iics, without relief, until I took i Turning
-vis New discovery for Consumption,
In its unimproved and best estate the
...' "u\d Colds, which entirely cured my
Chicago river. Tiber of the west, was
;Uj#i saved me from consumption." never
so iiueut and liquid as this
't*u,i )cure for diseased conditions of !I chant. (half
And now peak to peak anAt R. H.
Moody’s,
;l* ;ijid Lungs.
(Kuo takes up the wondrous
price 30c and 81 <*0, guaranteed. I swers.
tale:
i Our homes ale alight with a halo of love,
( duo, contented Ohio.
!(i Maine “Nobleman.'’
|
W" bask in the smiles oi the heavens above,
a
No clouds ever darken Ohio.
revived of
Rockoliji story is and
his wife, who Our grain waves as billow- of gold in the
(captain
sun,
obtained entree t"
in iLondon
of our orchards ire equaled 1>>
the House of The fruits
a

wilderness

\nd

some

id

—

ils

a

doc are

a

late July and early August!
among the

sportsman
through the

I

BANGOK,

summer

stays

“Do they think women are as smart as
men ?” queried the philosopher.
“They must be,’5 said the chap about
town, “or they couldn’t keep ns gnessing
the way they do.”—Detroit Free Press.

f

In Mad Chase.

rush in mad chase after health,
one extreme of faddism to another,
if
i,
they would only eat good food, and
their bowels regular with Dr. King’s
Life Pills, their troubles would all
away. Prompt relief and quick cure
liver and stomach trouble.
25c. at
Moody’s drug store; guaranteed.
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iti said
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested hv causiug a
copy of this

order to be published three weeks successively
in
The Republican .Journal, a
newspaper published
at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate
totirt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on ttie 9th day of January. A. I> 1906
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
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At*a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aand
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th dv of
December, A. D. 19t 5.
S.

STILES, administrator of the
MARK
of Charles W. Lor i, late
Brooks.
of

ATLANTIC RANGE
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WRIGHT,* Opera House Block.
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MANY-MASTED SCHOONERS
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Masts and Even Six
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Dyspepsia

Digests

Considered

estate
111 said

County of Waldo, deceased, having presente*! a
petition praying that the actual marker value of
the property now in his hands,
subject to the
payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the
persons interested in the succession thereto and
the amount of the tax therev»nt
may be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to he published three weeks
successively in
The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published
at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of January, A. D. 1900,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner
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GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
not

Probate Court held

it

Belfast, within ami

the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
December. A. D. 1905.
E. CLARKE, executor of the last will of
Eastman Clarke, late of Prospect, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that he may be licensed to sell
at private sale and convey certain real estate
f
said deceased, described i:i said petition, for the

^

JOHN

■

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for ! purpose therein named.
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of DeOrdered, That the said 1 etitioner give notice *0
all persons interested by Musing a cop\ of this
cember, A. D. 1905.
order to be published thiee weeks
\ K. (tEN'TXEK, daughter of Lydia
STIN'
successively in
LIM
Clements, late of Waldo, in said County The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
f Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
raving that James H. Wentworth may be ap- Court, to beheld at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the 9th day of January, a. D. I9*>B.
ointed administrator of the estate of said deat ten *>t the clock before noon, and show cause, to
based.
any
they have, why the player f said p-uitk-ner
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to should not he
granted.
11 persons interested by causing a copy of this
GEO. K. JOHNSON. .Bulge.
rder to be published three weeks successively in
A true copy. Attest
iie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Chas. b. Hazki rixt-, HcgGtej.
t Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
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ki.iz abkth hi'dson.
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.f
GEORGE K. JOHNSON. Judge.
Harriet K. Hudson, Margaret I.. Hudson ami
A true copy
Attest.
Helen A. Hudson, minors, having presented a
*•Chas. p. Ha/.kltixe, Register
tition praying that she m tv he ii'-eu-- ;,i s.d' 'a:
sale and eomev certain real estate of said
p: ••
minors, described in said petition tor tie pur.1 a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
therein named.
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of De- poses
Ordered. Thatthesaul petitioner gi\e notice to
cember, A. I>. 19<»5.
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
TUFTS E STONE, administrator of the estate
order to l*e published three weeks successively
t Aimer C. Green, late of Troy, in said
\
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
■minty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
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etitiou praying that the actual market value ot
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for slid
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in, may be determined by the Judge ot Probate.
CKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
A true copy. Attest:
ill persons interested by causing a ropy of this
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
rder to be published three weeks successively m
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Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
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seven-masted schooner
Since the
Thomas \V. Lawson was built in l'.Hi-,
frequent reference has been made in j
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the public prints to her great earning At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
tiie County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
capacity, and several fast trips that she i December, A. D. 1905.*
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Ordered. That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
< has. P. Hazeltink. Register.
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Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil relieves the pain ing ttie sail good boom length, which praying that Joseph S. Mulliu may be appointed
GEO. E. JOHNS*>N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
j A true copy. Attest:
when the sheet is trimmed fiat will administrator of the estate of said*deceased.
instantly. Never safe without it.
Ciias 1 Hazkltink, Register.
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masts in one vessel are enough for ttie order to be published three weeks success*vely in
i,r,!er*'d that •.. >l ieo
day of December, A. I). 1905.
t
jivm
three
a newspaper
The
Journal,
T1 •• be*Republican
published
Weeks MierrsMVoh
be
To
built.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
length such vessels should
af Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
1
i,
I’.u'i.iri -a
will and testament oi Samuel J I‘earn*, late newspaper pu'di-h.
m'v,
build them much, if any, longer for the , Court,
to be held at Be Hast, within and for said
•f
ha: a
Ln coincide, in said County <>t W ildo, Uepi
pcr.-otis i. p, ,|
coastwise trade makes them unhandy ! Couuty, on the 9th day of Jsimu ry, A. 1*. 1905, *eas» d. having been piest nted
la
oat*- Court. I.
he d at lb*.
!.«•
t<.r probati:•! li
ace and shuts them out of many small at ten of the clock before noon, at d sin.w cause, if
i-.
it auv
day of Jam.iiv m-v. io
Ordered, That notice be given to all person
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner !
lev have, w h\ t lie
ol a
to
is
this
b«That
.1
to
.nterested
a
this
..r.i.*r
causing
rig
adaptable
by
ports.
copy
should not be granted.
lowed.
mi Id ished three weeks st.r"e»i\ely in The KepubGEO. E. JOH NSON, Judge.
foreign-going as well as coastwise ves*iK > I.. •«>!■ Ns* V Pi
ican Journal, published at Belfast, that the.' ma>
A true copy. Attest:
\
A 11 lie
sels is proven from tbe fact that the !
ipl ear at a Probate Court, to be held at r.elf.i-i,
( has. p. Hazeltink. Register.
\S P, II VZKI iiu, Regl-trr.
('ll
five-mast steel schooner Kineo, built by ,
.vithin and for said County,on the se. oiul '1‘uesdaj
Welcltyiile. June 2, 1903.
>f January next, at ten of the eloek beboe ...
the Sewalls, of Bath, Me., in 1903,
A DM IN 1STK ATOK’S NOTICE. Tl»e snbscrii er
-11
i.
mix's
show cause, it any they have, why tbesaim*
md
J7XECI
Dear Sirs:—
carried a cargo of coal to the Philip- A hereby give s notice that be has been duly ap- should
oi •,•
1J
by gl'.
ot be pro veil, approved and allowed.
of
administrator
the
of
estate
callwe
o|
tie*
1 a -1 will an I t*-stam**nr
had
what
pointed
executrix
children
her
to
master writes
pointed
Our tlirce
GEO. K JOHNSON, Judgt
pines recently, and
<d
THOMAS P. LOGAN, late of Belfast,
\\ e began *0 give them
A true copy. Attest
ins owners that site behaved admirably
ed t.'onil fi.s.
has. I\ Hazeltinf., Register.
NATUAMFLN. LEWIS, late d Wiu-. rp rt,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given ;
“L. F.” Bitters, and they have not had during tbe entire voyage, and she en- bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having de- i
Tliis was three years ago,
countered some very heavy weather.
one since.
warnls against the estate of said deceased are
\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and in tin* County of Wabb>, deceased. All per- in
having demands against the estate of said d*
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day o!
desired to present the same for settlement, and
and I have them on hand all tile time
ceased are desired to present, the same tor setall indebted tl ereto are requested to make payDecember, A. D. 1905.
and give them to the children.
Drop by drop the offensive discharge ment immediately.
tlement, and aP indebted thereto arc requested
E. STAPLES, widow of James H
Yours truly,
to make payment immediately.
caused by Nasal Catarrh fails from the back
CHARLES A. LOGAN.
T
s, late * * f Stockton Springs, in said
StapU
H \ RRlFT P. LEWIS.
of the nose into the throat, setting up ail inBelfast, December 12, 1905.
W. A. PRATT,
Jounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
Wiuterport, December 12, li»()f>.
flammation that is likely to mean Chronic
for an allowance out of the perlietition
praying
Box 42. Welchvi le. Me.
Bronchitis, 'lhe certain, rational cure for
sonal estate of said deceased.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereNOTICE.
The subscriber
^XECUTDR’8notice
Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief
that he has been duly aphereby gives notice that he has been dulv apby gives
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Xj
The True "L. F." Atwood’s Bitters,
even
the
first
follows
that
application can- pointed administrator with the will annexed of ill persons interested by causing a copy of this pointed executor of the last will and testament
or
for young
old, not be told in words. Don’t suffer a day the estate of
a household remedy
nder to be published three weeks successively in of
at all stores
I’he (republican Journal, a newspaper published
longer from the discomfort of Nasal CaMINNIE M. ELLIS, late of Belfast,
EDWARD BRIDGES, late of Liberty,
35 cents a bottle
At Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate |
tarrh. Cream Balm is sold by all druggists
in the
of Waldo, deceased, and given
Bourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persona
for 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 War- bonds asCounty
the law directs. AH persons having decounty, on the 9th day of January, A. L>. 1909 at having demands against the estate ol said deren Street, New York.
mands against the estate of said deceased are deten ot the clock before noon, and show cause, il
ceased are desired to present the same for setsired to present the same for settlement, and all
iny they have, why the prayer of said petitioner tlement, ano all indebted thereto ate requested
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
should not be granted.
to make payment Immediately.
A
Poor Freeze on the Hudson.
SAMUEL S. BRIDGES.
immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A tri e Copy. Attest:
ALVIN H. ELLIS.
Mnntville, December 12, 1PU5.
Belfast, December 12, 1905.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
It looks like a “poor freeze” on the Hudson, and the ice farmers of the Kennebec
4 D\1 INISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
NOTICE —The subscriber here- A
and the Penobscot expect to see—no, to TjiXKCLTRlX’S NOTICE. The subscriber herehereby gives notice that he has beeu duly
in by gives notice that she has been duly ap.at.
by gives notice that she has been duly ap- appointed administrator «»f tin* estate of
saw—a good old-fashioned harvest, as in
j pointed executrix of the last will and testament pointed executrix of the last will and testament
the days before ( barley Morse came—Bos- : of
SIL \S P. GAM M A NS. hit*- of Belfast,
ton Globe.
EMMA FREEMAN, late of
WEBSTER HOPKINS, late of Wintvrport,
Lincoluville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
persons
in tfie County of Waldo, deceased. All persons bonds as tin law directs. AII persons having de“1 had a running, itching sore on my leg. having demands against
the estate of said demands against the estate <d -aid deceased are dehaving demands against the estate "I said deDoan’s Ointment took ceased are desired to present the same for set
Suffered tortures.
ceased are desired to present the same for settle- sired to present, the same lor settlement, and all
COMMENCES.
away the burning and itching instantly ! tleiuent, an(i a'i indebted thereto are requested
ment, and all indebted thereto fare requested to indebted thereto are requested to make payment
make
to
payment immediately.
and quickly effected permanent cure.” c! I
make payment immediately.
immediately.
EDNA RACKLIFFE.
AL EUT GAM MANS.
JOAHXA S. HOPKINS.
W. Lenhait, Bowling Green, 0.
rI
Lincoluville, Dec. 12,1906. dtei
Belfast, December 12, 1D05.
Winterport, December 12, 1905.
Browa

in
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DORA
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ROSE

j

FRANK

1

With laggard footsteps, yet awhile to dream
Amid the light of autumn trees ablaze.
—Jeannette 1. Helm in October Recreation

practical

The

JOHN B. STICKNEY

:

gauge road is the merest thread at the
base of cliffs often a thousand feet
high, standing in a virgin wilderness
that extends on all sides to the surf,
forever pounding the shores of an island non miles across from east to west
and north to south.
We thought that
Maine. New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Cape Breton’s Brasd'tu lakes fur- j
nished superb scenery. When we le-!
turn it will all seem commonplace.
Barrens covered with Arctic moss,
half jet-black soil and half water fori
leagues; sometimes three or four lakes
seen from the car window, and each
with the surface of its water from 100
j
to 200 feet higher or lower than that of
all the others; yet all a mile long and
broad, winding out of sight among j

('apt.

The mission of “Early Kisers” is to clear
the way and give Nature full sway. These
famous little pills rid the stomach and
Now from wood and mountain side have bowels of ail putrid matter, thus removing
eurled
the causes of headache, constipation, sallow
The tires of autumn, and in wreaths are complexion, etc.
DeWitt’s Little Early
whirled,
Kisers never gripe or sicken. A safe, pleasFor great Michaho sits ’inid falling leaves
Sold by K. H. Moody.
ant,
perfect
pill.
And drowsing lights the peace pipe of the
The government “Blue Book,” about to
world.
be issued, shows a total of 25,481 persons in
And as he sits and smokes a dreamy haze
jovernment service in Washington, whose
Spreads through the land and lingering iggregate salaries are $27,145,709.

the most

“station;"

These

or

Randall,
Randall, late o(
Waldo, deceased,

>

f

Users of them

perfect
working dampers and tight fitting castings make them great bakers.

lakes over 30,000
known ones, and OST with names) with
nobody to fish and no boats on them:
hills yellow with bake-apple berries in

r/emain
sulky,

Indian Summer.

are

public is

general

ind economical to buy.

Minerals showing right beside!
'till
been prosperous,
that she has
road—copper, iron, coal, asbestos,
been
no effort made to duplithere
has
I
and
a,!
mica,
marble,
gypsum,
waiting
them, weigh |
for capita, ami a market. It is wonder- ! cate her, neither have there been more

the “Duke and Duchess of
u e challenge the world in (lino,
•'gain.” Tlie story is too good a
variants of the seventh
Unpublished
under the shadow of and
i
eighth lines read: nur politicians
and tlie Courier-Gazette walk oft with the hum all they want is
.11
"t! ,(t the Rockland persons were I the earth, in Ohio.” And now VirHanson G. Bird and his
ate
ginia chimes in:
andi Captain Watts of St. George, [
There is nowhere a land so fair
j
eat wag in his day, was the faceAs in Virginia;
acwho
s
individual
"whisperingly
So full of song and free from care
with
the
liveried
As in Virgiuia.
tinted'the
flunkey
And I believe that happy land
,es of |the lady and gentleman he was
The Lord prepared for mortal man
That was in 183!',
nving around.
Is built exactly on the plan
Bird was in his full
ien Ciaptain
Of Old Virginia.
lysical powers and as tine a specimen
Nothing here or hereafter can be too
f American manhood as could be
Consequently it is not
iund between the rising and setting of good for her.
It was easy for the servant faint praise to say that this song isn’t.
lie sun.
As to Kentucky, the case is different
to believe a man of so imposing apin a mopearance justly entitled to the high de- For her a heaven born poet,burst into
.' rce of (Juke.
And it gives a delightful ment of supreme exaltation,
the immortal song whose penultimate
■avor to the story to know that the
luff seo captain graciously accepted a ad final stanzas are here affectionate!:e honors bestowed upon him in uv.ter ly set down:
The dove notes are the saddest,
unconsciousness of the joke perpetratIn Kentucky;
-d by hid nautical companion.
The streams dance on the gladdest,
In
Kentucky;
beautifying methods that injure the skin
IIip pockets the thickest,
lie beautiful
c! health are dangerous,
Pistol hands are the quickest,
about discomfort by taking Hollister’s
Cylinders turn the quickest,
Sunshiny faces
;,cky ,'Iountain Tea.
In Kentucky;
,)!<,«• its use. accents. R. 11. Moody.
Song birds are the sweetest,
Fredericksburg.
In Kentucky;
Thoroughbreds are the fleetest,
J lie increasing moonlight drifts across my
In Kentucky;
bed,
The mountains tower proudest,
And on the churchyard by the road I know
Thunder
peals the loudest,
j
I: falls as white and noiselessly as snow
The landscape is the grandest,
j’mi, such a night two weary summers
And politics the damndest.
lied ;
In Kentucky.
I he stars, as now, were waning overhead.
The murmur of dove and brook, the
-l.-ii! Again tlie shrill-lipped bugles blow
of tlie birds, the quadrupedant
here the swift currents of the river flow I song
Cast Fredericksburg: far off the heavens ! sound of hoofs, the barking of the
: thunder and the
are red
“guns" are heard in
\"it! sudden conflagration; on yon height this grand diapason. The Blue Grass
.-in-took in hand, the gunners hold their i rustles in it. The dew on the
grandest
breath;
| landscape is the genuine old stuff,
signal rocket pierces the dense night,
of the most glorious golden
lings its spent stars upon the town be- worthy
neath :
days of the Poenix hotel.
the
right,
Hark!—the artillery massing on
Kentucky has a masterpiece, it is
Hark !—the black squadrons w heeling down useless to hope that forty-four State
to Death!
poems fit to be mentioned in the same
—Thomas Bailey Aldrich.
day with it can be built in forty-four
ttiousand years. For the present, the
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea is simply
It goes to every part of several States might be content to
i iuid electricity.
sour body, bringing new blood, strength practice on state “yells.”—New York
It makes you well and Sun.
and new vigor.
:eeps you well. 35 cents. R. II. Moody.
n

them.

say tbat they

sands of nameless

.j

:

the

roaring through a
where a pine tree, two

sombre, blue hills one or two thousand
teet high; green streams full of trout
land sea-trout and salmon in season :
caribou that cross the track by thousands when migrating; tens of thou-

From

none,
our pumpkins,
most a ton

denote that

pleased with

\ railroad train

“•

precincts,
through being introduced, unthem,
t
by a waggish fellow(

!

KINEO RANGES

NOYES & NUI1ER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Preacher.

-ue/red

CO., Boston,

The constantly increasing sales of

tire island.
heritage,
only
We pass the superb scenery of Day
obligations of the hour, but of would be disengaged by the motion
and clash of those serried lines. The of Islands and enter the Ilumber Val... Vunder all circumstances, on the
,1'hfares, in tire tramway, in best we dare do is to put a few chunks ley, winding along the left bank of its
of ■'fate verse on the ice.
First let river—wild, Clearwater, but so deep it
P‘v \and at home, always, gentleHBbert Mitchell Floyd, in Trade Illinois open her ponderous and marble is black, and made yet more sable by
-S
the overshadowing bluffs. The narrowjaws:
Torture of

sizes—large

,r

PENCILING i IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

natives and

day

size most economical.

R'NDALLjguardianof Rnbv

presented a petition praying that she may
lie licensee to sell at private -ale and
convey certain real estate of said minor,
described

I-

■ve

J

your hand on it

•

The Kind You Have Always

■

1.1st,__

put

I. S. JOHNSON &

due damages.”

■

can

25 cent and 50 cent

druggists;

ILCffiSSSaafift

the lltli day of
February, 1904. he
did offer in writing to transfer ami deliver to the defendants, as administrators of the said estate all his
right, title
and interest in said stock and did de-1
maud the performance by the said ad-1
uiinistrators of the agreement made by |
the said Isaac
Libby, but the said
administrators did not on said day pay
to the plaintiff the sum of four thousand
dollars 84,000) in performance of the
said agreement, as they were legally
bound to do and have not to the date
hefeot performed their agreement but
wholly refused and neglected to perform said agreement to the damage of
the said plaintiff as lie says, the sum of
eight thousand dollars, which shall then
and there be made to appear with other

1

A

I 1^*5 ]U9

on

■

JOHNSON’S Anodyne

f

I '0,2

1
■

^/v\|I

Here to There

I !qzS

to sell or not.

And the plaintiff avers that
reiving
upon the promise of said Isaac C.
Libby
and m performance of ttie
consideration
thereof he did transfer to said
Augusta
Sate Deposit and Trust
Company the
two hundred and five shares of said
stock belonging to him.
'‘-And the plaintiff further avers that
-he said Isaac C. I.ibbv died intestate
bn D'C 12th
day ol' October. 1899, and
the defendants were
duly appointed administrators of his goods ami estate by
the probate court for said Kennebec
county and still hold said trust.
“And the plaintiff further avers that

Wi at is the average conversation?
irrent
events, music, art. books,
Don't Be Hoodwinked,
Xo! business, and business
or over-persuaded int" accepting a substitute
for tilt* Original Little Liver Pills. tir>; put
a standpoint tliat
arouses only
up by old Dr. R. V. Pierce. over 40 years ago,
selfish personal instincts, and not
and called Doctor Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets,
broadening sense that lias made
They've been much imitated but never
equaled, tine or two are laxative, three or
mmereial life the world's civilizer.
four
cathartic.
successful man of today, from j1 ———1
nuncier to the trade paper pubSTATE POEMS.
in his arroffanrt' of nnwer forhow he started, who helped him
We don't know whether the lion.
i, and why he should be the one to
dr. thoughtful and courteous al- Theodore F. Allen of Cincinnati is a
toward those he is brought into producer or merely an amateur and a
collector of American versesmiths’
css or social contact with,
Whichever lie be, it is good to
re is
a psychological law which work.
.seriated by few. that the unspoken behold him as, careless of these caniof tlie mind stamps its in- cular discomforts, careless of that boilonly too markedly upon the ing Buckeye world of Cox and Herrick
and Pattison and the Anti-Saloon
: -:i in the home hour, for it is at
lie takes his pen in hand:
1 articular time that these forces league,
utred and strengthened and go To the editor of the Sun.
Permit me to rise and ask
n
such strong waves that those l Sir:
what's the matter with the American
>t of blood are submerged by it.
man then, who in his selfishness poets that they have not furnished us
I enclose herewith
i.it recognize the rights of others with State poems?
consideration and courtesy, only four State poems, representing VirginIllinois. Kentucky and Ohio, but
is up in the end a condition that is ia,
’.dal to those he is most desirous ot this leaves forty-one other slates without state poems.
I am aware of the
ting—his children.
des then with the father of the fact that the dog days are not the
most conducive to energetic action on
y to take up this existing horror
.mannerly loutishness, so fright- the part of the poets, but 1 am hoping
apparent. and through a thuught- that the publication of these four
state poems in the Sun will induce the
■, adjustment of his own methods and
I
show what should be, by becoming state poets to wake up.
We appreciate the honor and confi1-abject lesson himself.
I\ comparison with otlier nations of dence which Mr. Allen shows us.
I world, we have reason to feel proud Steady and kindly has the Sun shone
•the position which our country has I on the native bards, and so it will conli in trade, science, art and govern- tinue to shine so long as they have a
\t. so there is all the more reason foot to stand on. But it would be
1 the coming rulers of this land against public policy to publish four
Yl show now that they are fully State poems in one day. and especially
Ton much heat
of meet- in a day like this.
not
\to the

|

I

were argued as one
Bassett appearing for the
and Enoch Foster and
It \V

that

Court held at Belfast, within
0n **“ 12th
dAJ °*

J.
minor child of Willis R.
aiontville. in said County of

CLARA

Don

cages':

Libby,

One of the principal uses of Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is the preparation
of prospective mothers for tne time of
trial and danger that comes when a child
Is born. The "Prescription" is strengthening and invigorating and lessens pain
and danger. It insures the perfect wellbeing and the perfect health of both
mother and child. Every woman should
know these things before she really needs
to know them. There are many tilings in
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, that every woman ought to know.
This celebrated work reached a sale of
680,000 copies at il.so each. The expense
of production having thus been covered,
it is now being given away. A copy will
bo sent to any address on receipt of 21
one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing
unlit, or. in cloth binding for 31 stamp*
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N.Y.

be shamed into takiug up again the
normal conditions of true manhood.
i.et us then look at the fathers of
these families.
Arriving at home after the day’s

A

i t ornish and

times I had to lie down tor hours before 1
could raise my head." writes Mrs. Mary M.
Thomas, of 337 Winston Street. Los Angeles.
Cal.
"After taking the first bottle of Favorite Prescription,'' however. I was so pleased
with the results that I kept on taking It until
I was restored to health and strength.
I
shall never be without this great medicine,
and shall take a few doses when 1 do not
feel strong.”

parent.
Everybody knows that the average
young man of today is a careless, unmannerly boor both in public, aud in
society, and it is time the root and rea-on

I

,Pkr°b““

Scernhi? &.0/soI‘‘,d°'

™thE HolMs'“T£ 'ya‘do
Edwin^C*. Swift vs^Arthur P^LUiby^t
^
AdmrVs1
Arfhur Mr
Arthur
P.
county

"I was suffering with nervous headache,
pains in the back and dizziness, so that at

listens, and absorbs

At

A Waldo Connlv
Ca.e Argued.
In the Law Court at
lucusta

■

V

j

No Worms Si
Using This Remedy

v

■

'.t

1
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GILADYS

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Pre Inventory Sale

CARLE & JONES’

EXECUTRIX’S

!
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Correspondence.

County

CENTRE MONTVILEE.

SEARSPORT LOCALS,
I,. G. Paine of Philadelphia spent Christmas in town.
James P. Nichols left Saturday
trip to Portland.

on a

busi-

ness

Miss Guida Ilomer returned from Bucksport Tuesday by train.
Miss Elizabeth B. Carver of Brooklyn, N.

j

>

soli weni to
ness.

Augusta Wednesday

on

busi-

of
Mr. and Mrs. N. I). Ilewes and wife
Waltham arrived Saturday to spend the

—

cake, crisp cookies, crullers,

few weeks.

holidays.
Andrew I.. Allen arrived Saturday from
New Voik and is the guest of his mother,
Mrs. Lizzie Allen.
Mrs. G. A. Robertson of Augusta, who
lias been visiting relatives in town, returned home last week.
\\. Porter, who has been on an
extended visit in Providence and vicinity,
returned home Dec. 20tli.
Mr. F.

Miss Nellie Donnelly of Waltham, Mass.,
arrived home Friday and is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent.
Sell. Kittie Lawry, (.'apt. C. N. Closson,
sailed Sunday for Rockland with staves
and heading from Pike Bros.
Mr and Mrs. Dana W. Dutch of Boston
arrived Dec. 20th to spend Christinas with
Capt. and Mrs. J. T. Erskine.
The engagement is announced of Mr.
Andrew L. Allen of New York and Miss
Henrietta L. Ross of Seat sport.
to Rucksport Satur-

H. N. Colcord
to attend the Nichols-Nichols nuptials
that place Saturday, Dee. 23d.
W. W. Weeks, agent of the Eastern S. S.
Co. at this place, left for his home in Rockwent

day
at

Mi.nduv

ciAtanrl

('.hristniH s.

Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser of New London, Ct., is spending the holidays with his
mother, Mrs. Snsarj L. Sweetser.
Charles Crockett and William Early of
Villiamantic were iu town Thursday,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. II. F. Partridge.
Dr. A. H. Cook, veterinary surgeon of
Cherryfield, arrived last week and has his

office at the Cleaves House

on

Elm street.

Dr. F. Irving Pendleton arrived Saturday
from Lewiston to spend Christinas with his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. F. I. Pendleton.
Miss Henrietta Garey, who is employed
nurse in the Lewiston City Hospital, is
spending Christmas with her mother, Mrs.
Henrietta Young.
Misses Blanche A., Martha, Henrietta L.
and Rebecca Ross arrived by train Saturday evening and are with their parents
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross.
as

11. M. Bailey, who has been laid up the
past two weeks with la grippe, has recovered and resumed work at the Sprague
Coal Plant at Mack’s Point.
Robert P. Nichols, freight clerk

on

the

steamer Calvin Austin, arrived home Saturday to spend Christmas with his parents,
( apt. and Mrs. Daniel C. Nichols.

H. Monroe has bought a lot of land
and will at once erect an automobile station
and repair shop. The new building will be
ready lor business about May 1, 19Ufi.
C.

The annual meeting of Mariners Lodge,
No. (18, F. and A. M., for the election of oltieers will he held Tuesday evening, Jan.
9th. All members are invited to attend.
Leander M. Sargent, Jr., and his two
children arrived
Monday from Myrtle,
W yoming, and will spend the winter with
Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
Mr.
and
his parents,
Irving Bailey and family left Monday for
W'aldoboro, where they will reside for the
winter. Mr. Bailey is engaged in getting
out cooperage stock tortile Rockland Lime
Co.
j. H. Frame, General Superintendent and
electrician of the C. 11. Sprague Coal Co. at
Mack’s Point, has rented the E. M. (Hidden
residence, one of the finest in tow n, and
The Mosniau house on the corner of Main
is
Church streets
and
undergoing a
thorough renovation and extensive repairs.
When completed it will be used as a general lodging house.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew B. McGowan returned from their wedding trip to Jamaica
in the steamer Admiral Farragut, which arrived at Boston Dec. 25th, and are at home
in Worcester, Mass.
Henry Brackman of Detroit, Mich., an
emplojee of the Sprague Coal Plant at
Mack’s Point, fell from the trestle work
Dec. 20th and dislocated his shoulder and
received other severe bruises. lie was attended by D.r. S. J. l’attee and is getting

along nicely,
Invitations have been received for the
wedding at Eureka, Calif., on Jan. 1, 1!I0(>,
of Mr. Arthur Clinton Sargent and Miss
Ruby Lillian Young at the residence of the
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Yarneil,

1222 Fourth street. Mr. and Mrs. Sargent
will be at home after January 10th, at 1205
Mr. Sargent is the eldest
Eighth street
son of Mr. William P. and Lizzie C. Sarof
gent
Searsport and lias been employed
lor tlio past six jears as foreman in a large
lumber mill in Eureka.
The following out-of-town guests registered last week at the Searsport House: 11. N.
Reid, Bangor; H. A. Carter, W. R. CliffordHelfast; B. M. Packard, Abbot village; W.
C, Jones, Barre, Vt ; W. 11. Hallett, Ban,
gor■; E. M. Bassett, Old Town; E. B. Huse,
Bangor; Geo. A. Jackson, Vassalboro; Fred
Savery, Belfast; C. B. Dexter, II. If. Williams, J. G. Kitson, Bangor; C. L. Wright,
Belfast; Charles K. Phinney, Boston; W.
R. Dailey, A. 11. Iloxie, If. I,. Parker, Bangor; B. IE Conaut, J. S. Harriman, Belfast;
S. M. Crawford, Houlton; W, M. Weeks,

Rockland,

NORTH SEAISSPORT.

Dodge's Corker. The animal reunion
of the Walter and Martha Dodge Matthews
family met on Christmas with Captain and
Mrs. G. E. Chapin. After dinner old .Santa
arrived and distributed presents to all from

well laden Christinas tree. Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. Matthews and family accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Hills of Union drove
from Belfast to be present-Dee. 17th Mr.
and Mrs. .J. E. Marden entertained a party
of relatives and friends at their pleasant
home.
a

8EARSMONT.

Mr. Ralph Bryant, wife and child arrived
last week from Graud Island, Nebraska, for
a two months’ visit to his father and other
friends. Mr. Bryant left home eight years
ago and went west for his health and reMrs. C. G.
with it fully restored
Hemenway visited friends in Thomaston
last week_M. 0. Wilson and wife attended the State Grange in Haugor last week.
turns

—

_Mrs. Almira Sweetland celebrated her
93d birthday December 19th. She received
her friends with all her old-time hospitality_Mrs. Abbie Ordway was surprised
when six of her oldest pupils placed upon
her desk a nice handkerchief box containing half a dozen handkerchiefs. She also
received a white worsted shoulder shawl
and many pretty and useful presents from
the younger pupils,wdth wishes for a Merry
Christmas from all....Mr. and Mrs. Dixon
of Lisbon were at the Nevens House Friday and Saturday ....Mr. Elou Gilchrest
and Miss Helen M. Dunton of Belfast, Miss
Edith F. Dunton of Madison, Wisconsin,
and Miss Florence E. Dunton of South
Hadley, Massachusetts, called upon friends
in town Christmas day.
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prosperous as today I
the Farmers’Crops i

was never as

the

Capitalist’s Money so well emp.oyed,
good demand, the Laboring Man so busy; but History repea
itself, and it behooves the people today to lay away for the future.

so

This is

a season

for New Resolutions

or

renewed

de-fl

energy and

I

termination.
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CONSERVATIVE,
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FOREIGN PORTS.

and

Axim, W. C. A., Dec. 19. Ar, hark Antioch, Leland. New York (48 days’ passage).
Barbados, Dec. 8. Sld, sch. Edward T.
Stotesbury, Charlotte Harbor.
Colon, Dec. 8. Sld, sch. C. P. Dixon, Gulfport, Miss.; 10, sch. Augustus II. Babcock,

grocery does

Offers every opportunity for the Safe Investments of
yo.ir earr
ings and the careful handling of your Commercial Transactic
f hough our business is increasing by Leaps and Bounds,

New Orleans.
Havana, Dec. 19. Sld, sch. Marie Palmer,
Campbell, Punta Gorda (to load for Boston).
Chemainus, Dee. 10. In port, ship Mary
L. Cushing for Sydney, V s. W.; 23, sld,
ship Emily Reed, Sydney, N. S. W.
St. John, N. B„ Dec. 20. Ar, sells. Domain, Stockton ; Frank and Ira, Belfast.

not compare.

Royal is the greatest of bake-day helps.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

The UNITED STATES

-

port.
Winterport, Dec. 25. Ar, sch. Emily F.
Staples, Portland,
Castine, Dec. 25. Ar, sch. Phineas F. Gay,
New York.

muffins, with which the ready-made food

rauM'Kcr rrjKKV,

Mr. and Sirs. Charles
came home
from Stouington to spend Christmas_
Mrs. A. A. Ginn gave a Christmas party
last Monday night.... Mr. and Mrs. Herman Avery of Brewer, and Albert
Averyspent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Avery—Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Berry and
son Alvah spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Simeon Ellis of Stockton_A little
girl arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Kufus llarriman Dec. 22nd. Both mother
and child are doing well.I. A. Peirce of
Stockton spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. W. I), llarriman
G. \V. Silver was
at home from Sandypoint to spend Christ-

Fernandina, Dec. 21. Sld. sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Boston.
Georgetown, S. C., Dec. 20.
Ar, sch.
Brina P. Pendleton, Boston; 21, sld, schs.
Melissa A. Willey, New York; Eliza J.
Pendleton, do.
Belfast, Ga., Dec. 22. Ar, bark Auburndale, Bermuda.
Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 22. Ar, sch. A.
F. Kindberg, Karitan River, N. J., (will
haul up for the winter after discharging;)
sld, sens. Jacob M. Haskell, Newport News
and Galveston; Paul Palmer, Baltimore.
Carteret, N. J., Dec. 22. Sld, sch. Wm.
H. Sumner, Savannah.
Providence, R. I., Dee. 22. Ar, bark
Rebecca Crowell, Turks Island.
Savannah, Dec. 24. Sld, sch. Helen G.
Mosley, Boston.
Punta Gorda, Fla., Dec. 23. Ar, sch. Edward T. Stotesbury, Barbados.
Bath, Dec. 23. Ar, sch. R. Bowers, coal

Have your cake, muffins, and tea biscuit home-made. They will be fresher,*
cleaner, more tasty and wholesome.
Royal Baking Powder helps the house
wife to produce at home, quickly and economically, fine and tasty cake, the raised
hot-biscuit, puddings, the frosted layer-

noon.

People in this vicinity have been very
busy the past two weeks, improving the
line sledding in getting their supply of
wood... Austin Marriuerand Arno Knight,
Jr., attended the State Grange in Bangor
last week....Miss Georgia V. Miller will
leave this week for Southwest Harbor,
where she is employed as teacher. She is
one of our most popular teachers and we
wish her success—Miss Lena McKinney,
who is attending the Castine Normal
school, spent Christmas at home_H. E.
Rankin has gone to Haverhill, Mass., where
he has employment in a hospital
Frank
L. Gray has returned to Stonington for a

Miss Ethel M. Nichols arrived Friday
from Gorham to spend the holidays.
Frank 1. and Harry Gross arrived SaturGross.
day to visit their lather, Mr. Edward
Hon. A. E. Nickerson and A. J. Nicker-

Made

ome

—

CENTRE LINCOLNV1LLE.

mm

Boston.

Hattie Clough ate her Christmas
dinner with her cousin, Cora Goodwin, last
Sunday.Ggorge Edwards has the machinery set up in his new shop and planed
2,000 feet of boards for Volnev Thompson
last Saturday—Charles B. Thompson is
getting out ash lumber for Belfast parties.
They had a family Christmas tree at
M. M. Wentworth’s last Monday after-

Walter E. Towers has moved into the
Bunnells house on Pike Avenue.
Mrs. llattie Shute went to Unity Saturto pass Christmaswith friends.

day

,f

Mrs.

V., is visiting friends in town.

Humarock, New York, loads for Philadelphia.
Brunswick, Ga., Dec. 21. Ar, sch. Theoline, Gilcbrest, Camden; sld, sch. Inez N.
Carver, Providence; 23, sld, sch. Theoline,

’

(Over $150,100 Increase in Deposits since February 21)
structure is being built on the Solid Foundation, which
Financial Adversity can fracture or impair. Our full list of
curities may be examined at any time. Absolute Safety not c
our

CO., NEW YORK.

I MOKKILL

[Ayer’s

(Freedom.)
Stillman, Laforest and Charles White
Miss Melissa Post, whohas beet! stepping !
mas.
the past few weeks with Mrs. Wentworth, came from Poston last Saturday to spend
;
returned home Saturday.Miss Kale Christmas with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SOUTH NON1TILLE.
the
in every
We learn that Stillman and
to
New
last
week
Burns
went
York,
i I. I). White.
Troy,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. llowes were the
to join I)r. Lee and wife-Miss Eliza Charles sire to start for California next
guests of his brother Charles Sunday.
PER CENT
Penney has been quite sick, lint is repotted week, where they find employment—Miss
Mrs. Sarah Bryant is at work for Mrs. better at this writing-Mr. ami Mrs. M. Gracie and Fred and Harry Simmons are at •
You can
find a home
( I;i Minas holidays.Mr.
h«*me
for
the
INTEREST
E.
Busher
went
to
Albion
to
nd
Monday
spTwitched of Liberty_ The remains of
without its Ayer’s
Noah Robbins, formerly of this place, were Christmas witliVIr. and Mrs. Charles Buz- John Blake returntd fioin Boston last
He
week.
has
been
at
Fort
AnPectoral.
Parents
know
what
has
to
moved
the
employed
brought to Appleton last week for burial. zed_Y. N. Sylvester
IN
SAVINGS
Mr. 1. S. Bartlett and family took their Gregory house. Mr. Sylvester is in very drews, Boston haihor. Miss Georgia Blake,
it does for children: breaks
Christmas dinner with bis parents, Mr. poor health and his brother .lames w ished who i» omp oyxi in the Waldo Hospital,
ai
is
home
for
a
week....Mr.
John
Belfast,
and Mrs. S. 0. Bartlett of Appleton_Miss to be near him that he might eaie lot him.
FROM THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH
! Cross has been quite ill and under the docHazel McLain arrived home last Saturday.
B. F. Knowles was in Boston last week SWANV1LLK CEXTKlt.
| tor’s care the past two weeks....Mr. and
COMPOUNDED 8 K MI-A N N U A LL Y
Mrs. Dei bel t Paul attended the State
on business....Charles E. and ,1. F. Gilman,
Mr. Ed- Grange in Bangor last week... Rev. J. W.
Mrs. Isaac Curtis is quite sick
who have been in the grocery business in
-andHatch of Be hast held quarterly meeting
Cambridge, Mass., have sold out_Mr. ward Marden, master of Comet Grange, at- services
at the church here last Sunday.
John Q. Adams, 2d, and Miss Ethel Howes tended the State Grange in
ON
last
OF
Bangor
.He gave a tine Christinas sermon and adol Liberty were united in marriage Christup a cold in a
Miss Lamson, who has been visit- ministered ike sacrament of the Lord’s supweek
mas by Rev. E. A. Dinslow at his home.
wards off
prevents
FROM DATE OF ISSUE.
They are soon to move into the W. B. ing her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. per,
adpneumonia.
Morse house and their many friends wish Jennys, for several months, is to spend the
winter with her aunt, Mrs. Norton, in New FRANKFORT.
them a happy journey through ,ife.
HIGH
vise parents to
it on hand.
The Christmas tree and entertainment at
Jersey—Mrs. Wm. Clement is not as well
u
The best cough mediciue money can buy
as usual_Mrs. Ernest Patterson of Masthe First Congregational church Monday
UBEKTI.
is Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. For the coughs of
on hand for
or we
sachusetts is the guest of Miss Louise Cunchildren nothing could possibly be better.”
you in
pu
Millard E. Daniels died at midnight Dee.
were
much appreciated and we
Jacob Shull, Saratoga, Ind.
ningham_Clarence Walker is to teach in evening
of
-Oth from internal injuries received while Frankfort—Mrs. Alien llu-tus had a hope Santa Claus will be as good next year.
we
not
any
25c.. 50c.. 91.00.
j. c. AVER co.,
own,
....Mr. C. R. Kenney of Bangor spent
felling trees on the 19tli. Mr. Daniels birthday party for her husband last week.. Christmas with his
.AlWiruggistSj^^ fOI* ■
.sister, Mrs. James Tail.
Mr. Ray Pitman and a friend from New'
Mr. William Kingsbury, one of Franklodged a tree and felled another across it to Hampshire are guests of his si.-ter, Mrs.
drive it down. While trying to work the Ed. Marden-While Manter Murphy was fort’s oldest and most respected citizens,
his daughter, Mrs.
tree off the stump with his axe, it sprung on his way to school last week his horse died at the home of
back, striking him in the abdomen with ran away but did no damage otherwise Chas. B« a!s, Dec. 18ili.. .Frankfort’s spoilsgreat force, lie crawled to the house but than a badly smashed up sleigh.lohn men are enjoying the horse racing on
Ayer’s Pills greatly aid the Cherry f
Peirce’s Pond, w here there is an excellent
soon succumbed to his injuries,
lie was McKeen andwifeof Ft auk foil were guests
Pectoral in breaking up a cold.
are
at our
your accounts are
about fifty years of age. Mr. Daniels was a of his mother, Mrs. Beals, Saturday... E
opportunity for the fun.Miss Merle
Ihoinpson left Monday for Portland, where
native of Montville and had lived in that A. Robertson has bought the Twnmbiy lot of
or small.
KhU'AST
riilCK
CtKlitST.
she
us
will
town and Liberty the most of his life.
begin work as a stenographer
Me 80 acres of the Belfast Feel & May Co.
leaves one brother, Henry, who is in Raymond Marden is gaining quite fast Mr. James Sprague found two bottles of
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Alaska, a son Harry, in a university in again....Susie Belle Maddock came home whiskey on the sidewalk one morning last
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
One bottle contained a pint, the
Now York studying for the ministry, and a front Belfast to spend Sunday—Charles week.
G
-5:
other
a
some
so
and
^uart. yet
people say
widow, formerly Miss -Abbie Stevens of Marr is at home.
Apples
P
bu.,
75!
50a
Hay p ton, 9.00s u.no
m> do not sell
Montville. Mr. Daniels was a good citizen
liquor-No definite time lias
,"» Hides p lb,
dried, p It.,
9>aiU
we call your
to out
been set for beginning work at the Granite Keans,
2.00a2 25 Lamb p tb,
and will he greatly missed in town_The
"if
fen,
^ ^
FREEDOM.
2.30 Wool skins,
"oiks, but it is hoped it will be soon...The
Ma cabees are to have a ball in Hall St.
Yel’eyes,
l.OOffil.26
20,B22 Mutton p tb,
Wednesday afternoon, Dec 20!h, a chim- Christinas tree and entertainment at the Butter p lb,
8
has no
in
George, New Year’s night, with good music
our
Bo
• oaS Oats
lb,
32
p
beef,
sides,
bu.,
lb,
a.
p
Black schooJhouse was a grand success and
and an oyster supper.I. ,J. Walker
ney in the farm buildings of Edwin Downer
Beef fore quarters,
3 Potatoes p bu.,
30
started the tannery again Dec. 20th, after burned out and got so hot that Sir. Downer the village people almost envy those who Barley p bu.,
at
60 Hound Hog,
per
tit
year.
hnve such a spirit of “push” to out-do the Cheese
a shut dow n of several weeks on account
15 Straw p ton,
p lb,
7 00
telephoned to the village for help, expect ill-town OMiiniM
of scarcity of water.
Chicken p lb,
14 Turkey p 11.,
.5,, >s
WM. B. SWAN, President.
C. W. WESCOTT, Castilefire
that
the
would
break
Calf Skins,per lb.
moment
13,Tallow p lb,
-n",,•,
ing any
DIRECTORS :
Duck p lb.
14B15 Veal p lb.
8alu
Suggestions to Telephone Users.
out. About twenty men went to bis assi-tSWAJiVILLE.
30
Fggs p doz.,
Wool, unwashed.
Win. B. Swan.
30
Thomas XV. Pitcher,
Clarence E. McTnt
wet dow n the woodwork about l lie
Fowl p tb.
12 Wood, hard,
Mr. anil Mrs. W. E. Damn) dri ve to anceand
4.nob4.30
Robert F. Dunton,
Elmer A. Sherman,
Thomas E. Shea,
Everybody using a telephone should tteese p tb,
chimney, t'onsideiable damage was done
16: Wood, soft.
3,00
to
see
Mrs.
Hampden Sunday
Hamm’s by tlie water and fire was averted... The observe the following lilies:
Asa A. Howes,
Chas. P. llazeltine,
Winfield S. Pendh
of
the
staff
Echo
a
editorial
Academy
gave
It you have a telephone in your ofPetail Price.
niece, Miss Susie Greeley, who was burned
Petail Market.
social Wednesday evening, Dec.
poverty
fice
or
store, call up “central” and then Beef,corned, p lb, Sato Lane p bbl.,
quite badly last Thursday night by burnmini 01
20th, which was a great success socially
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
laiuilOat Meal p tb,
4
ing oil. The friends of Miss Greeley extend and financially. Miss Morse and Mr. fan- wait on a customer.
Corn p bu.,
66 Onions p Ib.
Take
time
in
their sympathy—Miss Grace Maiden and carried
your
answering your j Clucked Corn, p bu, 03 Oil Kerosene,gal..14S153
•)
away the prizes. Miss Morse was
Mr. Haj Pitman of Conway, N. II. are the dressed in
or
what
is
do
•
not
answer it I Corn Meal, p bu.,
03 Pollock
better,
patches of all colors and Mr. bell,
'b,
5
guests of his sister, Mrs. E. C. Maiden.... fair in a builap suit... .School at the at all, but in about half an hour
Cheese,
Pork
p
ib,
ib.
17318
10
p
ring !
Mr. Clarence Walker is at home from
Seed, P cwt„ 1.60 Plaster p bltl.,
1.18
1874.
Troy, Academy closed Friday for a five days’ up and ask who called you and get mad Cotton
Codfish drv, p lb.
suit l!ye Meal p li,
w'liei e he has been teaching_Mr. E. C. Christmas vacation.William Spinney
3
if “central” has forgotten who it was. Cranberries, p qt.,
1". Shorts p cw t.,
1 1.7
Maiden has returned from Bangor, where went to Belfast Saturday to have his eyes
Clover Seed,
lOlSugar p tb,
6
he attended the State grange_Miss Susie treated_Harry Bangs is at home this She has nothing else to remember.
p bbl., 5.50U6.75 Salt, T. I., p bu.
40
Ilang up the receiver 'big end up, as Flour,
Haddocks was at home from Belfast for week from the University of Maine Law
II. G. Seed p bu.,
1.75,Sweet Potatoes,
4
■Christmas.Mr. E.
L. Hussey spent School on a vacation.•. Miss Ifertha Bryant in this way it gets full of dust.
Lard, pit.,
11,Wheat Meal.
3a4
Christmas with his parents ill Waldo.. The is home from Colby College for the ChristBang the transmitter with a lead
friends of Mr. anil Mrs. Lauristou Nichols mas vacation... There is to be a Christmas pencil as though you intend to knock it
BOISN.
...WITH THIS....
extend congratulations.Mrs. Ernest ball at the
This invariably
Grange hall. Fairbanks orches- through the wall.
Patterson of Lynn, Mass., has been the* tra will furnish music..'..Miss Winnitred makes it talk
Billings. In Little I)eer Isle, December 14
better.
of
Miss
guest
Louise Cunningham recent- Dodge is at home for a few days from
When talking, stand as far away to Mr. ami Mrs. A. Hillings, a son.
ly— Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby of Win- Norton, Mass., where she is attending
Black. In Deer Isle, December 9, to Mr. and
terpoi t spent Christmas with Mrs. Libby’s Wheaton Seminary.Freedom at this from the telephone as von can, and Mrs George s. Black, a son.
when
do
Greknk.
In Deer Isle, December 14, to Mr
ill.
and
Mrs. Elisha Parsons_ writing is a very slippery town and pedesthrough
parents,
anything with the re- and Mrs.
Gardner K. Greene, a daughter.
Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson had a Christmas trians are half
walking and half skating ceiver except to hang it up.
Harhiman.
In Prospect Ferry, December 22,
dinner and tree, inviting her own children about the stieets-Warren
INSURES ABSOLUTE SAFETY ANI)
Open the generator box with a knife to Mr. and Mrs. Ruins
Spinney spent
Harriman, a daughter.
a id grandchildren
and Mr. and Mrs. Al- Christmas at home.
He is working in or an axe and take a look at things. If
THE PRACTICE OF ECONOMY.
bert Dainm, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Damn)
Fred Rankin went to the interior does not look
Unity this winter
MARRIED.
out
right
pull
ami lainily—Mr. anil Mrs. H. M. chase Belfast
on
business.Sam
Saturday
a few wires and leave the door
had a Christmas gathering. Mrs. Chase’s
open.
Bryant arfived home Saturday night_ This
In Montville, Dec. 25, by ltev
father and her brothers and sisters were Miss Fairbanks
improves the service wonderfully. E.Aiiams-Howfs.
spent the vacation at her
A. Dinslow, Mr. John Q. Adams 2nd of Mor ta metal inkstand or oil can on
Put
present....Miss Ethelyu Moody from Bel- home in Lewiston
E.
arGeorge
liryant
ville and Miss Ethel Howes of Liberty.
fast spent Christmas with her parents, rived home
Allknwood-Grey. in Belfast, December 25
Friday night to remain during top of the telephone, this will short cirMr. and Airs. David Moody,
the Christmas vacation_Fred Muicli and cuit the line; then you can go to sleep by Rev. A. A. smith, Frank Oscar Allenwood of
AND UPWARDS TAKEN.
Belmont and Elizabeth Estelle Grey of Morrill.
at
are
Fred
Nichols’.
and no one can call you.
visiting
family
Brown-Patterson. In
December 23
WINTKRPORT.
Never ring off when through talking by Wayland Knowlton, Esq.,Belfast,
James Percy Brown
Mrs. Jennie N. Patterson, both of Belfast.
as this will notify “central”
Chris'mas was appropriately observed Iran.
begins first of each month, comyou have and
BitALEy-DANFORTH. In Dixuioiit. D camber
as usual.
The children of the CongregaSeldom lias the sad tidings of death, so finished. Let her guess at it.
1
pounded May and November.
24. by vi. V. It. Titlon, Esq .Chester Hiram Braley
Never speak kindly to the operator, and Miss Merle Addie Danforth, bothof Jackson.
tional Sunday school had a tree in the af- sudden and unexpected, startled the comCondon-Priest.
as
she
is
In
more
used
to
Rockland,
October
22,
being called Seth E. Condon and Lillian A.
ternoon in the vestry, and in the evening munity as that which occurred Tuesday
I
Priest, both of
your deposits of any amount and
the M. E. Sunday school had one in theirs. night, December 10th, Rose L., wife of Rob- names.
Kockport,
On Sunday and holidays use the tele1
offer you FREE of charge any
•’ook-Rordins. In Belfast, December 23, by
It was a very enjoyable affair for the on- ert \V. Cook, after performing the customary
Wayland Knowlton, Esq., Orra H. took anil
phone ail you possibly can, for your Laura
assistance you may want.
•;
vi. Robbias, both of Belfast.
lookers as well as for the little folks. A duties of the day retired in her usual health
operator is only a piece of machinery
Downs-Elwell. In Belfast, December 23,
very pleasing program of recitations was and slept to waken on earth no more. Upon and doesn’t care for worldly pleasures. by Rev. .1. W. Hatch, Claience
.1. Downs of
paid on deposits in this bank.
Winterport and Kate VI. Elwell of Brooks.
given. The trees were prettily decorated the grief-stricken family does the blow fail
Emmons-Kouerts In Belfast, December 20,
Steamer Westover Ashore.
and were literally loaded with gifts, both heavily.
They are nearly prostrated by
by Rev. .1. vv. Hatch, Ralph s. tinmens and
Miss Grace E. Roberts, both of Belfast.
useful and ornamental. No one was neg- their great sorrow, which indeed seems
City Island, N. Y., Dee. 2ti. Steamer
Flinton-VV ili.fy.
Ill Rockland, December
lected, and all agreed it was one of the best greater than they can bear. Mrs. Cook was
from
Stockton
for
Westover,
New
10. Winfred VV. Flinton of Cushing and .Maud
Joy,
we ever had.
The great feature of the enP.
wife and mother, York, with mdse., ran ashore on the north Willey of St. George.
tertainment for the little folks was the a faithful, affectionate
Nichols-Nichols, In Bueksport, December
side of Execution Rocks at noon today. The
Santa Claus. C. G. Bryer, who represented whose happy, hopeful disposition and devoNichols
and
13.
Miss
Maud
Joseph
Eveline Nidireports the steamer has a hole in
both of Bueksport.
him, simply “could not be beat,” and W. S. tion to home duties made life blest and captain
her bottom, but lies in an easy position. >ls,
Oakes-Wardvvei.l In Penobscot, December
Tainter, attended to the telephone part ot home happy. She was a kind neighbor and
have
been
tugs
Wrecking
to
engaged
get 19, George Oakes of Hancock and Maud Wardthe performance in a very efficient manner. friend, generous and unselfish to all. An
*
well of Penobscot.
Kev. Harry Hill was the recipient of an unusually large company assembled to pay the disabled vessel off the rocks.
Ott-Baikd. In Rockland, December 10, WarSiS • «•>««.• • • •<:•••;.i .
The
steamer
had
a
of
a
Aroostook
nice
little sum of their last respects to one so universally
cargo
envelope containing
en Ott ol Rockport and Mrs. Mary Ames Baird
money. There were several other trees in loved. The tearful eyes and words of praise potatoes.
>f Camden.
various parts of the town which have not gave evidence of the esteem in which she
Piper-Tozier. In Unity December 2t, Frank
—
W. Piper of Troy and Georgia L. Tozier of
yet been reported.Sunday morning was held. The family, consisting of the
Uidty.
Robinson-Vinal. In warren, December 21,
about 9.30 tire was discovered in the fur- husband, three sons and two daughters,
lalph Sylvester Robinson and Miss Julia Thomas
nace room of the Congregational church.
The oldest son, with wife
were all present.
final, both of Warren.
The smoke was issuing from ail the win- and two children, reside in Newport. Two
Rogers-Knowlton.
In Belfast, December
dows and doors and for a while the situa- brothers and one sister from New Hamp0, by Rev. E. S. Philbrook, William A. Rogers of
AMERICAS
PORTS.
tion was dubious. The fire alarm was rung shire and a brother from Newport were also
•lttstield and Miss Gladys H. Knowlton of BelNew York, Dec. 20. Ar, sch. F. C. Pen- l ast.
and in a very few minutes the Hose Co. present. Comforting and appreciative reRobf.rts-Smith. In Belfast, December 21. by
was on the spot and by their pioinpt action
marks were made by Rev. J. C. Lamb. Mr. dleton, Georgetown, S. C.; cld, bark John
iev. A. A. Smith, Harry W. Roberts and Miss
extinguished the fire before it gained much Fairbanks, the undertaker from Unity, of- S. Emery, Montevideo; 21, ar, sch. Star of (label R. smith,
both of Belfast.
the
Savanna
la
Sea,
mar; 22, ar, schs. Florheadway. The smoke and water did some ficiated, and, assisted by his wife, also furWescott-Docglass. In West Brooksvilte,
damage to the inside of the church, but it is nished the music. One could not think of ence A Lillian, Bangor; Alice Lord, Apa- Jeceniher l, Clifford VVescott and Miss May F.
hoped the loss wiil not be serious. On ac- the departed as dead but sweetly sleeping, lachicola; R. Bowers, South Amboy for Jonglass, boili of Brooksville.
count of the excitement, attending the tire so lair and life-like she reposed amid a proBath; Odell, South Amboy for New Bed- :
the service in the Methodist church was fusion of rich and beautiful flowers. An ford; Serena S. Kendall, Port Beading for
__DIED.
po tponed, and the service which would unusually large procession followed the re- Marion ; sld, tchs. Ralph M. Hayward, Wilhave been held in the morning was given in mains to Fait view cemetery. Much sym- mington, N. 0.; Metinic, Annapolis, Md.;
Cables. In Rockland, December 19, David F.
the evening.
An appropriate Christmas pathy is felt for the family, who in tlieir Myronus, Norfolk; Joseph W. Hawthorn, < tables, aged 51 years. 4 months and H.: days.
Colby, in Brockton, Mass., Detvmber 15, Col.
sermon was enjoyed by a good congregagriet have the comforting thought that she do; 23, passed City Island, sch. Abbie C. Llbion
C. Colby, a native of Rockland, aged 57
tion.
i’he Congregational service was held was spated the suffering of wasting disease Stubbs, Hoboken for Camden; sailed, schs.
nths and 27 days.
in their vestry_The funeral services of' which is so much harder than death.. .Miss Laura M. Lunt, Wilmington; Geu. Adelbert : ears, 7 in In
Cook.
Troy, December 19. Rose L., w ife of
William Newcomb, whose sudden death Estelle Harding, who is teaching in Levant, Ames, Portland for Wilmington, N. C.; 21,
lobert W. Cook, aged 54 \ears and 2 months.
was reported last week, were held Sunday
and Miss Helen Weymouth, who is a stu- ar, sells". John Bracewell, Bangor; Almeda
Davis. In Warren, December 13, Mrs. Emily
at the Orange Ilall, Kev. Harry Hill officiat- dent at M. C. I., are at home for the ChristWilley, Norfolk ; Helena, Perth Amboy for I Davis,aged 58 years and 9 months.
Daniels. In Montville, December 20, Millard
ing. A quartet consisting of Kev. Mr. Hill, mas vacation.Albert Rollins is at home Frankfort; 26, ar, sch. John I. Snow, Mi! <\ Daniels, aged about 50 years,
Miss Marie Wardwell, Mrs. C. R Hill and during the holidays...Mr. Charles 0. Moore ami.
December 18,
l*beemAN. In North
Dec.
20.
sch.
Joshua Treat rendered some beautiful se- has been drawn juryman for the next term
Ar,
Philadelphia,
Daylight, lelen C., widow of SmithBucksport.
Freeman, aged 93 years
lections. The funeral arrangements were of court at Belfast-Mr. J. W. Ames has Boston; 23, cld, sch. Janies W. Paul, Jr.,
,nd 2 months.
in charge of undertaker I). M. -Spencer_ moved into the house recently vacated by Havana; 26, ar, sell. Win. B. Herrick, Hall’s
In West Rockport, December 13,
Jacobs.
A hotly contested game of basket ball was Mrs. Ella Reynolds and owned by Lute I,. Quarry.
Lrchie Jacobs, aged 45 years.
Jackson. In Waldo, December 14, Thirsa A.,
Boston, Dec. 23. Ar, sch. Henry B. Fiske,
played Tuesday evening, Dec. 19th, between Rogers.Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Estes have
Old Town and Winterport. The score was gone to Lynn, Mass., to spend the winter... Fernandina; 24, cleared, sch. Frank Barnet, i afantdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Jackson,
2 months.
in favor of tile home team, 22 to 10_The Mr. Frank Piper of Troy and Miss Tozier Southern port; ar, sell. Alice Holbrook, '• ged
Norton. In Matinicus, December 13, Lizzie
many friends of Mrs. Caroline Kilburn of Unity were married in Unity Dec. 20th, Port Heading.
j la\ Norton, aged 30 years, ll months, 29 days.
were very sorry to learn that she had met
Baltimore, Dec. 24. Arrived, sch. John E.
at the home of Rev. C. W. Ross, and went
Pi i.lsrury. In Rockland, December 21.Thomas
1 t. Pillsbury, aged 86 years, 5 months ana 21 days.
with an accident atid dislocated her w rist. immediately to Rockland to spend a few Develin, Port Tampa.
Pitts. In Camden, December 20, Mrs. Fred
Wilbur Crockett, who recently under- days with relatives_Mr. Clarence Walker
Bncksport, Me., Dec. 24. Ar, sch. Willis
went a severe surgical operation, is staying of Swanville closed a very successful term & Guy, New York.; 25, ar, sch. Nil Desper- 1 Mtts. aged 17 years, 6 months and 28 days.
webcott. In Castine, December 14, Mrs. Han>
for a while at the home of his parents, of school at the Center last week and began andum, Boston; 26, ar, schs. Willie F. Swift,
lah Wescott.aged 69 years, 2 months and 15 days.
Mrs. Han- Souris, P. E. I.; Stony Brook, Boston.
Capt. and Mrs. C. A. Crockett, and is re- a term in Frankfort this week
Thomas, in Lincolnvilie, December 20, Mrs,
Stockton, Me., Dec. 24. Ar, sch. Methegaining his health—John Seavey is seri- nah Woods is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
oseph Thomas.
ously ill at the home of Lemuel laird. He Alphonso Dyer of Pittsfield, during the besec, New York.
has had several hemorrhages.A. W. holidays.Schools in town closed last
Stonington, Me., Dec. 21. Sld, schooner
Shaw is slowly improving..-Fred Shaw is at week_Mrs. Wiunie Green, who has been Henry Weller, Norfolk; City of Augusta,
home from Boston to visit his father_ stopping with her sister, Mrs. Flora Batch- New York; J. Frank Seavey, do; 23, ar,
Elizabeth Fernald is at home from Med- elder, in Oakland for several weeks, has re- schs. Florence Leland, South Amboy; Lucy
way. Mass., on a short holiday vacation_ turned to her home in West Troy—Mr. E. Friend, Boston.
Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 19. Ar, schs.
Measles are still on the war path. Misses James H. Ames of bowdoinham was the
AT.
Marie Wardwell and Alice Atwood are guest of Mr. G. A. Woods last week—Mr. Carrie A. Bucknam, New York; MaggieS.
among the latest victims.Miss Mary and Mrs. Manley S. Green of Wilton visited Hart, Philadelphia.
Hall of Woodstock is visiting her grand- Mrs. Green’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Newport News, Dec. 20. Ar, bark Addie |
My kerosene cart will run daily afte
°Peneda carriage wood work
Mrs. Green’s Morrill, Fall River; 21, ar, sch. Helen J.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Eaton—Miss Carleton, the past week.
job shop
,earof ^)aincu & Fields’
December 28tb. If you want good of
Minnie George was at home from Bangor health is much improved—Alvin Kerry is Seitz, Carter, Boston.
blacksmith shop
schs.
21.
Gov.
Dec.
leaver
Sld,
to spend Christmas.Misses Annie and stopping with his daughter, Mrs. Winnie
Norfolk,
Ames,
.COMMENCES.
street, where I will be pleased to meet
It.
watch
for
Mary Hardy are spending the holidays at Green.. .An infant daughter came to brigh- BostonLuther T. Garretson, Salem; 24,
Uy 01,1 customers and will welcome
new ones.
C. E. TIBBETTS.
home with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ten the home of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Hart sld, sch. Annie Lord, New York.
3*52*
PETER F. WELCH.
20.
Dec.
lw*
S.
Charleston,
C.,
Ar, sch.
Thomas Hardy.
reoently.
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